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ABSTRACT

A two-way cummum'calion system [or mlmnnimlion
bclwnetn 11 system nmmdn and a mobilc unit. The syslum
nelwnrk includes I plumlily of has: transmitlas and base
waivers include in the notwnrk. The base transmiltm are
divided into mm] assignments and broadcast in simulcast
using multi-cmier modulation techniqm.'1‘he system nut-
WOrk controls tbi has: ”anamjllcrs In bmndcast in suimtll-
casl during bulb systcmwidl: and mm: boundaries lo maxi-
mizr; informaticm throughout. Tho prafcrrcd mn'bilc unit
inlcudes I noise. detector mount la prawn] unwanted ers-
missions. The syswrn network furthel provides 111 adaptive
ngistralion feature for mobile units which controls the
registration upcralion by 1b» mobile units In maximizt
inl'mmalinn IhrmtghouL
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FIG. 7
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FIG. 28M}
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transceiver's capability to
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the likelihood exceeds a
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1
METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR PROVIDENCE

WLTICARRIER SIMULCAST
TRANSMISSION

This applicalinn '5 a conunuation of application Ser. No.03.061457. filed Dec. 6. ”96. now abandoned. which is a
Rule 60 coolinunlintt of prior application Ser. No. BTW].
out, filed Nov. 12, 1992. now US. Pat. Nor 5.590.103.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
A. Field of the invention
The present invention relates to methods and systems Eur

providing two-way communication capability between a
central network and a mobile unit over a relatively large
area. cod more panimlarly to such methods and systems
which allow for rapid mmmurticarinn nflarge messages and
efict'ent use ofsystem resources.

3. Description of the Related Art
Conventional two-way portablel‘toobile wireless messag-

ing systems often provide a variety of services to suhsm'h-
ers. Conventional messaging systems in particular provide
one-way services using attire and forward techniques to
mobile receivers carried by the subscriber. A Eundarnentttl
goal of two-way messaging systems is to provides network
of interconnected transmitters and receivers which provides
suflficient transmitted signal strength and receive capability
to uniformly cover a geographic region. Some conventional
messaging systems provide the message to the W! on a
small viewing screen on the mobile unit.

However. such conventional systems often stiller from
problems associated with low system throughput. evidenced
by slow message delivery and message sine limitation: and
do not provide an acknowledgment feature wherein the
mobile unit transmits an acknowledgment signal to tha
syntem to acknowledge receipt of the message from the
system. Generally. system throughput refers to overall com-
munication capability of a system as defined by the total
amount of manage data from the starter-rt to the mobile units
transferred by the system during a given period of lime
divided by the frequency bandwidth necessary to transnit
the message data and may be measured in bits transferred
per H1. Further. such conventional systems outlet from
technical problems preventing consistent Wide area cover-
age and would require extremely wide portion of valuable
frequency bandwidth to achieve acceptable swtem through-
put rates.

Simulcast technology in onutntunirntlon systems was
originally developed to extend transmitter coverage beyond
that which could be obtained from a aiogle transmitter. Over
time. however. simulczsling has flowed into a technique
capable of providing continuous coverage In a large area.

Generally. simulcast technology provides multiple
transmitters. operating on substantially the same frequencies
and transmitting the same infnn-nation positioned to cover
extended areas. As shcwu in FIG. I. transmitter lilo gener-
ally provides coverage over area A. D. and E. transmitter
102 generally provides coverage over area B. D. and E. and
transmitter 1N generally provides coverage over area C, E.
and F. In some cases. the coverage area at a first transmitter
may be entirely enclosed within the coverage area of another
Iransmirter.auch as in building interiors and valleys. [11 areas
where one (and only one) transmitter dominates (cg. areas
A. 8. and C in FIG. 1). simulcast is efiective because the
other transmitters do not significantly afieet receivers in
those areas

However. in “overlap" area: D. E. and F shown in FIG. l.
where tho signals from two or more transmitters are approxi-
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merely equal. problems can arise because destructive inter-
Eerenne of signals occurs in these overlap areas such as areas
D, E. and F. Dutrttclive interference occurs when the two
signals are equal in magnitude and 130" out of phase and
completely cancel each other. While there were some
successes. reliable design procedures were not available.

Attempting to precisely synchronize the carrier frequen—cies of all simulcast tramrnilters does not overcome the
problem because points (in. nodes) at which desu‘ttcu‘ve
summing occurred persisted for long periods of time. At
such points. a awhile receiver can not receive tho simulcast
signal.

Deliberately od'selt‘ing the carrier Eteque notes of adjacent
transmitters can ensure that destructive interference does not
persist It onepoint for an extended period of time. The slight
errors in frequency displayed by high quality reference
oscillators (6.5.. 21] hertz onors in 100 MHz signals or a few
parts in 107) render deliberate oEoelling unnecessary.
Further. merely odlsetting the carrier frequencies could not
guaranleo acceptable quality demodulation because proper
alignment of tho modulating signals in time is also required.

FIG. 1 displays the situation at. for example. point D in
FIG. 1 when modulating waveforms are synchronized and
includes coverage boundary 2oz floor a first transmitter and
a second [tartan-litter nova-age boundary ZIH from a second
adjacent transmitter. An soul-signal boundary 2M exists
where the signals Eton: the first and nomad transmitters have
approximately equal signal alreng‘lha. A more realistic equi-
signal boundary mule. tattle into account natural and Ian-
olade topography and propagation conditions. and therefore
would probably not be a straight line.

FIGS. 3 and 4 generally illustrate various signals as they
may occur at or near the equiasignal boundary 200 as shown
in FIG. 2. in particular. F165. 3 and 4 illustrate various
aspccts of modulation synchronization and how altering
tnnsmiztsion parameters may alfeet the synchronization. In
general. there are at least three sources which came the
signals from the first transmitter and the second transmitter
to he out of synchronization: (1)Lirning shifla in the delivery
of the modulating waveform to each of the transmitters; (2)
timing shills internal to each transmitter. and (3) timing
shifla caused by propagation distances and anomalies. From
the perspective nis receiver located in an overlap area. these
three sources of timingsltifiseomhine to produce an overall
liming Shifts human the received signals from the firat and
sound usrsrrnitlers. In current commercial practice. the
summation of these three components results in time shifts
of about m0 microseconds. The tinting thifi present in
simulcast systems diaadvantageously limits the baud rate at
which inionnation may be transferred. to gelcral. FIGS. 3
and 4 will also illustrate how timing shifts prevents tun:baud rate transmissions

A time line representation of a signal 3136 from a first
transmitter is shown in FIG. 3(a) and a signal 308 from a
second transmitter is shown in FIG. 30!). both from the
perspective ofa receiver located in an overlap area Vertical
dashed lines 300 represent baud intervals on the time axis.
As can beseerr from F163. “Aland (Bl. theaignalaalfli Ind
Jud are fiequenoy modulated between a high and a low
frequency value and the signals 3M and 308 are exactly in
phase As will be appreciated, the timing mill betwecn
signals 306 and 308 must be small when compared to the
baud interval shown in FIGSJM) and lb) since signalthtfi
and 308 are in synchronization. Of course. as the baud
interval decreases. the tinting shifts will likely cause signals
3% and 305 to be out of synchronisation.
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FIGS. Jill). (D). and (E) show the summation of these

two signals 306 and Jill! at all will-signal boundary, such as
boundary 300 in FIG, 3‘ FIG. 3(C} shows a wmpnsile signal
310 indicating thnl the frequency information remains
unchanged. FIG. 3(D) shows a linear graph 312 of the
relative phase diEererloe caused by a slight carrier frequency
difference between the signals {mm the first transmitter and
the second transmitter. FlG. 3(3) shows a composite ampli~
rude signal 314‘ A noise threshold is indicated by the
horizontal dashed line 304 in FIG. IKE).

or interest. FIG. 305} shows the composite amplitude
signal 314 dipping below the noise threshold 304 at an
anti-phase condition In (Lg, when the relative phase Ingic
is 1150'. as shown ill HG. 3(0)).As can he’ seen from FIG.

33:2. the anti-phase condition an: caused by the slight phaseshi between transmitter 1 and transmitter 2 will not cause
any lnfi cfdata lacunae lbr: anti-phase condition persists far
only a small portion or the baud interval.

The slight ofl‘ae‘l If the carrier frequencies between the
first and second transmillers causes a slow drift of the
relative phase of the twu signals, as shown in FIG. 3(1)).
W'tlcn lilo signals are 2180' out of phase. the-temporary dip
in the amplitude signal may cause the Loss of a few hits in
the composite signal, at wmsl. These errors can be counter-
acted with a unintentional error canceling code, such as is
commonly thrown.

FIG. 4 shows a set of similar signals to thus: in FIG. 3.
but wherein the signal dill from the first trensntitteris nEIet
(tenor out nEsynchrorlizttinrt with, the signaldild from the
second transmitter by a full baud. In particular. signal 404
lags signal 402 by one hand inlervaL As. previously
discussed. the [effect (If signals ‘02 and ‘04 may be caused
by various liming shifts in the delivery of both signals 402
and 404 to a receiver in an overlap area. FIGS. 4m) and (B)
illustrate the extreme case where the sum of these timing
shifts is equal to the baud interval shown by dashed lines
I100. As can be seen in FIG. 4((2), composite signal 405
inclndm a period of indelcnninate frequency which unde-
sirably comets several entire baud intervals and, therefore.
successfirl demodulation ls impcmrihle during those baud
intervals. ii the baud interval were increased to minimize the
client of these tinting shins, rim loss would be less likely.
Therefom it can be seen that the baud rate at which good
data transfer can be accomplished is limited by the timing
shifts between signals delivered In receivers in overlapareas.

”through these examples. it can be seen that high degrees
oi modulation synchronisation matte it possible to obtain
good data demodulation in a sirnuteast system. However. the
baud rate limitation of simulcast systems is a significant
drawback and limits system IhtougbpuL

All alternative in simulcast [or wide area coverage is
assignment of orthogonal. non-overlapping subdivisions of
the available system capacity to adjacent areas. Subdivisions
can he made in time (6.3.. broadcasting the inItlt'matiatl on
the same frequency in dilferenl lime sicls in adjacent areas).
or in frequency (cg. balance-sting the information simulta-
nocusly on Meteor frequencies in adjacent areas). There are
several prrlblcms with such orthogonal systems. however.
First, orthogonal assignments require tuning the receiver to
the assigned frequency or lime channel for the area in which
the receiver cu trendy resides. in the broadcast services every
traveler has experienced Ill: frustration offi riding the correct
channel for their t'avorile programs. simulcast operation
avoids the need for scanning and re-tuuirlg as the mobile unit
moves between areas. Such scanning and m-lttnirlg also
distdvantageously increases mobile unit power counterp—litllt
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Sewer]. and more serious. the orthogonal assignment

approach drastically {ethics the system Ihmughpllt capacity
as. measured in bits per Hr. bonus: anywhere from 3 tr.- 7,
or possibly more. orthogonal assignments are required to
obtain conlinuous area coverage in most conmlional
orthogpnal systems. This waste of capacity is somewhat
recouped ii' the same information is not needed throughout
the service area because a given piece of infiomllon isserlt
only to these cells where it is needed.

Conventional cellular radinsem'ce is a typical example of
an orthogonal system. In cellular, the same fiequeltc‘tes are
reused in spatially separated cells to allnw different data In
be transmitted to diflferent mobile unimhn example of their
cellular arrangements is shown in FIG. 5 where the number
oi'oells (N) is equal to 3. 'l. and 'l', Each cell (i.c.. A. B. C.
. . . l in conventional cellular service usually only includes
a single transmitter and operates in a didemil Frequency or
little division within the communication protocol. All shown
in FIG, 5. cellular service generally locates transmitters
utilizing the same division (all the “A" transmitters) far
enough apart to reduce the likelihood of interference
between such transmitters. Asthe number of cells increases.
the likelihood of interference decreases. For exam-pie. with
N-S as shown by arrangement 500 in FIG. 3, the distance
between the coverag area uf“A" cells l'sabrtut is cell widllL
with N—l in arrangement Sill, the distance between the
coverage areas of ”A" cells is slighlly larger. and with N-?
to arrangement 504 the dirlanoe between “A" cells is larger
than the adorn of one cell.

However. as the number of cells increasen. the length of
the individual time intervals per cell decreases for time
division multiplexed systems. thereby decreasing the sys-
tems tolat information transfer. In frequency division
sysle-s. lore cells undesirably increases the frequency
bandwidth required “therefore, system throughput in bits
per Hz is decreased as the number of cells increases.
Furlllermore. cellular systems often require an electronic
”haurllshslre" between system and mobile unit to identify the
specific cell (Le. transmitter) in which the mhile unit is
located to allow capacity reuse.

ll. SUMMARY OF THE. tNV'ENTlDN
The systems and methods of the present invention have a

wide variety of objects and advantages The system and
methods of the present invention have as a primary object to
provide a communication system with will: area coverage
and high message throughput while minimizing frequency
bandwidth usage

it is an object of the invenllon Io provide a simulcast
communication system with a high data transfer rate which
does not exceed the baud rate limitation of nmtllcasl
transmission.

It is a further object. of lhe present invention to provide a
communication system which provides for superior data
communication integrity.

Yet. another object of the invention is to provide a mobile
transceiver unit which prevents unnecessary RF
inlert'erenee. particularly on commercial aircraft. Still
further. it is an object of the invention to provide a acne
based communication system which may dynamically rede-
line Earle boundaries tc improve information ttu'cughput‘

Anotherohjectoithe invention is topmvvitle a salt: based
simulcast communication system which can efi'eclivclycommunicate with both mobile Iranstxivcr units located
near the center [If each tune as well all Iobill: transceiver
units located within the overlap areas between two or morerrlnes.
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Mitinnal objects and advantages (lithe invention will be

set forth in part in the description which follows. and in part
Will be obvious from the description. or may be learned by
practicing the invention. The objects and advaalagea of the
invention will be realized and attained by means of the
elements and combinations particularly pointed mil in ll'II:
appended claims.

To achieve the objects and in accordance with the purpose
of the invention. as embodied and broadly described herein.
the invention is directed to a. method for information trans-
mission by a plurality of trunsmllters to provide broad
communication capability over a region ofspaee, the infor-
mation transmission occurring during at least both a first
lime period and a mound time period and the plurality of
transmillerls being divided into al leasta first and second set
of transmitters. the method comprising the steps of (a)
gooemting a system information signal which includes a
plurality of blocks of information. (In) transmitting the
system information signal In the plurality afmnsmitteas. (c)
transmitting by the first and semen sole of transmitters a first
block of iuicrrnatiou in slmtdtmt during the first lime
period. (d) Irartmilling by the first set of transmitters a
second block of information during the second time period.
and (c) transmitting by the second set of transmitters a third
block of information during the second lime period

In. another embodiment, the invention is directed to a
mold-carrier simulcast transmission system [or transmitting
in a desired frequency band a message contained in an
inflammation signal. the system comprising a first transmitter
means for transmitting an information signal by generating
a first plurality of carrier signals within lhe desired fre-
quency band and by undulating the first plurality of center
signals to convey Ihe information signal. and a second
transmitter means. spatially separated from the. first
transmitter. [or lrnnsmilliflg the information signal in simul-
c351 with the first transmitter by generating a second plu-
rality of carrier signal: at whstanlially the some frequent: lea
as the first plurality of carrier signals and by modulating the
second plurality «(carrier signals to convey the information
signal.

In another embodiment. the invention h directed in a
communication method implemented in a computer con-
trotled communication network for locating a mobile trans-
ceiver wilhia a region of space. the region of space being
divided inlo a plurality of zones with elch zone serviced by
a: least one base transmitter and at least one base receiver.
Ihe network storing data corresponding to a zone where the
mobile transceiver was last known to be located. the com-
munication method comprising Ihe steps of (a) transmitting
I mesa-age signal by a base trtusmitler servicing I me
where the mobile tremoeiver was last known to be located.
(h) transmitting a systemwr'de probe signal by a plurality of
has: Iranamiltura servicing o plurality of zones it'tbe mobile
transceiver docs not indicate receipt of the message signal
from the base transmitter. (5‘) receiving the regional pmhe
signal by the mobile transceiver. (d) transmitting an
acknowledgment signal by the mobile transceiver in
response to the moeivml regional pmhesjgnal, (e) [waiving
the Inkunwlodgrncnl signal from the mobile transceiver by
a base receiver. and (l) updating the data Iu reflect the zone
oftl'te base receiver thal received the achrowledgmeul signal
as the last known location of the mobile immeiver.

In yet another embodiment the iovsntion is directed to a
method of communicating messages bemoan a plurality at
base transmitters and mobile receivers within a region of
Space divided into a pith-ality of zones with each zone having
at least one hast: transmitter assigned thereto. the transmit-
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nieatiou method comprising the steps of (a) transmitting
substantially simultaneously a first information signal and It
second iofonnalioo signal to communicate messages to lhr.
mobile receivers. the first information signal being transv
milled inaimulcaslhy a firslselol’hase transmitters assigned
to a fiat zone. and [he second information signal being
transmitted insimuloasr by aseoued set ofbrse transmitters
assigned to a second mne, (h) dynamically reassigning oneor more of the base Innsmilters in the firsl sel of base
transmitters assigned to the first none to Elle second set of
base lransmilters laughed lo the second zone as a function
of the messages to be communicated in an area. [hereby
floating an updated first set at base lransmiuers and an
updated second set of base transmitters. and (c) transmitting
substantially simultaneously a Ihird information signal and a
inurlh information signal. the third information signal being
transmitted in simltloast by tho updated first set of base
transmitters. and lite [curth lofmrualicn signal being narra—
rnitted in simulcast by the updated second set of base
transmitters to communicate additional mmgfis to mid
mobile receivers

In another nmbndimcn'l. the invention is directed to a
mobile transceiver unit {or transmitting messages to and
receiving messages from a new-took comprising input means
1hr allowing the user to input a user message to to: unit.
transmitter means for transmitting a radio frequency signal
including the user message from the mobile unit to Ihe
netwark. receiver means for receiving radio frequency sig-
nals having a message irom the nelvrurli. signal detector
means for detecting II least one type of electromagreuc
signal generated external to the mobile unit and the network,
and. a circuit. connecting the signal detector metro. to the
transmilter means. for disabling the transmitter means upon
detention of the electromagnetic signal. thereby preventing
unwnnled radio frequency transmission.

in another embodiment, the invention is dire-clad It! a
communication method for controlling a mobile trlustxiver
which may communicate with a communication network
controlled by a computer. the network including a plurality
or base traomeiltcrs for transmitting messages from the
network to the mobile transceiver and base receivers for
rcceiving messages from the mobile transceiver. the mobile
transceiver being capable of sending a registration signal in
be received by a base receiver in the network to idoolify the
mobile Lraasoeiver'slocalion and the plurality ofhase trans
miners in the network being capable, of sending a probe
signal to the mobile transceiver to cause the mobile trans-
ceiver to transmit a signal to a boil. [to-river to identify ils
location. the method comprising the steps of (a) sending a
message tram the onlwork to the mobile Iransoeiver to
disable the mobile transoeiver's capability in transmit a
registration signal. to) storing the number of probe signals
sent by the network to the mobile transceiver during a that
period of lime and Ill: number of memages sumfully
delivered to [he mobile transceiver by the network during I
second period of time. {0] processing by lite computer the
Stored number of pmhe signals and number of messages
suooessfuily delivered to evaluate a likelihood that a probe
signal will he required to bosom by the network to locate the
mobile nail to deliver a mar-sage. and (d) sending amessage
to the mobile unit. In enable the mobile Lransoeiver‘s capa-
bility to lrannmil a registration signal it the calculated
likelihood exceeds a selected value.

Finally. in another embodiment. the lnvcnliorl is directed
to a communication method for controlling a mobile trans-
ceiver which may communicate with a communication
network controlled by a computer. the network including a  
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plurality of base tranmitters for transmitting messages to
lite mobile transceiver and base receivers for receiving
messages from llte mobile transceiver. the mobile trans.—
ueiver being capable of sending a registration sigml to be
Wilma by I base receiver in the network to identify the
mobile transceiver's loosu'on. the network using received
registration signals to determine a sel of base tmnstnilters to
be operated to transmits message to the mobile transceiver.
the method comprising the steps of to) sending a mes-sage
from the network to the mobile transceiver to enable the
mnbfle transceivers capability to transmit a registration
signal, (it) sloring the number alregislratirln signals from Ilte
mobile transoeivor to the network dining a first period of
time and the number of messages awfully delivered to
the mobile transceiver by the nelmrk during a period of
time. (a) processing the stored number of registration signals
and number of messages meeeesfully delivered to evaluate
a likelihood that a registralion sigml from said mobile. unit
will not be used by the network to determine a set of base
transmitters. and (d) sending a message to the mobile unitto
disable the mobile transceiver's capability-tn transmit a
registration signal if the likelihood exceeds aselocted value.

It is to he understood that holh the foregoing general
description and III: following delailod description are titre--
plary and explanatory only and are not restrictive of the
invention. as claimed.

Ill. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The accompanying drawing. which are incorporated in
and cor-ralitute a part of this specification, illustrate utters]
embodiments of the invention and together wilh the
description. serve to explain Ihe principles of the invention

FIG 1 is a schematic diayam of an arrangement of
simulcast transmitters:

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of uniform smooth emit
propagation;

FIG. 3 Le a schematic diagram nrsyncluonized modulated
waveforms;

FIG. 4 is I schematic chagrin: of modulnted waveforms
ofi'sel I Pull qucl;

FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram of cellular system cover-
ill";

FIG. 6 is a schematic diagram of I oommuniostlon
system;

FIG. 7 is I flow chart or a preferred method of commu—Illflfl'llfll}:
FIG. 8 is a flow chart ol a prefierred method ofaending :-

regional probe. signal;
FIG. 9 is l schematic diagram of: fi'equency apuetrum for

mulli-carrier modulation:
FIG. III is a schematic diagram of an atrial! keying

modulator-I _
P1511 is i mben‘tilicdiagnm Ufa frequency shifi keying

modulator;
FIG. 13 is a schematic diagram of a four larder quadra-

ture modulator;
FIG, 13 is I. schematic diagram of I first embodiment of

a base. transmitlcr:
FIG. 14 is a schematic ditgrarn of a mud embodiment

of a has: transmitter;
FIG. 15 is a schematic diagram of a mobile transceiver.
FIG. 16 is I pictorial representation of a mobile trans—newer;
FIG. 17 is l schematic. diagram of a mobile receiver:
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FIG. 180A) is a schematic diagram of at: analog base

receiver:
Fla 1803) is I schematic diagram of II digital base

receiver;
FIG. 19 is l schematic diagram of I base receiver With a

store and forward feature;
FIG. 20 is I schematic diagram of s netWorlt operations

center:
FIG. 21 is a schematic diagram of a database structure:
FIG. 21 is a schematic diagram of a trsflic database;
FIG. 23 it a schematic diagram of a service queue:
FIG. 34 is a schematic diagram of a hose transmitter

database:
F1615 is I schematic diagram of dynamically changing

zonal lasignmertla;
FIG. 16 is I flow chart of: preferred method of dynami-

cally zonal reassignment;
FIG. Tim) is a schematic diagram of I11: cycle Imltueol;
FIG. 21(3) is s snhemalia diagram of lht: fnrwnrd halnh

interval protocol:
F16. 2103] is a aobetnaticdiagram ot'tbe individual batch

protocol:
FIG. flux) is a flow chart of: prelerrerl method In enable

the registration feature of a mobile unit;
P161863) is a flow chart ola preferred method [0 disable

the registration feature of 1 mobile unit;
FIG, INA) is a flow chart of a prelerred evaluation

method used to enable the registration lemme; and
F16. 2903) is a flow chart of II preferred method used to

disable the registration feature.
[Vi DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED

EMBODIMENTS

Reference will now be nude in. detail to the present
proferretl embodiments and exemplary embodiments of the
invantion. examples of which are illustrated in the accum-
penying drawings. Wherever possible, the same reference
numbers will bl: used throughout the drawings to reter lo the
sale or like pans.

A. Dverview at The System Hardware
FIG. ii show: an overview of the major elements of a

preferred communication system recording to the present
invention. As shown therein. the communication ayatern
includes a network operations center 600 which is mourned
to I. satellite uplinkm via data path 604. A satellite opllnlt
iauaed to provide data to satellite 606. Satellite 606 redirects
the received data to several satellite downlinir stations
including station 608 mention 610. Conventional satellite
technology allows for nominal data transfer rain of 24 M
hitsraeoond. Further. conventions] salellite technologyI
allows for accurate delivery ofdsla tn stations 608 and 610,
which allows for precise synchronization between the sig-
nals broadcast in simulcast by the stations 6138 and 610. It
should he understood that stations all! and 610 my option-
allyr reoeive identical dais, or may individually receive
difierent data simultaneously from the satellite m.

Satellite downltnlrt stallions £98 and Gill are connected to
spatially neparaled base Irnnsmittera 612 and 614 via dat-
paths 61d and 615. respectively. Base transmitter 612 is
connected to antenna 520, and base transmitter 614 is
mounted lo antenna 622. Preferably. the base transmitters
n! the present syStcm have a war output capability at
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about 350 watts, which will provide an efiective transmitter
coverage amt nt'several lens of milee. anh none preferably
includes multiple tramrnilter etationfi ttl'tmvn as. for example,
base transmitters 613 and 615 in FIGA ii as will be evident
from the following discussion. 5

Mobile unit 61-! it connected to antenna 626 and. in lite
preferred embodiment. is a anal]. portable unit capable of
being carried :3in by it user and therefore is similar to
conventional pagers in those apt-cu. More preferably. tile
mobile unit has both receive and transmit capability, with a Ill
nominal transmit power output of about 1 MIL

The communication system includes several base receiv-
ers 628. 630. 632. and 534 each connected to antennae £35.
533. Mill. and 642. respectively. Bane aeoeivera 618 and 630
are connected to a regional station 64* Via data paths “6
and 648. reflective]; Base receivers 633 and 63¢ are
connected In regional station £50 via data paths 652 and 654.
respectively. Base transmitters fill. 614 preferably have a
large trammit power output enpability to provide coverageto the mobile unit in areas to which mmmttnicalion is
typically dificull, such as building interiots. and to extend
the coverage area of each transmillcn An appropriate num-
ber at base receivers should be dispersed throughout the
geographic area to reliably receive the signals from the
mobile unit. Due to the diflerenee in output power between
base trans-milieu and mobile units, no overall ratio 01' ll]
base receivera to 1 base transmitter may be appropriate. and
the 2. to 1 ratio shown in FIG. 6 la merely shown for ease of
illustration.

Regional station 650 is connected to the network opera-
tions center 600 via data path 656 and regional station 64-1
is bunt-teeter! to the network operations center 60!! via data
path 658. 'l‘bedata pttbsdso and 658 profitably include low
cost phone lines. but may include any convenient and
appropriate data transfer technology. Generally, the commu-
nication system of the present invention roughly divides
Various regions of space into portions called zones. Each
mic must have one or preferably more base transmitters
assigned to it. Zone boundaries are rougely defined by the
transmitter coverage areas of the base transmitters assigned
to that zone. For example. FIG. 6 shows a dashed zone
dividing line Iit‘iti roughly dividing a none 1 from a zone 1.
Zone lineludes hate transmitter 614. base receiver: 632 and
534. regional station 650. and mobile unit 624. Zone 3
htcludes best omit-tine: 612, base receivers 628 and 630,
and regional station 644. Dashed line 660 only roughly
defines the boundary between zones because precise bound-
aries do not exist. For example. to insure adequate coverage
of the region. as shown in FIG. 1. the range of both
caterpillar 614 should at leael cotter the region above
dashed line 6610, and preferably should extend somewhat
below dashed line 660. Similarly. the range of hate trans-
rrliller til: should Bl lens! cover the region below dashed line
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650. and preferably should extend somewhat above dashed SS
Line 650.55 can be seen. an overlap of transmitler coverage
may occur in the vicinity of dashed line 660.

Referring hack to FIG. 2. item be seen that boundary M
anti boundary It“ overlap in till area near the eqtti‘signal 20!]
and bemoan thette boundaries which titty be termed an til
“overlap area.“ in HS. 6, dashed line 660 is drawn near the
may be defined. as the emu-signal boundary between base
transmitter“! and base transmitter 6L1. Of course. dashed
line are does not represent the overlap area that may occur
between base transmitter 614 and base transmitter 612. 55

As explained in the Background of the Invention section,
if Indie tramtnitterr. 612 and 614 are bmadcattting identical
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signalson the same frequencies in simulcast. good reception
by a receiver located near the dashed line “II. and possibly
in an overlap area {not shown), can he achieved. Sin-tulcaet
thus may provide uniform transmitter envemge £0! the
region shown in FIG. 6. However, if base transmitter 611 in
broadcasting a first information signal and base transmitter
I514 is broadcasting a difierent, second information signal on
identical frequencies simultaneously. it will liltely be dilfir
cell for a receiver located in the overlap area to receive
either the first or the second information signal. In lht'tt
instance. the overlap area may be referred to to an interfer-ence area because a receiver in this am! would moeive a
composite signal. including the first and second information
signal. that would likely he unusable.

The following will be an exemplary discussion It? thevarious interactions of the elements of the communication
system when delivering a message to mobile unit 624. In
aoeerdanee will: the invention. it pretend method 700 of
this interaction :5 shown in

FIG. 7'. Network operations center Gllll' generates a system
information signal of several blocks of intonation as shown
in step 702.113 blcelei of information include an electronic
message to be delivered lo the mohiie unit 624.

in step 706. the system information aignal is transmitted
lo the base transmitters. In particular the network operations
center 600 pro-ride the system information signal and appro—
priate other data to the salellire uplt'olt 602 via data path 60‘for transmission to the satellite 606‘ The data is then
received and retransmitted by satellite 6116 to satellite down-
ljrtk station 508 land fill. The data received by satellite
downljnk 608 is provided in base transmitter 612 through
data path file, and the data received by satellite downlitut.
619 is provided to has: transmitter 514 through data path618.

At this pnint. the excntpiary communication system
showu in FIG. E may counter the message to the mobile unit
during one of two time intervals. In the first time interval.both bane transmitter 512. and base transmitter 6H transmit
data via antenna 620 and antenna 622, respectively. in
aimulclttt to be received by mobile unit 634, which com:-
sponde to step 706 in Fla. 7, This first alternative may be
mfu] todeliver the nth-range if, for example, the location of
mobile unit 524 in zone 1 or zone 2 is unknown and broad
coverage in desired.

in line second time interval, base transmitter 614 tremmits
a block of information including the message data to mobileunit 624 and base transmitter 612 transmiln another block of
information. which corresponds to tileps 708 and 710 oft-'16.
this second alternative may be useful if. for example. the
mobile unit 624i is tilcnown to be located in zone I and out
at range of base transmitter 612. Delivery oi the message to
mobile unit 624 during 1hr. second time interval is adv-1o-
tageous because during message delivery to the mobile unit
614 by base transmitter eta, base transmitter 613 could be
delivering a different message to a different mobile unit (nnl
shown). Alt can be seen. [his second alternative would
increase information throughput and system eifieiency.

If the mobile unit 624 has properly received the unsung:
via antenna 626. then the mobile unit 624 may generate a
return signal Hand broadcast that. signal via antenna 626.
The return signal may be received by any or several of lhe
base receivers 628. 630. 632.0: 634. For example. the return
signal could be received by bloc receiver 632 throughantenna [540 if antenna 640 is louted closer to the mobile
units than any other antenna 636. m. or W. In this can.
the has: receiverwnuld receive lite return aignal and provide
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it In regional station dill through data path 652.111: regional
station would then prml'idc the return signal to the network
operations center out: through data path 655 for fut-liar
processing as appropriate. It should he understood that a
return signal may include either an autonomous acknowl-
edgment signal which indicators that the mobile unit accli-
ralely rumived the message or a user garteraled reply signal.

If the mobile unit 624 done not completely receive the
message. it can generate and broadcast a negative acknowl-
edge iigoal. The negative acknowledge signals when deliv-
eted to the network operations Denler 6M, indicates that
retransmission of the message is necessary.

It should be understood lhal the eaten'lplaryI system shown
in FIG. 6 includes a modest number of elements foreman of
explanation. IL is envisioned that the system of Ibe present
invention include a large number of base transmitters. base
receivers. regional staLions. and mobile units with a sub-
stantial number of base transmitters assigned In each zone
and all base transmitters assigned to a particular anon
operating in simulcast Further. it is envisioned that the
present system could advantageously support a large number
of zones to cover a wide geogapht'c area.

B. Overview of the Zonal Simuleast Concepts
The preferred systems and methods of the present inven-

tion variously use simulcast leeboiquea within individual
zones and over several or all of lhe annex. As previously
holed, zones are generally defined by lire coverage areas of
lhe one or more base transmitters. The network operations
center 600 assigns each base transmilter in the system to a
zone. For example. in FIG. 6. base trinsmiller m is
assigned to zone 1. and the base transmitter 612 is assigned
to ananbythe nerworkoperatinns caller 608.1bmuintize
information throughput. the systems and methods of the
present invention dynamically control mos] assignments
and the use of simulcast lechniqucs.

In general. the commtmicafioo ayslern of the present
invention operates by repeating a communication cycle to
achieve desired information transfer. which in more fully
diaeusned infra. The communication cycle is divided into a
ayatomwide time interval and a zonal time interval. in the
systemwide Ilse interval. the bane tralsmilters from at least
several zones are Upctatcd in simulcast tn simullancounly
transmit identieal information to a large geographic area. It
should be understood that the systemwide lime merely twoor more zones.

Broadly speaking. the communication system need not
know the location of a mobile unit In transmit In it during the
ayalnntwide time interval. Therefore. the nystemnride time
interval can be used to send a “probe” signal that requests a
particular mobile unit to broadcast an acknowledgment
signal to allow the system to determine ils approximate
location by determining which bane receiver receivcn the
acknowledgment signal. Probe signs ls. thereby. my be used
to "act: the locations of mobile units. or to Home: the
location of "lost" mobile unils.

lo the zonal time interval. each base transmitter assigned
to l particular zone transmits. identical informalinn in simul-
cast. However. for mobile units at or near the interference
areas between adjacent moon, poor communication In those
mobile unilsis likely during the zonal time interval because
transmitters in adjacent macs will be simultaneously trans-
mitting diflctcot data on Ilia same. or substantially the same.
irequencies. The about time interval provides good commu-
nicaticn capability fior mobile units not located near the
moat boundaries and allows the system In "reuse" identiml
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frequencies in adjacent bones. Furthermore. if zonal bound-aries are selected to be located in areas where mobile trolls
are not likely to be located. i.e. unpopuleted arena. the
likelihood of providing good communication capabilities to
a large percentage of mobile units can be increased.

As can be seen. from layslem pempeotive. it is desirable
to communicate with tbn mobile units in [be about time
interval because information throughput is maximized by
running the transmimino frequency band in the several
zones. to other words. using the zonal time interval allows
communication with a large number of mobile units in a
short amount at time. Accordingly. communication during
tbesystemwide time interval should be minimized because
message transmission during this interval requires a large
mount of system resources he dedicated to thal mcmge.

For mobile units located near the boundaries between
zones where interference is likely during the renal time
inlerval. good communication capability can he achieved for
these units during the syslemwlde lime interval. In the
preferred systems and methods. when a mobile unit [ails to
acknowledge a message sent during the zonal time interval
or provides a negative acknowledgement. the nelwork
operations center sends a probe signal during a subsequent
syslemwifle lime inlerval to determine [be location of that
mobile unit. if the location of the mobile unit indicates Ihat
a likely reason for the failure of the mobile unit to receive
the mg: is caused by intervannal interference. [he nel-
wor‘lt operations center may simply relmnmil the message
during the systemwidn time interval. In other instances. the.
failure In successfully deliver a message may be. shoply
caused by the mobile unit being located in a mnksignal area
within a zone. in these inslanees, the system may ren-aoarait
the message during the zonal lime interval using an appro-
priate enter correcting and: or using a stronger error aor-
reeling code.

Alternatively. the network operations center may deter-
mine from the probe signal that the mobiln unit is simply
located in a different zone than Ihe none that the message
was firm senl. In this case, the network operations mater
preferably causes the message to be retransmitted in the
appropriate acne without again using a portion of the
valuable systemwide lime interval.

In accordance will: the invention. a preferred method Bill]
for sending a probe signal is Shown in HG. 8. In step auz.
a message signal is Iransmitred by a hose Lrl'llsmil‘ler ser-
vicing a zone where the mobile transceiver was last known
In be [created In particular, this may be preferably an attempt
by llte nelwork Io deliver a measlge to lhe mobile "anycaivar.

If the mobile transmivnr does not indicate receipt of the
message signal from [be base transmitter transmitted in step
and. the network assumes Ihal the mobile transceiver has not
received Ilia message and tracsmils a probe signal by a
plurality areas: transmitter: servicing aplurnlity of zones in
step 80‘. The mobile transceiver receives the probe signal in
alep MS.

Upon receipt of Ihe probe signal by the mobile
Iranaccivet. the mobile lranaceiver transmits an adamantl-
edgmenl signal in step 18W. Abaae receiver receives the
acknowledgment signal from the mobile transceiver In step
810.

Finally the data. fillL‘ll as the last location field 2104 sbmvn
in user database 2190. is updated to reflect the zone of the
base receiver. or receivers, that receives Ilae acknowledg-
ment signal as the last known location or the mobile trans—
ceiver in nlcp Ell.
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C. 'the MuiIi-Clrrie‘t Modulation Transmission

Format

The base transmitters of the communication system. such
as base transmitters 512 and ti“ shown in FIG. 6. preferablyutilize a mulli~oarrier modulation format as will now he
deacn'bed. In general. a mum-earner modulation format
envisions the simultaneous transmission of several closely
spurned carrier frequencies within a desired Frequency band.
each ludiu'ittluafl)I modulated to convey an informalion sig-
nal. The multi-carn’ar modulation formal advantageously
allows for high data transfer rates by providing good hit rate
transmission tales while keeping below the baud rate limi-
tutiorts of shoutcast transmission techniques.

FIG. 9 shows a frequency representation 900 at an eight
carrier modulation format. Carrier frequency on: isshowu
with side band: 904. carrier frequency 906 is shown with
side hands 9M. carrier frequency 910 is shown with Side
hands 912. carrier frequenqr 914 is shown with side hands
916. carrier frequency 918 is shown with side hands i120.
carrier frequency 932 is shown with side band: 914. carrier
frequency 925 is shown with side hands 92!, and carrier
frequency 1130 is shown with side hands 932.

It should be understood that although this exemplary
figure shows an eight carrier signal modulation format. other
difl'crent numbers of carrier frequencies may be considered
for use in the systems and methods of the present invention.

In this exemplary embodiment. the carrier hequertcies are
spaced 3 KB: apart within a desired frequency bond of 50
KHz. Dashed line slcirls 934 and 936 represent minimum
frequency roll all" levels. such aarnay he required by Federal
Communication Commission regulations. to prevent overlap
interference into adjacent frequency bands.

Because eight unique data stream: may be modulated
onto the respective eight carrier signals in this embodiment.
the data transfier rate of the transmission from llae base
transmitters can be greatly increased. while keeping the brt ud
rate within acceptable ranges for simulcast transmission. It
should also be understood that in accordance with good
simulcast practice. the respective carrier traquencios
between adjaceol base transmitters. such as has: transmitter
till and base transmitter 514 in FIG. 6. should be slightly
offset to prevent sustained nodes or “dead spots" where
destructive inlerfereooe lwtwecu the signals from each lot tur-
mitter provides at: unusable composite signal. as was
explained in the background section of Ihja application. This
frequency ofiket is preferably on the order of 10—20 hertz.

in previously discussed. each carrier signal may be
individually modulated to convey a data stream. The fol-
lowing will discuss alternative techniques for modulating a
plurality of carriers in acmtdanoe with the systems and
melhbth of the peanut. invention.

1. Modulated OnfUE Keying
Perhaps the simplest modulation scheme conceptually is

modulated onfofl' keying (MOOK). FIG. 10 shows a sche-
matic repmtation of a MDCIK modulator 1000. The
M001: modulator 1000 includes a plurality of caaior fre-
quEncy generating devices. such as frequency generator
1001 generating frequency F1. frequency generator 1004
generating frequency H. frequency generator 1005 gener-
ating frequency F3. frequency genennor 1008 generating
frequency F4. and Erequene-y generrtor 10m generating
frequency FoAsshowu in FIG. 11]. the MDOK modulator
1000 may include any number (Le. n) of frequency
gel-lemurs. but. eight carrier frequencies are preferred. asshown in 1716.9.
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The output floor each of the carrier frequency generators

1th. 104, 106. 1118. and 110 is applied to a plurality of
respective switches SW1 811. SW2 814. SW1 816, SW4
MB. and SWn 8211. The output from each switch is providedin a oomhinct‘ 1012.

Each of the switches SW1 812. SW! 314. SW3 816. Saw!
81!. and SWn 820 open: and olrtecs under the control of at
control logic system (not shown) to effect the MOOK
modulation. The control logic system (not shown) causes the
desired switches to variously iclosc and open. thereby cort-
veyiog an n-bil binary word. Each carrier frequency trans-
mits a binary "one" if the respective switch is closed and a
binary “new“ it the respective switch ia

The summer 1022 mmbinm the modullled carrier fre-
quencies to prairide I druid-carrier modulated output signal
that conveys an n-br‘l binary word.

2. Binary Frequency Shift Keying Modulation
An alternative mum-carrier modulation scheme including

frequency shift keying (FSK) techniques may be imple-
mented by the modulator shown in FIG. 1.1. A frequency
shift keying modulator unit includes a first: frequency
source 1102, a second frequency court: 1104, a third fre-
queney source 11%. a fourth frequency source 1108. and an
nth frequency source 1110. "the output from each frequency
source is provided to a respective modulator 1113. “14.
1116. 1113. and 1121].

Amount 1035: system (not. shown) provides a frequency
control signal to each modulator to frequency shift modulate
the carrier frequencies. in particular, the control logic system
(not shown) provides frequency control signal 1 lo [nodu—
later 1112. frequency control signal 2 to modulator 1114.
frequency control signal 3 to modulator 111 ii. fiequeney
signal 4 to modulator 1118, land frequency control signal it
to modulator 11.20. in binary [requeney shift keying (Bf-SK).
the rmpoctivc frequency control signals provide rials corre-
sponding to a binary “one" or "zero" which causes the
respective modulators to modulate it first or second l’re-
quency onto the carrier signal.

A sum-er 1122 combines the modulated carrier frequen—
nice to produce an output signal.

3. M'ary Frequency Shift Keying Modulation
A modulalion scheme related to binary frequency shift

keying in M'ary Etequency shift keying. M'lry frequency
shill keying modulates three or more dllfererll fi'oqunncies
onto the respective carrier signals. In quaternary frequency
shift keying for example. two bits of information may be
instantaneously conveyed on a single carrier frequency.
Similarly. ll‘ary frequency shift keying may instantaneously
move)! three hits of information per carrier Erequency.

Referring again to FIG. 11. M'ary frequency shift keying
may be implemented by providing modulators 1112. 1.114,
lilo. 1.1115, and 1120 with the capability to modulate M
dlficteltl hequcncics onto the canier slgnaL Accordingly. the
various frequency control signals mtst provide data indi-
cating which of the M frequencies is to he modulated onln
the carrier signal. For example. in quaternary trequeney shift
keying. the frequency control signals must each include twobile of information to indicate which of the four difiertenl
[frequencies are to be modulated onto the carrier frequency.

The summer 1132 combines the modulated carrier fre-
quencies to produce an output signal.

4. Quadrature Amplitude Multi-Carrler Modulation
Yet another alternative modulation technique for a mullir

carrier lransmitetion format is shown in FIG. 11A quadra-
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rure modulator 1200 include! a first quadrature carrier
generator 1102. a second quadrature carrier generator 1204.
a third quadrature carrier generator 1206. and a fourth
quadrature carrier generator 1208. A5 iswell known, quadra-
titre modulators lie general each produce an ill-phase center
signal and a quadrature carrier signal that is 290° out of
phase with reference to the iI-pl‘tase signal. 01' course. any
number of quadrature carrier generators could be
enviaioned. depending upon data lranafier and throughput
needs. FIG. )2 shows four quadrature carrier generation:
which eflectivelp mmpund to eight unique modulator
eignlla. Therefore, quadrature amplitude [nulli-carrier
modulation may preferably reduce the width of the fre-
quency band 11mm to achieve a desired data mfurrate.

Each quadrature carrier generator 1302. 12M. 1206. and
121* receives a control rigor] from a control logic system
(not shown) which provides the data in be modulated onto
the quadrature carrier signals. In a simple implementation,
the quadrature carrier generator: may amplitude modulate
thr: int-phase and quadrature plum output signals to convey
two bits of information. The iii-phase and quadrature signals
output from each quadrature carrier generators 1.202. 120‘.
1106. and 120! are provided to a summer 121i] which
combinee the signals to produce an output signal.

5. Permutation Freguenoy Shift Kevluq (PFSK)
PFSK may be implemented throng: our: on] logiesystema

slmilar to that user! in a MOGK or an M’ary F'SK modula-
tion scheme. In PPSK, eve-r3;I baud has I listed number oi
carrier aignalsprmertt. preferably any 4 ofthc possible 8, [It
a FPSK arrangement. a constant average transmitter powar
is advantageously delivered and the receiver only need
decide which 4 carrier frequencies contain the moat energy.
In the ease of HOOK. the receiver must attempt to deter-
mint: on a mhohmnel-by-auhehanncl basis the presence or
absence of a signal. This aspect of PFSK may simplify
mobile receiver deaigt.

Compared to a binary or Mary FSK modulation schemes.
It higher number of bits may be delivered per baud with
PFSK. For example. PFSK may generate signals that ind:-
peadent FSK aubchannels could never generate. and] at all
four carriers being the {our highest frequencies. and there-
fore it can be seen thll PF‘SK may advantageously increaseinformation tilt-afar rates,

D. The Base Transmitter
Each hue transmitter unit. such as base "Witter £12 or

til-l shown in FIG. ti. receiver. transmitter control data and
message data trartamitterl from the satellite 606. FIG. 13
shows | first preferred embodiment at at base lracomilltzr
1m in accordance with the present invention. The base
tnnwitkr 1300 receives data from the satellite dmlinl:
connected to data input 130! which provides this data to a
control logic system 1364 to control the operation of the
base transmitter unit. The control logic 130‘ provides a
control signal to aplurllilttI oftrlodulalora DDS. 1303. 1310.
1312. and 1314. Modulator 1306 produces a carrier signal
Fl. modulator 1303 produce“ carrier signal F2. modulator
I310 produces a carrier rignrl FJ. modulator 1311 producer
a mm‘er signal F4. and mothtlalor 13“ produces It carrier
signal Fri.

For example. the control logic may generate appropriate
control signals to modulate the carrier signals in It MCICIK.
lit-“SK. M’try FSK. PFSK. or quadrature amplitude modu-
lation acltetna. as previourly discolored. Each modulator then
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provides the modulated output signal to it combiner 1316
which combines each ol‘ the several modulated carrier
frequencies into a single. output signal.

The single signal iitberl applied to apower amplifier 1318
to amplify this signal to an appropriate level The power
amplifier 1318 may. for example. produce a nominal output
signal of 350 waits to antenna 1320. in this embodiment.
power amplifier 11318 preferably has extremely linear char-
acteristirs to prevent formation of intonrtululation products.
and to insure that threat: inlcrmodulatinn products Eb not
cause signals to be generated at undesirable frequencies.
Antenna [320 broadcasts the desired signal Erato power
amplifier 131:.

FIG. H slim a second preferred embodiment of a base
. transmitter unit. The aeoond embodiment comprises a base

transmitter 1.400 which includes a satellite downlinlt con-—
nected to data input 140:, control logic 1404-. and several
modulators MM, 1408, 1419. 1412. and 1414. Each modu-
lator receives an appropriate control signal from the control
logic 14-04. as previously discussed willt respect to basetransmitter 1300.

The output From each of modulate-m 1406. 1408. 1410.
1112. and 1414 in base transmitter Hill] is provided to
respective power amplifiers 1416. N18. 1420. 142:. and
1m to provide an appropriate power output level for
transmission. such as 350 watts aggregate.

The output from each of power amplifiers M16. 1418.
1420. 1422. and 1424 is provided to combiner 1426 to
combine the modulated carrier signals into a single output
signal which is provided to antenna 1438 to: bnudcaal.

E. The Mobile Unit

The mobile unit may be a small. portable mobile
tranmiver. such as pictorially represented in FIG. .16.
Referring now to FIG. 15. the mobile transceiver 15“?
shown therein htcludes a receiver section for receiving
aigmlr from the base ltaosmillera of the system. and a
transmitter section for transmillin; repliea. or other
messages. to the base receivers of the system.

In particular. the mobile transceiver 151!) includes an
antenna 1502 which is mannered to a uanamittreceive
swiLCh 1584 to switch the anterior heuveeo the Iran-it and
muslin: sections of the mobile unnsoeivcr 1500. A receiver
1506 is provided to receive the meaaages from the base
transmitter. 01 course. the receiver muat be appropriately
designed to receive the mttlti-oanicr signals iron: the base
transmitters and must be appmpn’ately destg-red to demodu-
latcthc particular modulation scheme utilized. For example,
appropriate analog filters and appropriate demodulator;
oould be used. In the preferred embodiment. the receiver
petitions a transform.sttch 3.5a fast iourier transfonri. on the
received signal to separllc the data from the various seniors
in the lulu-carrier modulation format.

The receiver 1501i is connected to a display and storage
logic motion 1506 to process the received signal.“ ant-run-
ciator 1510 Bartlett the user that a message has been received
is connected to and controlled by the display and storage
logic 1508. The anuunciator 1510 may mmmooly include a
sound producing device such as a beeper. or a vibrator. or a
flashing light.

Asst of display control: 1512 to control the display of the
mobile transceiver 150i] is conducted to the diaplay and
storage logic 1508. A display 151-1. preferably an LCD
display. is also connected to the display and storage logic
1508 to display messages and various other information Inthe utter.
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Display and storage logic [$08 is connecled to transmit
logic 1518 via connection 152d. Display and storage logic
1508 only generate an autonomous acknowledge signal
which mines the transmitter 1520 lo broadcast to appropri-
ately modulated RF signal. A: previously discussed. it isdesirable for the mobile transceiver In Iranamit alt acknowlA
edge signal 11' the lemge was properly received by the
mobile unil. or alternatively Io [rammil a negative adenowl-
edge signal if the manage was. only parljally received. The
negative acknowledge signal indicates that the network
operations center should rebroadcast the montage lo themobile unil.
‘ mferahly. the rebroadcast of the mg: to the mobile
unit should occur with an tppropriate error correcting code
which may bedeoudedby the mobile unit to insure complete
and accurate reception of [he message. Of course, error
correcting codes should be used only when necessary
because their use slows Gala transfer and increase: lite
complexity of the mobile unit. Either typea of autonomous
replies may also be useful. for example, to indicate Io Ihe
network operations ocular that lhc otter has not viewed the
mange even llmugb the mobile unit properly reeeivul it,
such as when the mobile transmitter is unattended by theuser.

Anni ofinputawilcbea 1516 it provided to allow Ihc user[0:

input a reply to a waived message, or In otherwise
generate I mesaage to be transmitted by the nubile trans-
ceiver. The input switches are connected lo lransmil logic
1518 which decodes the signal from the input switches 1516
to generate an output signal to the transmitter 1520. The
Ironsmillur 1510 generates an appropriately modulated RF
signal to be broadcast by antenna 1501.

The mobile transceiver 150" also preferably includes a
noise deluotor 1522. The noise detector 1522 provides an
output signal upon sensing through antenna 15023 threshold
level signal. The noise detector 1522 provides an output
signal to disable the transmitter 1510 via mooecllon 1524.
and lo thereby provenl unwanted transmission by Ilte mobile
unil.

Noise deleclot' 1522. preferably is set to detect olectm-
magnetic signals which are generated externally lo the
mmmunicatiuu system and which are tndiclltve of a con-
dition when transmissions by the mobile unit are undesir—
able. For example. the noble detector 1522 could he
designed to servea threshold level ofurrino “40011:. When
the user entered commercial aircraft. which commonly use:
400 hertz pnwerwpply. the meaiptol‘ this noise by the noise
detector 1522 would then disable the transmit capability of
the mobile transceiver 1500 during operation of lhe aircrlfl
to prevent any unnecessary or unwanted inlufemnee with
Ihe operations of the aircraft by autonomous or intentional
transmissions by the mobile transceiver 1500.

The diaplay and storage logic 1308 of Ibo mobile Iran-ts-
coive-r 1500 moher preferably includes I liming circuit (not
shown) which may be used to turn the motivrraeetion 1906
on or oil as desired. The timing eirnuit (not shown) advan-
tageously allows Ihe mobile lranmelver ln “power down"
during periods of time when meanagea are not anticipated to
be transmitted. For example. in a prefierred onrrununiention
protocol. the receiver could aimply power up at [he begin-
ning of each cycle to receive our: to determine if a message
will be transmitted to that mobile tramociver during that
cycle or when irtfunnalion concerning manage avnflabfljtywill be transmitted. lftttn mobile Innsoeiver is to receive a
message, the timing circuit mold power up it! the appropri-
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ale lime to receive the manage, and than power dour: after
reoeipL The liming circuit. tbflemre. advantageously pro-
long; the battery life of the mobile lrlrfiooiver 1500. Of
course. it mould be understood that the timing circuit could
control the other elements of the mobile tranaeeiver. and! as
the display 1514. and [he transmit logic 1518.

In an alternate implementation. Ihe receiver 1506 may
adaptively change its demodulation techniques to accom-
modate various formaLe. For example.each zone may advu n-
tageously use a difi'orent modulation horn-tat depending on
message lrafic levels. and olher considcrllit‘mfi. In
partimlar. the receiver may receive a signal indicating the
modulation scheme utilized in a given me via 1 modulationformat message contained in an overhead portion of I11: data
stream. The demodulation of I-‘SK. M'ary FSIC, PEEK. and
MODK formats all begin with the determination of the
energy levels detected at each of the carrier frequencies. and
thus require identical promoting or the received RP energy.
The logic (ootahown) in the receiver interprets the meaning
of litter: leasuror‘l energy levels based upon lhc modulation
scheme seloded as indicated by the received modulation
formal message. In this manner simpler and more economi-
cal transmitters. with a decreased capacity hnr inflammation
transfer. can be used in annex that have decreased traflic
loads end more expensive. high-throughput transmitters can
be used only in Ihnae areas where they are traded.

A pictorial representation of the mobile transceiver isshown in FIG. 16. The mobile transceiver 1600 shown
therein includes a case 1602. a pair of display control
buttons 1604. a display 1606. and a net nfaix reply buttons
IBIJI. 1610. 1612. 1614, 1616. and 1618. As indicated
previously. dtplay 1606 is preferably an LCD display and
a not of diaplay control buttons 1504 may he used to scroll
teal up or down on the display 16063111: alumnae “will you
be home for dinner?“ is shown on display 1606.

The set ofrn'zr reply bullona 1608. 1610. 1612, 101‘. 1616.
land 1613 provide a flexible system for user generated
replies to received messages. The display and storage logic
150! provides information immediately above each hullun
indicating a possible replynmrenge by the user. in the simple
example shown in FIG. 16. Ill: user may reply ”yes." "m,"
01"?" lo the message. 610 displayed on the screen lhflh. The
transmit logic 1513 generates an appropriate signal based
upon which button the user presses. In this simple scenario.
buttons 1614, 1616. 3116161! are unused.

In alternate applications. no to six possible reply mes-
sages may be shown on Ihe screen 1606. Of course. other
pmimlari'eed appllcltionl may be envisioned for the reply
feature of the mobile tannin-fiver 1500. For example. if the
user is a stockbroker. Ihl: display [606 could display the
terms “buy." "sell," or “hold" above the appmpt'iale buttons.
A variety of other applications may be envisioned.

With the air: buuou reply option provided by mobile
transceiver 1500. a Ihree hitmasaage may be transmitted by
Ihe mobile transceiver lo the base receivers. The two remain-
ing stiles of the three bit message may be used by the
transmit logic 11515 for the autonomous acknowledgment
signal which indicates lhat ll'te message has been properly
received. and tor the autonomous negative aelmowledgment
signal which indicates dial the memge has not been oom-
pletnly or properly melted.

Of course. the mobile transmitter 1500 shown in FIG. 16
could be mnfigurerl diiferuntly topmvide more or lees reply
buttons. diferent dkplay mnlrol buttons, and different dia-
ulay formats as desired or headed by the user.

Further. [he mobile transceiver 1500 could additionally
include a data output port (not showrr) for connection to
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other electronic devices of the user. For example. the mobile
transceiver could be connected through an output port to a
laptop orpntmtop PC, or could be incorporated therein. The
PC could display the message on its screen. thereby obvi—
ating the need for the display 1606. and the keyboard could
he used to generate any appropriate reply messages from the
user, thereby obviating need for the reply buttons and
allowing free form messages to be sent by [be mobile
transoeiven A user selected reply would be transferred to the
mobile transceiver 1500 from the PC for transmission to the
base receiver.

Alternatively. the mobile transceiver could be connected
In a voice data replay device, such as a speaker. thereby
allowing the user to receive messages from a voice mailbox.
for example. Ofoourse. a voice data generation device, such
as a microphone, nottld be muscled to lhe IIbile Ira--
oeiver 1500 to allow the user to reply to the voice mail
message he has received or to initiate voice data communi-
cation from the mobile transceiver to the base receivers.
Similarly, facsimile transmissions could be supported.

An alternate embodiment of the mobile unit includes only
receive capabilities. but does not include any transmit capa-bilities. FIG. 17 shows a mobile receiver 1100. ‘Ibe various
components of the mobile receiver generally correspond in
Innotionallly to the similar clemans shown in FIG. LS. Of
course. the mobile rum'ver 1100 cannot generate replies,
which includes user initiated replies. an autonomous
acknowledgment signals or negative acknowledg-cnt
signals. became ot‘ the lack of omit capability. Men, the
location of this altemate embodiment cannot be tracked bythe network control center bonus: of the lat-J: of transnit
capability. Generally. because of these reasons. the-mobile
receiver 1700 embodiment of the mobile unit is less pref-
erahle than the mobile transceiver embodiment 1500.
Further. it should be appreciated that the mobile transceiver
embodiment may include circuitry for generating various
autonomous responses without interaction by the user,

F. "the Base Romiver

The hm.- receivers of the present system receive the low
power output signal from the mobile transceiver unit. Asis
altmvn in FIG. 6, mobile receivers are dispersed throughout
the geographic service area. Base receivers need not he
amocjated with zonal boundaries per se. but will always he
W10 station at least one zone. of course. A few base
receivers may exist in the overlap region bemoan zones.

During transmission of the return signal by the mobile
transceiver unit, it is possible that several base receiver:
court-I reeeiva this return signal. in this instance. the network
operations center 600 preferably selects the data from the
bane mitts: with the highest received signal nltcogl'h (in.
the signalwith the lowest probability oferrors) to maximize
the likelihood of receiving acctrrate data. The signal strength
approach is preferred and can be satial'actorily implemented
it" the base receiver locations are carefully selected to insure
adequate signal strength (caption from the mobile traito-
eciver units and to minimize the overlap between base
receiver coverage areas. Alternately. the network operations
center 600 could uoe“voting" tech ttiquea by comparing each
data act from the several base receivers to arrive at the most
likely return signal data un'ug conventional voting receiver
technology.

FIG. 18m) shows a firsl embodiment of an analog base
receiver. Analog receiver 1802 is connected to an antenna
IBM. The analog receiver 1802 simply receives the signalfrom the antenna lfllll and removes the modulated wave-
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form from the carrier frequency and. outputs this wmt’orm
in analog lbnnat to a refinnal demodulator 1804 via data
path 1006. Data path 1006 is preferably a 4 RH: analog
telephone channel.

The regional demodulator 1004 receives signals horn
several analog recruiters included in several base receivers.
Preferably. Ibe regional demodulator 1004 is located in the
regional station. such as regional station £50 shown in FIG.
6. 'lbe demodulated signal from the regional demodulator
IUD-t is then transferred to the regional processing circuitry
[008. and then onto the network operations Enter 6010‘

The analog receiver 1802 could generate identification
data to be transmitted with each received message so the
network operations center 600 can determine the source ul’
each message received, Alternatively, and preferably, dediv
cared communication paths are used for each base receiver
and therefore. the source of the message can he infen‘ed
From the communication path that is activated.

FIG. 18(13) shows a digital base receiver embodiment
which includes an antenna 1m attached to an analog
receiver 1.802. As in [he previously discussed embodiment.
the analog receiver 1803 temoIres the modulated waveform
from the carrier signal unrestrained by the mobile transceiver
unit. The analog receiver 1802 outputstbe modidatad wave-form to a demodulator 1810 included in the base receiver.
The demodulator 1310 producer: a digital output signal
corresponding to the data stream transmitted by the mobile
tritnsooivdr unil.1he demodulator 1310 provides the digital
output signal to the regional processing circuitry 1000 in the
regional station via data path 1812. Data path 181] may be
any conventional data path which can satisiectorily convey
the digitaI data from the demodulator 1810 to the regional
prooean‘ng center 1008‘ The regional proceeding circuitry
1808 then passes the data to Ilte network operations centerEll}.

FIG. 19 shows a digital base receiver including errorcorrection and store and forward Features. An antenna 1900
in connect-rd to an analog receiver W2 which is connected
to a demodulator 1810. as previously described with refer—
nuts: to FIG. 18(0). The demodulated digital signal is output
[torn demodulator 1810 to error correction circuitry 190!
which may perform error correction algorithms to irauro the
integrity of the return signal received from the mobile
transceiver unit. Of course. Ihe error correction circuitry
should decode and correct data which have been oornpatibty
unaided by the mobile transceiver.

The error corrected data output. from the error correction
circuitry 190‘ is provided to a store and forward circuit
1908. The store and forward circuit [908 stores the received
data to allow it to be transmitted later at a convenient time
and at a omvenicnt mils transmission rate.

For example, in the present system it is likely that the
return signal trailic received by the base receiver will occur
in short bursts at a relatively high data trnoster rate.
However. it is also likely that the average data transfer rate
tram the has: receivers is substantially lower than the
instantanmui data transfer rate during traflic bursts. The
store and forward cirurit 1900 may preferably ant nsa butfer
to allow the return signal data to be communicated from the
store and inward circuit 1508 no the regional processing
circuitry 1.308 at a lower (and less expensive) data transfer
rate. Store and forward cimtil 1908 is, therefore. preferably
connected to negional processing circuitry 1008 via data path
1910 which may include a low cost telephone line.

G. The Network Operations Center
1 . Overview

The network operations center and is shown in schematic
form in FIG. 20. The network operationaoeotcr 600 includes
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a has: receiver input system 2000wbich motives data from
the various regional stations lhrmlghottl the system (cg,
reg-inns]. stations 6-H. and 650) via various data paths. well
as data paths 656 and 658 as shown in FIG. ii. The data
received by the base. receiver input system 2000 includes
reply data from users with various control data. Base
receiver inut system 2010 may include. appropriate con-
ventional signal processing equipmonL Control data may
include data idoltjiying the base receiver-(Le. location of Ike
mobile unit) which received the associated reply. Notably.
Ihe has: receiver inpul section 2000 receives data from the
regional stations via phone lines. However, other appropri-
Ilt‘.‘ dull path: may be considered.

The base receiver input ayslooa 2N0 then provides the
received dull to a central oomputer 2001 The nequIl
computer 2002 may also receive input Etom a user input
system 2004. For example, the user input system 3004 may
receive data [rem users via phone lines who may access and
interact with lb: central computer via voice. DIME or
moduli transmission and may include appropriate conven-
tional signal processing equrpment. Auscr may interact with
the annual computer 2002 to modify his service. to initial:
or [naive messages, or to perform other dosimb]: [lanai-3m.

Generally. the central computer 1001 processes the data
received from the base receiver input system 2000 and from
the user input system 2004 to perform variants operations on
the data. he updrrlt various database entries for use by the
mural eemputer2002. and to generate data for transmission
lo a satellite uptinlr output system 2000.

II should hr. understood that. altl'tmtgh FIG. 20 shows the
central computer Is existing at a single location in the
network operations center £00. a distributed computing
system my be used to perform the necessury functiouilily
of the central computer 1001. Presently. however. a single
location for the central mmpurer 2002 is preferred.

Satellite uplit‘lk output system 2006 receives data [him the
central computerllm and provides it to satellite 606, shown
in FIG. 6. for trammission to base transmitters within the
system (cg, bane transmitters 612 and 614 in FIG. 6).

The central computer 2002 is also connected to a database
system 2008 wbiob stores various data such as message data,
user status data. system slamsdala. and mag: status data.
for example, for use by the oenlrll computer 1002 in
processing.

Also, a control access 1010 is provided to allow systems
engineers or programmers to access the oenlral computer
3003 to abet-xv: and modify its operations and system
performanoe.

2. Database Structure

The database 2003 of the network oparatiem center
includes several database suuctures-nenezuy for the opera.
tinn of the system. While a preferred puflilioning of these
databases is described below. it should be understood that
other partitioning: could be mnsidered. lunch as moving the
various “user name" fields from the treble statistics dalabase
to the user database.

a. The User Dateline

For example. the user database structure shown In FIG. 21
includes a record for each user ol'tbe system who possesses
a mobile unit. The record for user 1 2100 includes various
fields, such as an ID number field 2101 which indicates a
unique number associated with that punieular user, The
transmit capability field 3106 indicates whether the mobile
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unit assigned to the user has the capability to transmit. "thelast location field 2N4 includes data which indicates the last
known location of the user. The last location field may be
updated when the neutral computer recognizes that a new
base receiver has received a return signal born the mobile
unit. thereby indicating the. mobile unit has moved since the
last return signal. or course. if the mobile unit only includes
a mobile receiver without transmit capability. the last loca-
tion field 210‘ cannot be updated and the n-tobile uoil truly
be given a default location.

The scrvlee area field 210! includes our corresponding to
the area in which Ihe user has subscribed to. For example. if
a user desires service in geographic areas less than the total
system service area. the central oompntur could use 1hr: data
in the survicc Irca field 210! to cause only selected has:
transmitters to attempt to transmit messages to amobile unit.

The button formal field 2110 includes dale indicating the
format of reply buttons [11: user may access on the mobile
transceiver, Elf course. for mobile units with only receive
capabilities. ll: bultoo format field will not be used.

The message field 2112 includes data representing one or
more. messages which are intended for the use: A receive
flag is set when the central computer has received data
indicating that the manage bIs been received by the mobile
unit via an acknowledgment signal. If ll'tt'. mobile unit doct-
nol have. transmit cupabiilly. lhu roceive flag is set upon
transmission of the message by the approprlale base trans-
minors. The user database structure may include other fields
for each uaer of the communication system of the present
invention as needed to provide various desired services.

b. The Receiver Database
Database 2008 of FIG. 20 includes a receiver database

(not shown} which includes an entry with several associated
fields for each base receiver in the system. A first field for
each has: waiver preferably include: the toll] number ofmobile units which have last communicated with this
receiver A second field for each has: receiver preferably
includes a list ofbm transmitters which may cover all or II
portion of the receiver coverage ml of Jim base receiver.

c. Tratfie Statistic Database

Database 2008 of FIG. 20 should also include prel'erahly
a nadir: statistics database as shown in FIG. 22 which
include-ti various fields containing stutimica calculated by the
central computer 1002 concerning [radio patterns lot the
system. For example. the trafic database 2on preterahly
includes a user field 120: for data indicating a user of lhe
network. Severe] fieltk are preferably assoc-intact with the
user field 1203. Field 2104 includes data representing lho
number of probe signals sent by the network to locate the
mobile unit associated will: [be user field 202. Plaid 2205
includes data representing the number of registration Signals
received by the network from the mobile unit minted
With the user Bold 2202. Field 2208 includes data represent-
ing the number of messages from the. network [lull have been
successfully delivered to thcrnobile unit associated with the
user field 3203. Field 1210 may be used for other trellis
related data. such as data indicating the average nadir: per
cycle. and data indicating a time average (is. for the hurl
hour) trafit: amount.

Further. lhu italic dlln'oase 2100 could include Bhitk (not
shown] for data cartoon-ting overall system performaeon and,
in panieular. each zone in the network. Such area specific
trafit: data may be useful in optimizingsystetn perhlrmanoe
by allowing intelligent redefinition of zonal boundaries.
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d. The Service Queue

Database 2008 of FIG. 20 also includes ll service queue
Hill! as shown in FIG. 20. The service queue 2300 includes
a olrrem messages queue and a probe list queue. The current
messages queue includes a system wide List of messages to
be delivered by the system. The eon-ant messages queue
includes. for example. a series of ID nit-bar fields ram,
2304. and 2306 with emaciated data location field: 2m,
131a. and 2312. respectively. The data location fields 2308.
1310, and 1312 include pointers to the appropriate fields in
the user database structure shown in FIG. 21.11:: [ID number
fields 2302. 2304. and 2306 include data indicating the ID
number at the use: to which the message is to be delivered.

In operation. the central morptt tor retrieves the ID number
2302 and data location 2308 from lbe top of the current
manages queue and retrieve: the appropriate data from the
user database 21th] to process and transmit a message to theuser.

The pmbr; list qucuo includes a ID number fields 231‘,
2316. and 2318 and data location fields 232”. 2322. and
2324 similar in form to those in the current messages queue.
The probe list queue contains a list of users which the system
has previously attempted umeoessbtfly to deliver a mes-
sage to. In other words. the users listed in the probe list are
considered to he ”lost" by the system. The central computer
3002 then initiates a probe routine [or the ID number 2311
and data location 2320 located at the top of the probe list.

Alter successful execution of the probe routine. the lastlocation field 23!“ in the user database structure 2100 will
have been updated to provide aI accuate llat location ol‘the
user from the hue receiver that rooeived the mobile unit’s
acknowledgment to the probe signal. Afler the last location
field 2304 has been updated. the message can then be
replaced in the current messages queue for delivery to the
utter via the appropriate base transmitters located near the
mobile unit.

Preferably, the network operations center given priority to
the delivery of all messages in the current rumor queue.
and then sends probe signals to the users listed in the probe
list queue after delivery has been attempted for all messages
in the current message queue. If the message volume in the
current message queue remains big: for an extended period
of time. the network operations center preferably begins to
periodically seed probe $th to the users listed in the
Probe List. even though undelivered rnefiagea remain in Ilie
current messages queue. For example. in this instance of
persistent filled current messages queue. the network opera-
tion oetrter preferably tranrin'tlls Iltree probe signals in every
cycle transmitted.

e. Bane Transmitter Analgement List
The database zutut oi the network operations center also

includes a base transmitter database 3400 as shown in FIG.
24. The base transmitter database 2400 includes a zonal
anxignrrrent field 2404 for dar- represeeting a zone assign-ment associated with a base transmitter field 24M in the
system. Also. a Hold 2406 ior data representing the base
receivers in the transmitter coverage area. and a field 2‘08
for ntber data emaciated with a base transmitter, are asso—
ciated with base transmitter field 240:. As can be seen in
FIG. 14, each base tnnsnriller in the network has a base
transmitter field and associated fields as described above.

In normal operating madltiens of the system with low
amounts of message nadir: being transmitted. eaeb base
transmitter will remain assigned to its particular zone.
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However. the systems and methods of the present invention
provide for dynamically changing the zonal mignmonla of
various base transmittent to improve infomatiort through—
put. these dynamic zone allocation concepts dynamically
reassign base transmitters to new zones generally based
upon the volume of messages transmitted during the sys-
temwide time interval. and more particularly based upon 1he
localized volume of messages to mobile units. in general.
dynamic zone allocation may housed to deliver messages to
mobile units in overlap areas (Le. "zonal dithering'fi, or to
balance the volume of message traffic between zones.

FIG. 25 is useful to explain these concepts. Various base
transmitters. each designated as an "X." are dispersed
throughout: region etspaee show in Ftt'l. 25. Also. various
base receivers are dispersed throughout this region of space
25]}, each being designated by an “IL" The normal mnal
boundary for zone 1 in FIG. 25 isshowrt by solid line 2562.
A normal boundary for men 2 is represented by solid line
2504 during normal load trafic opemliottt conditions As can
be seen. base tranemiuers 2505. 2508. and 2310 are located
near the zonal boundary of none 2. and base transmitters
251]. 2514. and 2516 are located near the boundary Dianne
1. Ease receivers 2518 and 2.120 are located in an overlap
area 2521 between zones! and 2. As previously discussed.
mobile units located in this overlap area 2521 near has:
neeivem 2518 and 2.520 must be communicated with during
the systemwido time interval because of the interiereeec
muted during the zonal time interval by adjamnt basetransmitters.

During normal, low to moderate volume system
operations. the zonal overlap area 32]. Le... interferertoe
area. our base receivers 2518 and 2320 will preferably have
a small number of mobile units located thereto. lberefiore.
communication with these mobile units will not significantly
consulate system resources by occasionally mmmunloattng
with them during the systemwide time interval.

However. it the traffic volume from the overlap imam
near his: receivers 2518 and 2520 increases. such as
because additional mobile units enter this overlap area 2.521.
the handling of this trafic in the systemwida time interval
can significantly consume system resources. For example.
communication with a large number of mobile units during
the systemwide ttnie interval may significantly delay deliv—
ery er messages to units in this and other regions.

In this instance. the zonal boundaries are changed to
remove this high traflic region born a zonal overlap area. For
example. system elficiency is restored if the zone 1 boundary
were moved to dashed line 1522 and tile cone 1 boundarywere merited to dashed line 2524.

The central computer 2W2 may dynamically accomplish
this zonal redefinition by assigning one or more base trans-
mitters lo a new zone to reduce systemwide time interval
messages. in the promo! example shown in Pill. 25. the
oetttral computer updates the base transmitter zonal assign»
mum list to reassign baa: transmitters 251:. 2514. and 2516
to none 2 while removing [been hone transmitters from none
1. In viewofthis zonal edcfinilion. the new none 1 boundary
is shown by dashed line 2522. and the new mac 2 boundary
1‘ shown by dashed line 2524. The high Iralfie region near
bane receivers 2518 and 2523 is now squarely within zone
1 and messages to these units may he eficiently delivered
during stdaeequent zonal time intuit-:16].

In accordance with the invention. a preterm! method
2600 tier aooompliabing zonal redefinition issltown in FIG.
26. In awordanoe with the method. step 260:! provides for
transmitting substantially simultaneously a first otlonnalinn
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Signal and a second infant-ration signal. the first information
signal being transmitted in simulcast by a first set of base
transmitters assigned to a first rattle. and the second infor-
mation signal being transmitted in simulcast by a second set
of base trammittent assigned to a second zone. For etrampleIas shown in F1515. the base transmitters in zone 1 defined
by boundary line 2502 could be the first set of base
transmitters. and the base transmitters located in zone 2
defined by boundary line 2304 could he the second set ofbase transmitters.

Step 2604 of the method provides for dynamically teas-
sigrting one or more oftlte base transmitters in the first set
of base transmitters assigned to the first zone to the second
set of base transmitter: assigned to the second acne, thereby
creating an updated first set of base transmitters and an
updated second set of base transmitters. For example, has:
transmitters In]. 3514. and 25” could be reassigned Emm
zone 1 to zone 1A5 shown in FIG. 25. new aoaat boundaries
would be detined by dashed lines 251.2 for zone 1 andJSZ-t
for ma 2,

Step 2606 provides transmitting substantially simulta-
neously a third infiormaticn signal and a fourth intonation
signal, the third inflormatton signal being transmitted in
simulcast by the updated first set ofbase transmitters and the
fourth information signal being transmitted in simulcast by
the updated second set ofbast: transmitters. Foreaantple. as
shown in FIG. 25, the base tremmitters assigned to zone 1
defined by dashed line 1522 (i.e. not innludtrtg boat: trans»
mitten. 2512, 2514. and 2516) could transmit during a
subsequent communication cycle a third informa tion signal,
and base transmitters in zone: defined by dashed line 2.52!
(in. including base transmitters 2512. 2.514, and 2516) could
transmit a fourth inl'ormation signal during that same sub-
sequent communication cycle.

Further. it is desirable that during the redefinition of the
zonal boundaries. It is insured that the new overlap area
2525 near base receiver 2526 and between dashed lines 2522
and 2524 is an area that is not likely to produce. or is not
currently producing a high volume of message traific.
Generally. zonal boundaries should be prel'erably redefined
to maximise information throughput by minimizing the data
that trtustbe transferred duringthe systemch time interval.
Anetworlr manager could review the overall traffic patterns
and tendencies to determine an optimum redefinition of
zonal boundariai Of course. the central computer 2002
could also implement an algorithm accessing the trafic
statistics database 3200 to determine optimal zonal bound-
ary redefinition.

In a preferred embodiment in the instance where an entire
region is saturated with mobile units. such as a large
metropolitan area repetitive reanaignments nfbase transmit-
tars may be used to reduce message tralfics during.tha
systemwide time interval There may exist no appropriate
overlap area. such as overlap area 2525. with a low trafic
level to facilitate a long term reassignment of base trans-
mitters with the resulting rcdcti nition of zonal boundaries. in
this C156. the preferred embodiment alternates between a
first and second set of zonal boundaries over each commu—
nication cycle and does not attempt to deliver messages
during the systemvdde time interval.

For example. in FIG. 25 this preferred embodiment would
utilize the zonal boundaries defined by lines 2502 and 1504
during a first most time interval and would not attempt to
deliver messages to mobile units in overlap area 2521. In a
subsequent cycle. this preferred embodiment redefines the
zonal boundaries lodashcd titans 2522 and 2524 and delivers
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messages to the mobile units in previous overlap area 1521
during the mealtime interval using zone 3 base transmitters.
During this cycle. the network would not attempt to deliver
messages to mobile units in overlap area 2525. in yet a later
cycle. this preferred embodiment would switch back to
moat boundaries 2503 and I!“ which would allow mes-
sage delivery to mobile units in the now previous overlap
area 252! during the zonal time interval using zone 1 base
transmittal; As. can be seen, alienating between I first and
second act of zonal boundaries advantageously reduces the
need for communication during the synternwide time
interval, but slows message delivery somewhat by only
allowing mmmunication to mobile units to overlap areas
during aonal time intervals on alternating communication
cycles.

H. The Preferred System Communication Protocol
The system communication protocol is preferably a Liane

division protocol organized wimtn repetitive communion
lion cycles of preferably at] seconds in duration.

The blocks of data transmitted by the network are pref-
erably formed by: bit interleaving process to prevent tom of
data during bursts oi' interference. Bit interleaving may be
envisioned as stacking two or more. blocks of data (which
read he. left to right), and then transmitting a bit stream in
a column-by-ootumn. top-to-bottom sequence. As can be
seen. a burst of interEerenoe will likely only cause the loss
of a few bits per word at most. which can be corrected by
error emanation techniques. rather than the loss of entire
womb. of course. the mobile unit must appropriately
detnterleave the data prior to processing.

H6. 17 generally illuslsaltm a variety of preferred tile
interval; which may variously be used for communication
between the system and various sets and subsets of mobile
units. An adaptable schedule (or these time intervals is
preferably generated. and may be revised according to
system demands. "the scheduling of the time intervals
advantageously allows a mobile unit to ”power down"
during inactive time periods when the mobile unit will not
transmit or receive any messages. thereby conserving har-
tery power. Similarly, messages or information for delivery
to a subset of the total number of mobile units will prefer-
ably be transmitted during time intcrvals which minimize
the delivery of those messages or information to unintended
mobile units not included in the subset to further conserve
battery power.

A preferred cycle protocol 2700 is shown in MG. 21"“).
The cycle pmloml 2700 includes a cycle header time
interval 2702. a systemwidc forward (FWD) batch time
interval 1704. a systemwide response time interval 2706. a
zonal forward (FWD) batch time interval 2708. a tenant
reverse time interval 1110, and a reverse contention time
interval 271:. Other arrangements. such as moving thesystemwide reverse interval next to the moat reverse inter-
val may be considered if transmitter turn on time is signifi-CIDL

The cycle protocol generally schedules time slots for
systen'twide and zonal forward channel information transfer
li'om the network to the mobile units and forsystemvtlde and
tonal reverse channel information transfer from the mobile
transceiver units to the network. Briefly. the cycle header
2'30: field _includas overhead or “housekeeping“
information. the systemwide forward hatch field 3104 and
the moat forward hatch field 2713 provide forward corn-
u-tum‘eation capability through the base transmitters to the
mobile units in a systemwide time interval and a mortal time
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interval, mpwtr’vely. The systemwirle mopeds: field 2706
and zonal reverse field 27“] provide a return signal period
for the mobile transceivers to respond to messages generated
during the systemwide and zonal forward batch periods
2504 and 1508. respectively. Finally, the reverse contention27].: field allows the mobile transceiver to initiate access to
the network.

Each of the fields shown. except the cycle header 2701
field. is preferably variable in duration. and may be changed
by the central computer 2002. depending on message traflie
requirements. The beginning of the cycle is synchronized by
the central computer to a .time standard and preferablyornucides with the start of minute or half minute intervals.
Each mobile untl profitably includes timing cirwitry, IS
previously described. which allows for the mobile unit to
power up at the beginning of each cycle to receive commu-nication.

For each cycle. the neutral computer mt): calculates the
amount of time required for each field to muirmu infor-
mation throughput by the network. For example. [or the
cycle protocol 2700 shown in FIG‘ 21(A). the central
computer will calculate the arnourrtnftirrre mortuary for the
systemwide forward hatch field 2704. the systemwide
response interval 2706. the meal forward interval 2708. the
zonal reverse interval 2710. and the reverse contention
interval 27.12. The cycle bender 2703 will preferably include
timing oEsel data which will indicate the timing oflset [root
the cycle header until the beginning of the systemwide
response interval 27%, the beginning of the zonal forward
interval 2708. the beginning of the zonal reverse interval
:r-rrn, and the beginning of the reverse contention interval2112.

The cycle header 1701 start: preferably with an [I digit
long preamble (not shown) for digit synchronization pur-
poses. The preamble allows for the mohr'ta unit to synchro-
nine its tinting circuitry with the network. For example. the
timing circuitry of the mobile unit could become nll'set from
the network due to commonly caused inaccuracies. The
preamble is followed by a ‘atart of header string of four
digits and all timing ofisots within the cycle are calculated
as a number of predefined intervals beginning from the start
of the last header digit. The clan of headersln'rtg in followed
by an 8 digit string grouped into two words, not! of which
'5 pmleetted against errors by encoding it using a forward
urn-tr correcting code. preferably I Bone. Chandhuri. and
l-torurueughenr (BCH) node or 1 Reed Solomon code. These
error correcting codes and additional digits tn the infome-
Iion digits in a dude word. where the additional digits are a
specific function of the information digits. so rhat if certain
common error events occur. attenuating step involving all of
die transmitted digits, both information and additional. can
recover the original information digits. The first code word
will contain a count. of the current cycles executed for that
day. The second code wot-devil} contain the neuesaary timing
ofisets for the beginning of the time intervals in the cycle
protocol 2100. Further irtiornution regarding error correct-
irrg codes may be found in Gallagher. "lolonnation Theory
and Reliable Communication." Wiley 1958, which is hereby
incorporated by reference.

The systemwide [onward batch 2704 held generally
includes a meal header time interval including overhead
information and a series of 64 batches Also, the zonal
forward interval 2710 similarly includes amnal header time
interval with overhead information and a series of 64
batches, Each batch is a string at data containing infill-ma-
tiorr specifically directed to a single group of mobile units.
Each hatch preferably contains information directed to a
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certain class of mobile unit! with Ilte classes divided by the
types of service provided. For an ntple. a first batch could he
directed to all mobile transceiver units. and a second batch
could be directed to all mobile 1- eceiver units. Further. each
batch may contain several messages, earth intended for
difierent mobile units Within the particular class of unit to
which that batch is directed. Generally, FIG. 2313) shows
the forward hatch interval protocol 21.50 preferred for both
the systemwide forward intuvai 27114 and the zonal forward
interval am.

The systemwide forward interval 2104 is preferably used
only [or sending a probe signal to a mobile transceiver unit
Whiclt does notreepond to zonal meenages (in. a “lost” unit).
Hanover. when necessary. the systemwr'de forward interval
2704 may be used to deliver messages to mobile units
located in overlap areas. The ID number. or address. ofllt-e
loan mobile unit in prelerahly followed by data indicating a
timing nfl'set which is a time delay amount until the begru-
ttirtg of the time slot designated for the return signal of that
mobile unit. An alternative implementation. which may be
useful for mobile units that have not responded for a period
of time, could have mobile units that have received a probe
signal respond during the reverse contention interval.

After the end of the broadcast on the systemwide forward
batch time interval 2704. all network bare transmitters shut
down until the beginning of the antral forward batch timeinterval 27“.

The forward hatch interval protocol 1751] includes a
forward channel header interval 2114 which includes data to
allow the timing circuitry of the mobile units to synchronize
themselves with the incoming data stream. The forward
channel header 2714 alsopreferably includes data indicating
a timiugofisel scheduling a reverse channel time interval for
each batch. as may be required. 0! course. the forward
channel bender 271‘ for the syrtemwide forward interval
270‘ would indicate a timing Dfi'sel [or reverse channel
transmission during the systemwide response interval 1106.
and the forward channel header 2714 for the zonal forward
interval 2708 would iraficate a timing oflsel for reverse
channel transmission during the zonal reverse interval 2710.

The forward channel header- 2714 hrrtlter includes a data
stream to the mobile unit listing which of the 64 hatched will
follow and the timing oflisets indicating when those batches
will be transmitted, Again. this feature advantageously
allows the mobile tlrtil to “'power down" during the system—wide and zone] forward intervals 2704 and 2709 until the
appropriate time for receiving its hatch inter-marina. thereby
consenting the battery power of the mobile unit. The rematch
lug fields batch i 2720. hatch] 2722. and batch It 2721 are
the individual batches directed to the mobile units,

It should be understood that difl'erent clause: of mobile
units can follow difl'erent desirable batch protocols. depend—
ing on the type of service. processing power. battery
capacity. or other factors.

To: individual batch protocol 2790 is shown in FIG.
2762}. The batch header field 1136 is aimilrrrto the header
fields discussed above for FIGS. 270i] and (E). The batch
header 2726 includes a list of particular mobile unite to
receive mere-algae within the batch and includes liming
olfacla indicating when torch will be broadcast.
Further. the hatch header area includes data indicating a
timing olfaet scheduling a reverse channel interval in the
system reverse interval. the zonal reverse interval. or III:
reverse contention interval. as appropriate. Again. this infor-
mation allows the mobile unit to extend its battery life
because the mobile unit need only power up at the appro-
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priate lime to receive or transmit the appropriate message.
Further. it is preferred that the reverse channel timing offset
date he transmilted using enor correction codes to insure
accurate receipt thereof by the mobile unit. Aneurate receipt.
of the reverse Channel timing other data will prevent
unwanted or untimely transmissions by the mobile unit and
insure that a mobile unit may properly transmit a nelulive
acknowledgment signal if it fails to properly receive in
unenmdod damage.

The individual message interval 21oz itinludes the indi-
vidual message intended for a particular mobile unit or units.
The duration of each message and number of messages
within l batch may be varied by the network operations
center hill and is lrafllc dependenL

Eaeb mobile unit with transmit capability that has
received a message in the immediately previous systemwtrlel'orward interval 17M or the zonal forward interval 2708
will have an appropriate lint: slot for transmission scheduled
in the aystemwide rumoured interval 27M. or the zonal
reverse interval ml]. respectively. The timing circuit in the
mobile transceiver unit determines the assigned time slot for
transmission. For example. if the mobile unit simply intends
to trurtflnit an acknowledgment signal. which indicates that
the mobile unit has properly received the message from the
network. an I bit preamble followud by the address of litll
mobile unit need only be transmitted and a 3 bit acknowlv
edgmeII. However. if a more extensive reply from the
mobile unit is required. additional data could be transferred
during this time slot. to particular. long reverse meninges
could be scheduled in response to a request from the mobile
Imil sent during the contention interval 2712. as dis-mulledhereafter.

Due to the low power transmit capability of the mobile
transceiver units. there is an increased likelihood of data
transmission errors for reply signals. The extended Golly
dude for error protection may be utilized for reverse channel
messages from mobile Itanmelver units to the network.

The nyste-wide response interval 21M and the zonal
reverse interval 27“) provide communication capability
from the mobile transceiver units to the network (i.r.. the
reverse channel).

Still Ember. a prefierred embodiment accommodates
mobile terminabtwitlt extensive reverse message generation
capabilities (n.3,. a laptop trumpeter connected to a radio
transceiver) by allowing for contention messages that
request extended reverse ehannel time for the Intermission
of a long reverse message. The reverse contention interval
211] in located alter the zonal reverse interval 2110 and
provides for unscheduled messages [torn the mobile unit to
[he netwotlt. For example. the mobile transceiver unit could
send a message to the network during the reverse contention
interval 2712 indicating that the user on longer wishes to
receive messages. thereby tcnninatingseMoe.Aleo, the user
could transmit a message to the network during the reverse
:onteauu‘ interval 2112 indicating that the user new desires
to reestablish services and begin receiving messages from
the network. Further. a “registration signal." which is dis-
cussed infra. could be lramrnilted during the reverse onnv
tention interval 1112.

The reverse contention interval preferably utilizes. a
Sta-called “Hound ALOHA" protoeo]. which allow: the
mobile unit to randomly select I predefined time slot within
Ihn contention interval lo ltansmll a message. A mobile
station wanting to transmit will first divide Ihe contention
interval into slots, preferably 5.13 run in length. and then
choose randomly any of them to start transmitting. The
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slotted ALOHA. protocol is preferred bonus: of the low
likelihood of data "oollisinas" (in. 2 or more mobile units
transmitting during the same time slot}.

1. Registration of the Mobile Unit
Because the network operations Dealer 600 stores the

location of each mobile unit in the system in [be user
database 2100. it is prel'erred that each mobile transceiver
unit have the capability to "rcgiatef' with the network
operations center flit] by sending a registration signal to a
base reoeiver into the artwork to update the location data

The mobile transceiver unit preferably registers by simply
transmitting its identification number to a have renelver.
which forwards the: data and dull representing the localjon
of the base teeeiver In the network operations center 600.

The mobile transceiver preferably registers upon crossing
meal boundaries to alert the network operation center that
the mobile mnsceiver has led one zone and entered another.
For example, the mobile unit could rooeiveinfoa'tnalinn from
the nearest bane transmitter identifying which mu: tbatbasr.
transmitter is assigned to at. the beginning of each commit:
dictation cycle. Upon reoeipt of such information from a base
transmitter indicating that a nearby base trnnsntilter IS
assigned to a new zone. the mobile transceiver then pteliet'v
ably Lransrntls a registration signal.

The mobile transceiver unit may also transmit a registra-
tion signal in other desirable instances. For example. II the
mobile transceiver unit hes moved away from the trensmitter
coverage areas of the network for a period of time, the
mobile transceiver unit may preterably transmit a registra-
u'on signal upon returning to a coverage area. The display
and storage logic 150! of the mobile Irannneiver unit prefv
:11ny reoogniees that the unit has tell the coverage are! of
the network upon failure to receive darn from a has: trnns—
rnitter in the network during the cycle l'teader time interval
2702. for example. The mcbfle unit may leave the coverage
area nfa base transmitter oftbe netwodt when the user lattes
the unit but of the eountry. or enters the basement of a
building. tbr example.

The mobile unit may aloe prefierlhly transmit a registrar-
tion signal when power is restored to the mobile unit that
having power removed. such as after being landed 05 by the
user, of course. the power may be restorod to the unit by
replacing or recharging a dead battery. which may also cause
transmission of a registration signal.

In general. the network must balance the need [or frequent
registrations by the mobile Lransoeiver units. and the desir-
able result of accurately knowing the location of each
mobile unit. thereby preventing the need to: probe statute,
with the undesirable overhead costs of. too frequent
registration. which sacrifices data throughput by utilizingvalueble transmit time.

In the preferred embodiment, the central nomputer 2002
nl'thr. network operations center too can ecblevr. dairable
performance by implementing one or more algorithms to
evaluate the need for registration by I mobfle unit. and than
appropriately controlling the registration performance of
that mobile unit. If the neutral computer determines that
registration of a particular mobile unit is useful. than the
mobile unit preferably should motive 1 damage from the
networktn cause the mobile unit to send registratimsignlls
at appropriate times Conversely. if the central oomputer
determines that the registration signals train the mobile unit
are too frequently not useful. the mobile unit preferably
should receive a message from the network to trans: the
mobile trout not to transmit registration aim-rile.
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To implement this feature. the mobile transceiver urtir

further preferably includes a registration flag (not shown) in
the diaplayand storage logic section 1500. If the registration
flag is set. the display and storage logic section 1508 causes
the mobile transceiver to autonomously send a reg'stration
signal to the netwodr operations center on a desired basis. If
the registration has is not set. the display and storage logic
section 1508 prevents any resimrailoo signals from beingsent.

The registration flag may be set or removed upon com-
mand from the network operations center by Inoamifiion of
an appropriate signal trout a base transmitter near the mobile
unit. A variety of algorithms. possibly regarding individual
users or groups of users. can be used to determine whether
or ml the registration flag should be set. It should be
appreciated that the prmcrtl invention pmvides two distinct
algorithms. [or implementing these regieraticn concepts
depending upon whether the registration flagis set or not in
the mobile unit (in. the slate of the mobile unit).

FIG. EMA] shoe-“a I flow chart describing a preferred
method 1800 for implementing the registration concepts or
the present invention wherein the registration feature of the
mobile unit is disabled. In step 2802. the network sends 5
message. In disable the [Egistralinn feature (in. art the
registration flag to zero) of the mobile unit to disable the
mobile Iranscelver's capability to transmit a registration
signal.“ can be seen. step 2802 determines the initial state
for the method set forth in F16. 2801).

In step 3304. the network stores the number of probe
signals sent to the mobile transceiver during a first period of
time. and the number of Images succesubrlly delivered to
the mobile transceiver by the network during a second
period of tune; Preferably. the first and second time intervals
are identical. The Indie statistics database 1200 of the
database 2m in preiembly used to store the number of
probe signals and successful messages for each mobile unit
Aeeaplained hereioafler. these most-listics from the opera-
tion of the network are preferably used to determine whether
registration by the mobile unit is useful.

In stay 2305, the stored number of probe signals and
number of messages successfully delivered is processed Io
evaluate a likelihood that a probe signal will be required to
be set by the network to locate the mobile unit to deliver a
message. The preferred embodiment of the invention pro-
ms the stored number let probe signals and messages
successfully delivered in accordance with the method set
forIl-t in FIG. 29m).

To Referring now to 14152909. therein isshown a series
of suhslcpa which are preferably performed during the
implementation of the processing step 2504 alarm in FiG.
28m). to particular. steps 2902 and 290! are event driven
and only proceed to the areal step afier an input has been
received by the neovorit. Step 2902 determines if the net-
wuriraent a probe signal :03 lost mobile. mneceiver unitartd
if a reply to the probe signal was received by a has: receiver
in the network. If this event occurs. a coantertnot shown) is
incremented by a value P by the central computer am.

In step 290-1. if a message was successfully delivered to
a. mobile transceiver, preferably including an acknowledg-
latent signal return from the mobile transceiver to the
network. the munlct (not shown) in the central computer
2.002 is doe-remedied by a value D.

Aflcr the occurrence of either of Ilte evenls tested for in
step .1901 or step 1904. lb: algonltun proceeds to step 2906.
in step 2906. if the counter value is greater than a prede-retrained valve 1. this indicates ll'tat the likelihood that a
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probe signal will be necessary to locate the mobile trans-
ceiver is greater than a selected value.

As can be mm. the pm of subareps in F10. 2905)
balances the Requeney of probe sigitels sent to a particular
unit against the number of suuussfillly delivered messages
to that unit. If the system mustsend a large number ofprobe
aigoals. it would be useful to enable the registration feature
by setting the'rcgistration flag on that mobile unit to enable
the registration feature. In contrast, if many mmsges have
been successfully delivered without requiring a probe signal.
it is unnecessary to enable the registration feature by setting
the registration flag.

In step 2808. a message is sent to the mobile unit to enable
the mobile lrausceivet‘s capability to transmit a registration
signal if the calculated lfleelibood in step 1804 exceeds a
selected value. Moan be seen. step 2808 preferably sets the
registration flag in the mobile transceiver unit.

FIG. 2803) shotvs a flow chart describing a method 2010
for implementing the registration concepts of the present
invention wherein the registration feature of the mobile unitis enabled.

In step 2811, the network sends a message to enable the
registration feature (Le, set the registration flag to l) of the
mobile unit to enable the mobile lransceiver‘s capability to
transmit a registration signal. As can be seen. stop 2812

detersnirws the initial state for the method set forth in FIG.28(B .
In step 2814. the network stores the number of registration

signals recaivod by the network duringa firalpcriod oftilnc.
and the number of new successfully delivered to the
mobile transceiver by the nemrte during asecond period of
lime. Preferably. the first and second time intervals are
identical. The trafic statistics database 2200 of the database
Jill! is preferably used to store the number of rejslnrliort
signah and successful messages for each mobile unit. :15
explained 'Tbereiuafier. those No statistics firm the opera-
tion of the network are prefer-ably used to determine whether
lite registration by the mobile unit is metal.

In step 2816. the stored number or registration signals and
number of messagao successfully delivered is processed to
evaluate the likelihood that a registration Sign! Will he
received by a base receiver in Ihe network that will not be
used by the network to domino a set of base transmitters
to be operated to transmit a message to the mobile trans-
ceiver. The preferred embodiment of the love allot: processes
the stored number of raglan-anon signals received and numv
ber of messages successfully delivered in accordance with
the method sat forth in FIG. 29(3)

Refining now to FIG. 29(3). therein is slum a series of
spbsteps which are preferably performed during the imple-
mentation of the processing step 2814 shown in FIG. 28(3).
in particular. steps 2912 and 2914 are event driven and only
proceed to the next Step after an input has been received by
the network. Step 2911 determined it' a registration signal
was received by a has: receiver in the network. If so. a
counter {not shown) in Ihe (annual computer 2002 is incre—
mented by a value A. In step 29‘”. if a message was
successfully delivered to a mobile lraomelver. preferably
including an acknowledgment signal renrm from the mobile
transceiver to the system. the counter (not shown) in the
central computer 2002 is decrementerl by a value M.

ll Should be understood that the munler referred to With
regard in steps 2912 and 2914 is difl'erent then the. manic:
referred lo with regard to steps 2902 and 2904 since each
counter only necessary when the registration feature is
enabled or disabled in the mobile transceiver. However. the
same physical or logical device may be used to implementhotl-i counters.
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After the cutaneous of either events in the step 291: or
step19l4, the algorithm proceeds to step 2916. [n yep Zfllti.
the process determines if the counter value is greater than I
predetermined valueT. The value of Test: be varied to meet
the needs of a particular network. When the counter value
exceeds T. it is indicated that the likelihood that a registra-
tion signal from that mobile unit will not be used by the
network to determine a new set of base transmitters. and
therefore the registrationatatus for that mobile unit needs to
be changed to disable the registration feature.

in other words. the process in FIG. 29(3) balances the
frequency of registration signals sent by a particular unit.
against the number of Enoccfiftlll)‘ delivered messages to
that unit. As can be soon. if the mobile unit sends I large
number of registration signals without the system using
these registration algnals. it would be useful to have the
registration fleature on that mint: unit disabled. In conceal.
it many messages have been successfully delivered without
too many registration signals being sent by the mobile unit.
it is unnecessary [or the registration feature to be drsahlod.

to step 2318. a message is sent to the mobile unit to
disable the mobile denser-river's capability to transmit a
registration signal if the calculated likelihood in step 2814
exceeds a selected value. As can be seen. ale-p 2818 may
preferably remove the reg'stration flag in the mobile trans:oeiver uniL

ofcourse. it should bounderstood that the variables P. D.
and I used in FIG. ”(AL and the variahlceA. M.a.nd T used
in FIG. 29(3) can be adjusted as desired to enhance system
performance. as will be apparent to one of ordinary skill in
the art. The counters can be implemented with arr-called
“reflective boundaries" so that if a counter reaches a mini-
rnuru value (e.g.. new). it will continuously react to that
minimum value when further demented.

it will be apparent to those skilled tn the art that various
modifications and variations can be made in the systems and
methods of the present invention without depming front the
scope or spirit rtffire invention.

Other embodiments of the invention will be apparent to
those skilled in the an from consideration of the specifica-
tion and practice of the invention disclosed herein. it is
intended that the specification and examples be considered
es exemplary only. with a true scope and spirit of the
intercom being indicated by the following claims.What is claimed ia-

l. A multi-carrier simulcast transmission system for trans-
mitting irr a desired frequency band at least one message
contained in an information signal, the system comprising:

a fist transmitter configured to transmit a firstplunlity of
carrier signals within the claimed frequency band, each
of the first plurality of carrier signals representing a
portion of the information signal substantially not top-
rerreoted by others of the first plurality of carrier
signals; and

a mod transmitter. spatially separated from the first
transmitter. configured to transmit resound plurality of
carrier signals in simulusl with the hm. plurality of
carrier signals. each of the second plurality of carrier
signals oooespondingtc and representing substantially
the store information as a normative carrier signal at
the first plurality of carrier signals.

2. The mutti—oan’ier simulcast transmission system at
claim 1. wherein the first transmiltorcornprises l plurality of
transmitters located in a first area. and the nomad transmitter
comprises a plurality of transmitters located in a secondarea.
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.3. The muhi-moier simulcast transmission system of

claim I. wherein the first and second pluralities of carrier
signals are evenly spaced within the desired [requency band.

4. The multi-rzrrrier simulcast transmission system of
china 3. wherein the first and second pturalitiea of carrier
signals are cod approximately everyfl Kliz.and wherein
the desired ncy band is approximately 50 KHz wide

5. The mum-carrier simulcast transmission system of
claim 1. wherein each of the first and second pluralities of
carrier signals comprise eight carrier signals

5. The multi-tutrt'ier simulcast transmission system of
claim 1. wherein the first and second plot-ethics of carrier
signals lnclude an identical number of cantor signals. and
wherein each carrier signal in the first plurality corresponds
to and is slightly frequency shifled [El-10 Hz tram the
respective can-jar signal in the second plurality

T. The could-carrier simulcast transmission system of
claim I, wherein the first transmitter comprises means for
modulating the first plurality of carrier signals using a
modulation scheme. and the second transmitter comprises
means for modulating the second plurality of carrier signals
using the modulation Scheme.

8. The mullium‘er simulcast transmission system of
claim 7. wherein the modulation scheme” isselected turn: the
group including; modulated oo/ofl‘ keying. binary homeboy
stn'h keying. M'try hequoocy shift keying. and quadrature
amplitude modulation.

9. The mold-carrier simulcast transmission system of
claim 2. further comprising

a network operations center configured to generate the
intormation signal, the network operations center
including a receiver for receiving data input to the
network operations center. a database ficr storing data.
a central computer connected to the receiver and the
database for processing Ill: input data and the database
data to generate the intonnah'on signal. and a satellite
Uptinlt mnnecledlo the central computer for broadcast-
ing the inthrmatiou signal; and

a satellite for receiving the information signal from the
network operations center and for retransmittiog the
information signal to the first and second transmitters.
wherein each of the first and second transmitters ocm~
prises satellite dowulinlr means and base transmitterI'Dfilflfi.

lit. to a mulllfll'rldt' simulcast transmission system. a
method [or transmitting in a'desired frequency band [I] at
least one message contained in an infoonation signal. the
method comprising the steps of:

generating a first plurality or carrier signals within the
desired frequency band. each of the first plttraIilyII of
carrier signals representing a portion of the information
signal substantially not nominated by others ofth: first
pluarlily of urrier signals;

generating It second plurality of carrier Signals within the
desired frequency band. each of the mod plurality of
tern-let signals corresponding to and representing sub-
stantially the same information as a respective carrier
signal of the first plurality of carrier signals;

transmitting the first plurality of urrier signals from a first
transmiller:

transmitting the second plurality of carrier signal: from asecond mnsmitter in simulcast with transrniarriurr of the
tirsl plurality of carrier signals from the first transmit-Int.

11. The method of claim 10, wherein the first aodseconrl
pluralitiee of tan-{er signals are evenly spaced within the
desired [tendency l'ldllll.
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12. The media! of claim 10. wherein the first and second

plum lilies of noniernigulls are spaced approximately every
3 flu. and wherein the desired Erequeno'y hand is approxi-
mately 50 KJ-lz wide.

I3. The method of claim to. wherein the firsi and second
pluralitica of carrier signals each comprise eight carrier
sights.

11. The method of claim 10. wherein (tr: fiml and second
pluralitiee of carrier the first pluralily corresponds In and is
slightly frequency shined lD—m H1 horn Ihe respective
carrior signal in [he second pluaality.

15. The method of claim ill, wherein at least one of the
first and second pluralities of carrier signals is modulaied
according to a modulation scheme satisfied from the mug
including- modulated nmlbfl' keying, bimry frequency shift 15
keying. M'ary frequency shift keying, and quadrature ampli-tude modulation.

16. The meihod of claim Ill. wherein the aep of gener-
ating the first plurality of carrier signal: comprises the
whale;- of modulating the first pluraliay of carrier signals :0
using I modulalinn scheme.

1111:: method of claim 10, wherein the step of gener-
eliog a second pluaality of carrier signals comprises the
subslcp of modulaling lhe second plurality ofcarriersignals
Using a modulation scheme
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It The method of claim ll), wherein the step nl' gener-

ating a second plurflity of curler sign-Le compriacs lhe
whale}: of generaling [ho second plurality of carrier signals
ll frequencteesljghtly 01159th the firs: pluralityof carrier
signals.

19. A multivcarrt'cr simulcast uutsamssion system for
transmilliug in I dished frequency band at least one mes-
sage contained in an information signal, the system some

to prising:
means for Inmilling a first plurality of carrier signal:

wilhia the dunked frequency band. each of the firsl
pluralityufearrier signals representing a portion nfthe
information signal substantially not represenred try
when of“: first plurality of Darrin: signals; and

means [or (remitting a second plurality nfearrier signals
in simulcast with [be first plmlily oi carrier aignaln.
each. DI the second plurality of carrier signals corre-
sponding lo and representing whslnntially the some
inflammation as a respenriw: carrier signal of the first
pluralily of carrier signals.

tit-o
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Transaction History DaleMDate Information retrieved [rem USPTO Patent
Application Information Retrieval (PAIR)

system records at www.uspto.gov

,, _ 5’47 ,- 743‘5 - ’ ' '7 woe/760457
sire/n

. .. HE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE J )4 2 
  
 

" . T f?! MMISSIONER FOR PATENTS “SI—[Ion
Attorney Docket No. 03680.0083-04000

Art Unit: 2611
Examiner. T. Le

SIR: This is a request for filing a

Continuation under 37 C.F.R. § 1.60 of pending prior application Serial No. _0?l973.918
filed November 12, 1992 of Dennis Cameron et al. for A NATIONWIDE
COMMUNICATION SYSTEM.

1. [XX] Enclosed is a complete copy of the prior application including the oath or
Declaration and drawings, if any, as originally filed. I hereby verify that the
attached papers are a true copy of prior application Serial No. 07,073,918
as originally filed on November 12. 1992;

2. [ ] Cancel claims (At least one original
independent olaimrnust be retained for filing purposes.)

3. [XX] A Preliminary Amendment is enclosed.

4. [XX] The filing fee is calculated on the basis of the elaims existing in the prior
application as amended at 2 and 3 above.

(5) Basic Fee
{4} Rate $770

1: $ 22.00

Multiple Dependent Claim{s} (if applicable} +$250 00

Total = $770.00

Reduction by 1x’: for filing by small entity

TOTAL FILING FEE = $770.00

 
5. [XX] A check in the ernou nt of $770 to cover the filing fee is enclosed.
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11.

12.

[XX] The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge any fees which may be
required including tees due under 37.C.F.R. 5 1.1.6 and any other fees
due under 37 C.F.R. § 1.17. or credit any overpayment during the
pendency of this application to deposi ccount No. 06-0916.

Amend the apecili'caho/ inserting before the first line. the sentence:

Vlfl‘tion Serial No. 07.973318. filed‘ Iit This is s continuatio
November 12. 199 .6. PA'. He. 5.5'1'0. so;

  
 

 

 
 New fo ' - . drawings are enclosed.

The prior application is assigned of record to: Destineer Corporation.

Priority of application Serial No. . tiled on
in ________________ (country) is claimed under 35 U.S.C. § 119.

 

A verified statement claiming small entity status is [ ] enclosed or [ I is on
file in the prior application. -

The power of atlomey in the prior application is to at least one of the
following: FINNEGAN. HENDERSON. FARABOW. GARRETT &
DUNNER. L.L.P.. Reg. No. 22.540. Douglas 8. Henderson, Reg.
No. 20.291; Ford F. Farabow. Jr.. Reg. No. 20.630; Arthur S. Garrett.
Reg. No. 20.338; Donald R. Dunner. Reg. No. 19.073; Brian G.
Bansvold. Reg. No. 22.593; Tipton D. Jennings. IV. Reg. No. 20.645;
Jen'y D. Voight. Reg. No. 23.020: Laurence R. Hefter. Reg. No. 20.827;
Kenneth E. Payne. Reg. No. 23.098; Herbert H. Mintz, Reg. No. 26.691;
C. Larry Ochurke. Reg. No. 26.014; Albert J. Santorelli. Reg. No. 22.610;
Michael C. Elmer. Reg. No. 25.857: Richard H. Smith. Reg. No. 20.609;
Stephen L. Peterson. Reg. No. 26,325; John M. Romary. Reg.
No. 26.331; Bruce C. Zotter. Reg. No. 27.680: Dennis P. O‘Rellley. Reg.
No. 27.932: Allen M. Sokal. Reg. No. 26.695; Robert D. Bajefsky. Reg.
No. 25.387; Richard L. Stroup. Reg. No. 28,478; David W. Hill. Reg.
No. 28.220; Thomas L. Irving. Reg. No. 28.619; Charles E. Lipsey. Reg.
No. 28.165; Thomas W. Winiand. Reg. No. 27.605; Basil J. Lewris, Reg.
No. 28.818; Martin I. Fuchs, Reg. No. 28.508; E. Robert Yoches. Reg.
No. 30.120; Barry W. Graham. Reg. No. 29.924; Susan Habennan
Griffen. Reg. No. 30.907: Richard B. Racine. Reg. No. 30.415; Thomas H.
Jenkins, Reg. No. 30.857; Robert E. Converse. Jr.. Reg. No. 27.432;
Clair X. Mullen. Jr.. Reg. No. 20.348; Christopher P. Foley. Reg.
No. 31.354; John C. Paul. Reg. No. 30,413; Roger D. Taylor. Reg.
No. 28.992; David M. Kelly. Reg. No. 30.953; Kenneth J. Meyers. Reg.
No. 25.146; Carol P. Einaudi. Reg. No. 32.220: Walter Y. Boyd. Jr.. Reg.
No. 31.738; Steven M. Anzalone. Reg. No. 32.095: Jean B. Fordis. Reg.
No. 32.984; Barbara C. McCurdy. Reg. No. 32.120; James K. Hammond.
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Reg, No. 31.964; Richard V. Burgujlan, Reg. No. 31,744: J. Michael
Jakes. Reg. No. 32.824; and Allen M. Lo, Reg. No. 37.059.

13. [XX] The power appears in the original declaration of the prior application.

14. [ ] Since the power does not appear in the original declaration, a copy of the
power in the prior application is enclosed.

15‘ [XX] Please address all oorrespondenoe to F NDERS .
BOW GARR 11’ AND DUNNER. L.L‘P., 1300 I Street. NW,

Washington, DC. 20005-3315.

18. [ ] RecogniZe as associate attorney

17. [XX] Also enclosed is a Petition Under 37 C.F.R. § L43lb}.

Wif any extension of time is necessary for the filing of this
application, including any extension in the parent application. serial no. 07l973,918
filed November 12, 1992, for the purpose of maintaining copendency between the
parent application and this application. and such extension has not otherwise been
requested. such as extension is hereby requested. and the. Commissioner is authorized
to charge necessary fees for such an extension to our Deposit Account No. 06-0916.
A duplicate copy of this paper is enciosed for use in charging the deposit account.

FINNEGAN. HENDERSON. FARABOW.
GARRETT 81 DUNNER. L.L.F’.

cams
Allen M. Lo

Reg. No.: 37 059

Date: December 6. 1998
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.9 08176045751;

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 
ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS
Washington. DC. 20231

Attorney Docket No. 03680.0033-04000
Prior Application:
Art Uriit: 2611
Examiner: T. Le

SIR: This is a request for filing a

Continuation under 37 C.F.Ft. § 1.60 of pending prior application Serial No. 071973.918
filed November 12. 1992 of Dennis Cameron et al. for A NATIONWIDE
COMMUNICATION SYSTEM.

1. [XX] Enclosed is a complete copy of the prior application including the oath or
Declaration and drawings, if any, as originally filed. I hereby verify that the
attached papers are a true copy of prior application Serial No. 077973.918
as originally filed on November 12, 1992.

2. [ ] Cancel claims ' (Mleast one original
independent claimmust be retained for filing purposes.)

3, [XX] A Preliminary Amendment is enclosed.

4. [XX] The filing teeis calculated on the basis of the claims existing in the prior
application as amended at 2 and 3 above

(2) Number (3) Number (5} Basic Fee

___ ”22-00_
Independent
Claims :1 $ 78.00

Multiple OependentClaimIs) (ifapplicable) +$25000_
5770-00

Reduction by ‘1’: for filing by small entity_
TOTAL FILING FEE' = $770.00

5.- [XX] A check in the amount of $770 to cover the filing fee is enclosed.
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IO.

11.

12.

lXXl

[XX]

[1

[XX]

I

The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge any fees which may be
required including fees due under 37 C.F.R. § 1.1.6 and any other fees
due under 37 D.F.R. § 1.17. or credit any overpayment during the

. pendency of this application to deposit Account No. 06-0916.

Amend the specification by inserting before the first line. the sentence:

— This is a continuation of application Serial No. 071973.916. filed
November 12. 1992.—

New formal drawings are enclosed.

The prior application is assigned of record to: Destineer Corporation.

Priority of application Serial No. . filed on
in (country) is claimed under 35 U.S.C. § 119.

 

A verified statement claiming small entity status is I ] enclosed or [. ] is on
file in the prior application.

The power of attorney in the prior application is to at least one of the
following: FINNEGAN. HENDERSON. FARAEIOW, GARRETT 8.
DUNNER. L.L.P.. Reg. No. 22.540. Douglas B. Henderson. Reg.
No. 20.291; Ford F. Farebovv, Jr.. Reg. No. 20.630; Arthur 8. Garrett.
Reg. No. 20.338: Donald R. Dunner. ReggNo. 10.073; Brian G.
Bnmsvoid. Reg. No. 22.593; Tipton D. Jennings. IV. Reg. No. 20.645;
Jerry D. Voight. Reg. No. 23.020: Laurence R. Hatter. Reg. No. 20.827;
Kenneth E. Payne. Reg. No. 23.098; Herbert H. Minlz. Reg. No. 26.691;
C. Larry O'Rourke. Reg. No. 26.014; Albert J. Santorelli. Reg. No. 22.810:
Michael C. Elmer. Reg. No. 25.857: Richard H. Smith. Reg. No. 20.609:
Stephen L. Peterson. Reg. No. 26.325: John M. Romary. Reg.
No. 26.331; Bruce C. letter. Reg. No. 27.660: Dennis P. O‘Reiiley. Reg.
No. 27.932; Allen M. Sakai. Reg. No. 26.695; Robert D. Baiefsky. Reg.
No. 25.387; Richard L. Stroup. Reg. No. 28.4?3: David W. Hill. Reg.
No. 28.220; Thomas L. lrving. Reg. No. 28.619: Charles E. Llpsey. Reg.
No. 28.165; Thomas W. Wlnland. Reg. No. 2T.605:-Basil J. Lewris. Reg.
No. 28.818; Martin I. Fuchs. Reg. No. 20.508; E. Robert Yoches. Reg.
No. 30.120; Barry w. Graham. Reg. No. 29.924; Susan Haber-man
Griffen. Reg. No. 30.907; Richard B. Racine._Reg. No. 30.415: Thomas H.
Jenkins. Reg. No. 30.857: Robert E. Converse. Jr.. Reg. No. 27.432;
Clair X. Mullen. Jr.. Reg. No. 20.348; Christopher P.‘ Foley. Reg.
No. 31.354; John C. Paul. Reg. No. 30.413: Roger D. Taylor. Reg.
No. 28.992; David M. Kelly. Reg. No. 30.953; Kenneth J. Meyers. Reg.
No. 25.145; Carol P. Einaudi. Reg. No. 32.220; Walter Y. Boyd. Jr.. Reg.
No. 31.?38; Steven M. Anzalone. Reg. No. 32.095; Jean 3. Fordis. Reg.
No. 32,984: Barbara C. McCurdy. Reg. No. 32.120: James K. Hammond.
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Reg. No. 31.964; Richard V. Burgulian, Reg. No. 31.744; J. Michael
Jakes. Reg. No. 32.824: and Allen M. Le. Reg. No. 37,059.

13. [XX] The power appears in the original declaration of the prior application.

14. [ ] Since the power does not appear in the original declaration. a copy of the
power in the prior application is enclosed.

15. [XX] 'Please address alt correspondence to FINNEGAN. HENDERSON.
FARABOW. GARRETT AND DUNNER. L.L.P.. 1300 l Street. N.W..
Washington. DC. 20005-3315.b ' 1

16. [ ] Recognize as associate attorney

17. [XX] Also enclosed is a Petition Under'a? C.F.Ft. § 1.4803).

3Wit any extension of time is necessary for the filing of this
application. including any extension in the parent application. serial no. 071973.918
filed November 12. 1992. for the purpose of maintaining copendency between the
parent application and this application. and such extension has not otherwise been
requested. such as extension is hereby requested. and the Commissioner is authorized
to charge necessary fees for such an extension to our Deposit Account No. 06-0916.
A duplicate copy of this paper is enclosed for use 'in charging the deposit accOLint.

FINNEGAN. HENDERSON. FARABOW.
GARRETT 8i DUNNER. L.L.F’.

games
Allen M. Lo

Reg. No.: 37.059

Date: December 6. 1996
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UNITED STATES PATENT APPLICATION
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OF ‘

DENNIS CAM , WALT ROEHR,

RADE PETROVIC, JR 9 ,- MA‘SOOD GARAHI.WILLIAM D. HAYS, and DAVID W. ACKERMAN

FOR

A NéTID‘NWIDE COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
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 Field o the Invention

The present invention relates to methods and systems for

.9providing two—way communication capability between a central

iénetwork and a mobile unit over a relatively large area, and more

Eiparticularly to such methods and systems which allow for rapidl‘
-|

‘.communication of large messages and efficient use of system

resources .

E. Description of the Related ggt

Conventional two-way portablefmobile wireless messaging

- systems often provide a variety of services to subscribers.
' i

a Conventional messaging systems in particular provide one-way
L

services using store and forward techniques to mobile receivers
H

--carried by the subscriber. A fundamental goal of two—way
' L

.‘messaging systems is to provide a network of interconnected

\

ii\
w

w
i

l
i‘

iitransmitters and receivers which provides sufficient transmitted

1fsignal strength and receive capability to uniformly cover aU

ligeographio region. Some conventional messaging systems providew

flthe message to the user on a small viewing screen on the mobile

i However, such conventional systems often suffer from problems

iassooiated with low system throughput, evidenced by slow message
~delivery and message size limitations and do not provide an
acknowledgment feature wherein the mobile unit transmits an

acknowledgment signal to the system to acknowledge receipt of the

message from the system. Generally,‘system throughput refers to

-1-
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[the overall communication capability of a system as defined by.the

1‘total amount of message data from the system to the mobile unitsF

[transferred by the system during a given period of time divided by

;the frequency bandwidth necessary to transmit the message data and
Imay be measured in bits transferred per Hz. Further, such

.conventional systems suffer from technical problems preventing

consistent wide area coverage and would require extremely wide

portions of valuable frequency bandwidth to achieve acceptable

system throughput rates.

simulcast technology in communication systems was originally

.developed to extend transmitter coverage beyond that which could

‘:be obtained from a single transmitter. Over time, however,

‘lsimulcasting has evolved into a technique capable of providing

icontinuous coverage to a large area.

Generally, simulcast technology provides multiple

:transmitters, operating on substantially the same frequencies and

itransmitting the same information positioned to cover extended

wiareas. As shown in Fig. 1, transmitter 100 generally provides

\

1‘
l
x

i21.

{coverage over area A, D, and E, transmitter 102 generally provides

‘icoverage over area B, D. and E, and transmitter 104 generally

lprovides coverage over area C, E, and ?. In some cases, the
icoverage area of a first transmitter may be entirely enclosed

iwithin the coverage area of another transmitter, such as in
:building interiors and valleys. In areas where one (and only one}

transmitter dominates (e.g., areas A. B, and C in Pig. 1),

lsimulcast is effective because the other transmitters do not

'Isignificantly affect receivers in those areas.
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l
" However, in “overlap“ areas D, E, and F shown in Fig. 1,
liwhere the signals from two or more transmitters are approximately

fequal, problems can arise because destructive interference of

’ signals occurs in these overlap areas such as areas DII E, and F.

Destructive interference occurs when the two signals are equal in

.magnitude and 130° out of phase and completely cancel each other.

While there were some successes, reliable design procedures were

not available.

Attempting to precisely synchronize the carrier frequencies

of all simulcast transmitters does not overcome the problem

.because points {i.e. nodes) at which destructive summing occurred

‘persisted for long periods of time. At such points, a mobile

irecelver can not receive the simulcast signal.

r Deliberately offsetting the carrier frequencies of adjacent

transmitters can ensure that destructive interference does not

=perslst at one point for an extended period of time. The slight

errors in frequency displayed by high quality reference

oscillators (e.g., 20 hertz errors in 100 MHz signals or a few

parts in 10?] render deliberate offsetting unnecessary. Further,

merely offsetting the carrier frequencies could not guarantee

acceptable quality demodulation because proper alignment of the

modulating signals in time is also required.

Fig. 2 displays the situation at, for example, point D in

Fig. l when_modu1ating waveforms are synchronized and includes

i coverage boundary 202 from a first transmitter and a second

transmitter coverage boundary 204 from a second adjacent

fl transmitter.‘ An equi-signal boundary 200 exists where-the signals
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from the first and second transmitters have approximately equal

E

E

E signal strengths. A more realistic equi-signal boundary would
i
:ztake into account natural and man-made topography and propagation

:iconditions, and therefore would probably not be a straight line.
Figs. 3 and 4 generally illustrate various signals as they

:may occur at or near the equi—signal boundary 200 as shown in

Fig. 2. In particular, Figs. 3 and 4 illustrate various sapects

-eo£ modulation synchronization and how altering transmission

parameters may affect the synchronization. In general, there are

at least three sources which cause the signals from the first

gatransmitter and the second transmitter to be out of

w
E"1‘ "

51 ’

.isynchronization: (1) timing shifts in the delivery of the

modulating waveform to each of the transmitters; (2} timing shifts

internal to each transmitter; and (3) timing shifts caused by

propagation distances and anomalies. From the perspective of a

receiver located in an overlap area. these three sources of timing

= shifts combine to produce an overall timing shifts between the

received signals from the first and second transmitters. In

current commercial practice. the summation of these three

components results in time shifts of about 200 microseconds. The

timing shift present in simulcast systems disadvantageously limits

the baud rate at which information may be transferred. In

general, Figs. 3 and 4 will also illustrate how timing shifts

prevents high baud rate transmissions.

A time line representation of a signal 306 from a first

FWHENLHmBmwNiltransmitter is shown in Fig. 3(3) and a signal 309 from a second

w transmitter is shown in Pig. 3{B), both from the perspective of a

flmw4-
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5 receiver located in an overlap area. Vertical dashed lines 300I1l
irepresent baud intervals on the time axis. As can be seen from\

- \

-.Figs. 3(3) and (B), the signals 305 and 308 are frequency

I‘modulated between a high and a low frequency value and the signals

"306 and 303 are exactly in phase. As will be appreciated, the

l‘timing shift between signals 306 and 308 must be small when
-compared to the baud interval shown in Figs. 3(3) and (B) since

'signals 306 and 333 are in synchronization. Of course, as the

i baud interval decreases, the timing shifts will likely cause

: signals SUE and 308 to be out of synchronization.

Figs. 3(C), (D). and (E) show the summation of these two

§_signals 306 and 303 at an equi-signal boundary, such as boundary

éézoa in Fig. 2. Fig. 3(a) shows a composite signal 310 indicating
1ithat the frequency information remains unchanged. Fig. 3(D] shows

fie linear graph 312 of the relative phase difference caused by a

. slight carrier frequency difference between the signals from the

I'first transmitter and the second.transmitter. Fig. 3(E} shows a

-lcomposite amplitude signal 314. A noise threshold is indicated byr |

lithe horizontal dashed line 304 in Fig. 3(2).'I

i; Of interest, Fig. 3(5) shows the composite amplitude signal

§|314 dipping below the noise threshold 304 at an anti-phase

iicondition 302 (e.g., when the relative phase angle is i 180°, as
L;

hishown in Fig. 3(D)). As can be seen from Fig. 3(2), theI

iianti-phase condition'302 caused by the slight phase shift between

iltransmitter 1 and transmitter 2 will not cause any loss of data

élbecause the anti-phase condition persists for only a small portionI i

é‘of the baud interval.manmoion. to woo; l”I101 40! MD

30
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:iphase of the two signals, as shown in Fig. 3(0). When the signals
L
‘ are i 100a out of phase, the temporary dip in the amplitude

5 llsignal may cause the loss of a few bits in the composite signal,

:zat worst. These errors can be counteracted with a conventional1I

-§error correcting code, such as is commonly known.fl

7. ‘Fig. 4 shows a set of similar signals to those in Fig. 3, butr
. |

Erwherein the signal 402 from the first transmitter is offset from,

10 ;ior out of synchronization with, the signal 404 from the second

gétransmitter by a full baud. In particular, signal 404'lags signal
31402 by one baud interval. As previously discussed, the offset of
Elsignals 402 and 404 may be caused by various timing shifts in the

delivery of both signals-402 and 406 to a receiver in an overlap

l5 =-area. Figs: 4th] and (3) illustrate the extreme case where the

II

'x
l1

1sum of these timing shifts is equal to the baud interval shown by

dashed lines 400. As can be seen in Fig. 4(C), composite signal

1

l

3
E

i 406 includes a period of indeterminate frequency which undesirablyI

 covers several entire baud intervals and, therefore, successful

20 tidemodulation is impossible during those baud intervals. 1f the
Iibaud interval were increased to minimize the effect of these

l‘timing shifts, data loss would be less likely. Therefore, it can|I

llbe seen that the baud rate at which good data transfer can be
H
liacoohplished is limited'by the timing shifts between signals

25 Ildelivered to receivers in overlap areas.
an. o- n:u
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Through these examples, it can be seen that high degrees of
ii

: modulation synchronization make it possible to obtain good data

ldemcdulation in a simulcast system. However, the baud rate

Ilimitation of simulcast systems is a significant drawback and

limits system throughput.

An alternative to simulcast for wide area coverage is

assignment of orthogonal, non—overlapping subdivisions of the

available system capacity to adjacent areas. Subdivisions can be

:made in time (e.g., broadcasting the information on the same

Ifrequency in different time slots to adjacent areas), or in

frequency {e.g., broadcasting the information simultaneously on

' different frequencies in adjacent areas). There are several

. problems with such orthogonal systems, however. First, orthogonal

' assignments require tuning the receiver to the assigned frequency

or time channel for the area in which the receiver currently

resides. In the broadcast services every traveler has experienced

-the frustration of finding the corrEct channel for their favorite

Iprograms. simulcast operation avoids the need for scanning and

igre-tuning as the mobile unit moves between areas. Such scanning
h

gland re—tuning also disadvantageously increases mobile unit power

Iconsumption.I

5! Second, and more serious, the orthogonal assignment approachH

. drastically reduces the system throughput capacity as measured in

bits per Hz because anywhere from 3 to 7, or possibly more.

orthogonal assignments are required to obtain continuous area

.mNmN,HwnflmN,gcoverage in most conventional orthogonal systems. This waste ofmmuomcnmefi
anwum

one i swan u w -icapacity is somewhat recouped if the same information is not
mums-ran, oc soon! 1 5"ROI-41361000
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1 E
:1
‘needed throughout the Service area because a given piece of

i
1

.information is sent only to those cells where it is needed.
H

Conventional cellular radio service is a typical example of

:an orthogonal system. In cellularr the same frequencies are

5 reused in spatially separated cells to allow different data to be

transmitted to different mobile units. An example of three

cellular arrangements is shown in Fig. 5 where the number of cells

= (a; is equal to 3, 4, and 7. Each cell (1.2., A, h, c, . . .) in
2 conventional cellular service usually only includes a single

10 .transmitter and operates in a different frequency or time division

:within the communication protocol. As shown in Fig. 5, cellular

service generally locates transmitters utilizing the same division

3(all the "A" transmitters) far enough apart to reduce the

ilikelihood of interference between such transmitters. he the
15 :numher of cells increases, the likelihood o£.interference

€decreases. For example, with N=3 as shown by arrangement 500 in

;Fig. 3, the distance between the coverage area of “A" cells is

:abcut H cell width, with N=4'in arrangement 502, the distance
‘ibetween the coverage areas of "A" cells is slightly larger. and

20 glwith N=7 in arrangement 504 the distance between "A“ cells is

{flarger than the width of one cell.

However, as the number of cells increases, the length of the

I individual time intervals per cell decreases for time division

émultiplexed systems, thereby decreasing the systems total»1.

25 iiinformation transfer. In frequency division systems, more cells

FNW:;°;:;lflmeiundesirahly increases the frequency bandwidth required.
hum, mum {f

fiDWfiH— UTherefore, system throughput in bits per at is decreased as the.IJOD l STREE M W. '
mfinmal’ofl. o: zoo-us 1'

I40! ups-4on6: '
r
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l J

‘.number of cells increases. Eurthermore. cellular systems oftenu

firequire an electronic "handshake" between system and mobile unit

:to identify the specific_ce11 (i.e. transmitter) in which the

:Emobile unit is located to allow capacity reuse.
5 II. SUMMARY OF THE. INVENTION

The systems and methods of the present invention have a wide

I_variety of objects and advantages. The systems and methods of the

épresent invention have as a primary object to provide a

:'communication system with wide area coverage and high message

10 E throughput while minimizing frequency bandwidth usage.

3? It is an object of the invention to provide a simulcast
iécommunication system with a high data transfer rate which does not
; exceed the baud rate limitations of simulcast transmission.

It is a further object of the present invention to provide a

15 ‘_communication system which provides for superior data

- communication integrity.

Yet another object of the invention is to provide a mobile

Etransceivsr unit which prevents unnecessary RF interference,

Eiparticularly on commercial aircraft. .

20 3; Still further, it is an object of the invention to provide a!

.fzone based communication system which may dynamically redefine

zone boundaries to improve information throughput.

Another object of the invention is to provide a zone based

l
I
|
l
|

i-simulcast communication system which can effectively communicate
25 iiwith both mobile transceiver units located near the center of each|

. n. 4 . . _ _
megfifm:;moufizone as well as mobile transceiver units located within the

FAMBW. Gauss-w g';
“DW"“ iioverlap areas between two or more zones.IIDD I 3‘35“. N V : IfillHM‘OTC‘I. a: £0005 ;

1-20: «on wood! i ,1' .
30 i: I _ 9 _
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:will be obvious from the description, or may he learned by

?practicing the invention. The objects and advantages of the

invention will be realized and attained by means of the elements

.and combinations particularly pointed out in the appended claims.

To achieve the objects and in accordance with the purpose of

;the invention, as embodied and broadly described herein, the

invention is directed to a method for information transmission by

a plurality of transmitters to provide broad communication

capability over a region of space, the information transmission

occurring during at least both a first time period and a second

Itime period and the plurality of transmitters being divided into

:at least a first and second set of transmitters, the method

. comprising the steps of (a) generating a system information signal

' which includes a plurality of blocks of information,

'i{b] transmitting the system information signal to the plurality of
.ltransmitters, {c} transmitting by the first and second sets of

transmitters a first block of information in simulcast during the

Jifirst time period, (d) transmitting by the first set of

litransmitters a second block of information during the second time
iperiod, and (e) transmitting by the second set of transmitters a

iglthird block of information during the second time period.

1i In another embodiment, thelinvention i5_directed to a
‘gmulti—carrier simulcast transmission system for transmitting in a

.Edesired frequency band a message contained in an information1
r I.i

signal, the system comprising a first transmitter means for

'! /{.10.
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gof carrier signals within the desired frequency band and by

limodulating the first plurality of carrier signals to convey the
:information signal, and a second transmitter means, spatially

separated from the first transmitter, for transmitting the

information signal in simulcaSt with the first transmitter by

‘ generating a second plurality of carrier signals at substantially

1the same frequencies as the first plurality of carrier signals and

,by modulating the second plurality of carrier signals to convey

the information signal.

In another embodiment, the invention is directed to a

- communication method implemented in a computer controlled

- communication network for locating a mobile transceiver within a

.region of space, the region of space being divided into a

;plurality of zones with each zone serviced by at least one base

transmitter and at least one base receiver, the network storing

' data corresponding to a zone where the mobile transceiver was last

I;known to be located, the communication method comprising the steps

"of (a) transmitting a message signal by a base transmitter

Ifservicing a zone where the mobile transceiver was last known to be

ilocated, (b) transmitting a systemwide probe signal by a plurality
310: base transmitters servicing a plurality of zones if the mobile

gétransceiver does not indicate receipt of the message signal from
[gthe base transmitter, (c) receiving the regional probe signal by
'ithe mobile transceiver, (d) transmitting an acknowledgment signal 

.uby the mobile transceiver in response to the received regional
ii .

lprobe signal, (e} receiving the acknowledgment signal from the
W
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1 i
’1to reflect the zone of the base receiver that received the

mobile transceiver by a base receiver, and (f) updating the data 

'lacknowledgment signal as the last known location of the mobile

ftransceiver.

5 In yet another embodiment. the invention is directed to a

'method of communicating messages between a plurality of base

transmitters and mobile receivers within a region of space divided

géinto a plurality of zones with each zone having at least one base

iatransmitter assigned thereto, the communication method comprisingt

10 fithe steps of (a) transmitting substantially simultaneously a firsti 11

“information signal and a second information signal to communicateI .

qmessages to the mobile receivers, the first information signal

”being transmitted in simulcast by a first set of base transmittersl

Eassigned to a first zone, and the second information signal being

15 étransmitted in simulcast by a second set of base transmitters

-assigned to a second zone, (b) dynamically reassigning one or more

-of the base transmitters in the first set of base transmitters
1

iassigned to the first zone to the second set of base transmitters

lassigned to the second zone as a function of the messages to be

20 icommunicated in an area, thereby creating an updated first set of1 l '

lbase transmitters and an updated second set of base transmitters,

Wand (c) transmitting Substantially simultaneously a third\

‘information signal and a fourth information signal, the thirdI

Ednformation signal being transmitted in simulcast by the updated
25 iiirst set of base transmitters, and the fourth information signalP

mmEmflJfiNMMDNibeing transmitted in simulcast by the updated second set of baseFAMIDW. CARR!“
S Dumas:

and l 941!!! u w. ..
mumom as soon: 1'PEG! IDI'IUGD
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litransmitters to communicate additional messages to said mobile

Eireceivers.I.

In another embodiment, the invention is directed to a mobile

: transceiver unit for transmitting messages to and receiving

messages from a network comprising input means for allowing the

use: to input a user message to the unit, transmitter means for

IJtransmitting a radio frequency signal including the user message

.'from the mobile unit to the network, receiver means for receiving| ' .

§Eradio frequency signals having a message from the network, signalI

|'detector means for detecting at least one type of electromagnetic

'-signal generated-external to the mobile unit and the network, and

:ia circuit, connecting the signal detector means to the transmitter

I'means, for disabling the transmitter means upon detection of the

I'electromagnetic signal, thereby preventing unwanted radio

'frequency transmission.

In another embodiment, the invention is directed to aI

communication method for controlling a mobile transceiver which

Ifmay communicate with a communication network controlled by a

icomputer, the network including a plurality of base transmitters\

s 'for transmitting messages from the network to the mobilel

Wtransceiver and base receivers for receiving messages from thei

:mobile transceiver, the mobile transceiver being capable of

Esending a registration signal to be received by a base receiver in

«Ithe network to identify the mobile transceiver's location and the

!?plurality of base transmitters in the network being capable of

=mwmnuHmumxml sending a probe signal to the mobile transceiver to cause the
anow‘. GARRETT | =

30

6 DUNN!!!»
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fmobile transceiver to transmit a signal to a base receiver to
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ilidentify its location, the method comprising the steps of

I|(a) sending a message from the network to the mobile transceiver

_to disable the mobile transceiver's capability to transmit a

I:registration signal, (b) storing the number of probe signals sent

by the network to the mobile transceiver during a first period of

time and the number of messages successfully delivered to the

;mobile transceiver by the network during a second period of time,

,(c) processing by the computer the stored number of probe signals

;and number of messages successfully delivered to evaluate a

Ilikelihood that a probe signal will be required to be sent by the

'network to locate the mobile unit to deliver a message, and

‘(d) sending a message to the mobile unit to enable the mobile

,transceiver's_capability to transmit a registration signal if the

calculated likelihood exceeds a selected value.

Finally, in another embodiment, the invention is directed to

a communication method for controlling a mobile transceiver which

_may communicate with a communication network controlled by a

igcomputer, the network including a plurality of base transmitters
:for transmitting messages to the mobile transceiver and base

glreceivers for receiving messages from the mobile transceiver, the

imobile transceiver being capable of sending-a registration signal

lgto be received by a base receiver in the network to identify ther

  mobile transceiver's location, the network using received
::

'gregistration signals to determine a set of base transmitters to be

,operated to transmit a message to the mobile transceiver, the
I!

method comprising the steps of (a) sending a message from the

!;network to the mobile transceiver to enable the mobile
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transceiver's capability to transmit a registration signal,

[by storing the number of registration signals from the mobile

transceiver to the network during a first period of time and the

number of messages Successfully delivered to the mobile

transceiver by the network during a period of time, (c) processing

the stored number of registration signals and number of messages

-successfully delivered to evaluate a likelihood that a

10

registration signal from said mobile unit will not be used by the

network to determine a set of base transmitters, and (d) sending a

. message to the mobile unit to disable the mobile transceiver's

Icapability to transmit a registration signal if the likelihood

*exceeds a selected value.

It is to be understood that both the foregoing general

description and the following detailed description are exemplary

‘and explanatory'only and are not restrictive of the invention, as

jclaimed.

,III. BRIEF DESCRIPTI N F THE DEA N 5
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The accompanying drawings, thich are incorporated in and

constitute a part of this specification, illustrate several

embodiments of the invention and together with the description,

serve to expl 'n the principles of the invention.

XFig. a schematic diagram of an arrangement of simulcast

transmitters; —;

Fig. is schematic diagram of uniform smooth earth

-propagation

Fig. 3 is a schematic diagram of synchronized modulated

gwaveforms;
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1 ! Fi:;/£,is”5*sohematic diagram of modulated waveforms offset aI ,

:l full ha a;
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

i Fig
L Pi

5

10

diagram of an on/off keying modulator;

diagram of a frequency shift keying

diagram of a four carrier quadrature

l5

diagram of a first embodiment of a

diagram of a second embodiment of a

20 ' diagram of a mobile transceiver;

representation of a mobile

diagram of a mobile receiver;

*sc emetic diagram of an analog base receiver;

25 schematic diagram of a digital base receiver;

anmfianwaflgm‘ schematic diagram of a base receiver with aFauaw. GARRETT
5 DINNER.

GOG ! 511329. N “K.
”summon. a: zoom :

"lfll-ADEIIDDO
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um our-en ‘w
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l i‘IV. DESCRIPTION QF TEE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTSW
I.

-‘ Reference will now be made in detail to the present preferred

embodiments and exemplary embodiments of the invention, examples

of which are illustrated in the accompanying drawings. Wherever

5 possible, the same reference numbers will be used throughout the

drawings to refer to the same or like parts.

A. Qgerview of The System Hardware

rig. 6 shows an overview of the major elements of a preferred1

' communication system according to the present invention. As shown

10 '_therein, the communication system includes a network operations

licenter 600 which is connected to a satellite uplink 602 via data

.path 604. A satellite uplink is used to provide data to satellite
h

606. Satellite 606 redirects the received data to several

:satellite downlink stations including-station 608 and station 510.

15 "Conventional satellite technology allows for nominal data transfer

rates of 24 M bits/second. Further, conventional satellite

itechnology allows for accurate delivery of data to stations 608

;and 610, which allows for precise synchronization between the

isignals broadcast in simulcast by the stations 603 and 610. It
20 should be understood that stations 608 and 610 may optionally

:ireceive identical data, or may individually receive different data

!:simultanecusly from the satellite 606.

Q? Satellite downlink stations 608 and 610 are connected to

?jspatially separated base transmitters 612 and 614 via data paths

25 £616 and 618, respectively. Base transmitter 612 is connected to

ané;;:§:&lmwj§antenna.620, and base transmitter 614 is connected to antenna 622.HAW. CARRE‘H‘ - . . _
BDWNW .iPreferably, the base transmitters of the present system have acan I yum. u w. Imlflludml. fl: £6006

I‘Ifll ace-Icon
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power output capability of about 350 watts, which will provide an

effective transmitter coverage areadpf several tens of miles.Ea

krdnmnnr1usrnfinneeéehiagr—tTreecg zone preferably includes

multiple transmitter stationgsas eill be evident from the
llfollowing discussion.

Mobile unit 624 is connected to antenna 626 and, in the

preferred embodiment, is a small, portable unit capable of being

E carried easily by a user and therefore is similar to conventional

I pagers in those aspects. More preferably, the mobile unit has

both receive and transmit capabrlity, with a nominal transmit

power output of about 1 watt.

II The communication system includes several base receivers 628,

‘630, 632, and 634 each connected to antennas 636, 638, 640, and
642, respectively. Base receivers 623 and 630 are connected to a

regional station 644 via data paths 646 and 648, respectively.

{Base receivers 632 and 634 are connected to regional station 650

 
614 preferably have a large transmit power output capability to

 provide coverage to the mobile unit in areas to which

communication is typically difficult, such as building interiors,

and to extend the coverage area of each transmitter. An

appropriate number of base receivers should be dispersed

throughout the geographic area to reliably receive the signalsl
1 between base transmitters and mobile units, an overall ratio of 10

I via data paths 652 and 654, respectively. Base transmitters 612,

from the mobile unit. Due to the difference in output power

base receivers to 1 base transmitter may be appropriate. and the 2
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1 {to 1 ratio shown in Fig. 6 is merely shown for ease of

iillustration.

l Regional station 650 is connected to the network operations

: center 500 via data path 656 and regional station 644 is connected:
5 to the network operations center 600 via data path 653. The data

paths 556 and 658 preferably include low cost phone lines. but mayj

include any convenient and appropriate data transfer technology.

Generally, the communication system of the present invention

roughly divides various regions of space into portions called

10 zones. Each zone must have one or preferably more base

 
transmitters assigned to it. Zone boundaries are roughly defined

by the transmitter coverage areas of the base transmitters

assigned to that zone. For example, Fig. 6 shows a dashed zone

dividing line 660 roughly dividing a zone 1 from a zone 2. Zone 1

15 includes base transmitter 614, base receivers 632 and 534,

regional station 650, and mobile unit 624. Zone 2 includes base

transmitter 612, base receivers 62% and 630, and regional station

664. Dashed line 650 only roughly defines the boundary between

zones because precise boundaries'do not exist. For example, to

20 insure adequate COVerage of the region, as shown in Fig. 1, the

range of both transmitter 614 should at least cover the region

above dashed line 650, and preferably should extend somewhat below

dashed line 66D. Similarly, the range of base transmitter 612

should at least cover the region below dashed line 660, and

25 preferably should extend somewhat above dashed line 660. As can
LIAN u: n:u

qumaulnumuon be seen, an overlap of transmitter coverage may occur in theFAMIW. CALEB-f _

QDWWHV vicinity of dashed line 650.IJOC ‘ ITD‘KT, M \M
“fifilflamu :2 loan!
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Referring back to Fig. 2, it can be seen that boundary 2D!

and boundary 204 overlap in an area near the equi—signal 200 and

between these boundaries which may be termed an ”overlap area."

In Fig. 6, dashed line 660 is drawn near the may be defined as the

equi—signal boundary between base transmitter 614 and base

transmitter 612. Of course, dashed line 660 does not represent

the overlap area that may occur between base transmitter 614 and

base transmitter 612.

he explained in the Background of the Invention section, if

base transmitters 512 and 614 are broadcasting identical signals

on the same frequencies in simulcast, good reception by a receiver'

located near the dashed line fififl, and possibly in an overlap area

{not shown), can be achieved. Simulcast thus may provide uniform

transmitter coverage for the region shown in Pig. 6. However, if

base transmitter 612 is broadcasting a first information signal

and base transmitter 614 is broadcasting a different, second

information signal on identical frequencies simultaneously, it

sill likely be difficult for a receiver located in the overlap

area to receive either the first or the second information signal.

In this instance, the overlap area may be referred to as an

interference area because a receiver in this area would receive a

composite signal, including the first and second information

signal, that would likely be unusable.

The following will be an exemplary discussion of the various

interactions of the elements of the communication system when'l

delivering a message to mobile unit 624. In accordance with the

invention, a preferred method 700 of this interaction is shown in

93
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information signal of several blocks of information as shown in

step 102. The blocks of information include an electronic message

to he delivered to the mobile unit 624.

In step 103, the system information signal is transmitted to

the base transmitters. In particular the network operations

I!

Fig. 1. Network operations center 600 generates a system i
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center 600 provide the system information signal and appropriate

other data to the satellite uplink 602 via data path 604 for

transmission to the satellite 606. The data is then received and

retransmitted by satellite 606 to satellite downlink stations 608

and 610. The data received by satellite downlink 608 is provided

to base transmitter 612 through data path 616, and the data

received by satellite downlink 610 is provided to base transmitter

614 through data path 613.

At this point, the exemplary communication system shown in

Fig. 6 may transfer the message to the mobile unit during one of

two time intervals. In the first time interval, both base

transmitter 612 and base transmitter 614 transmit data via antenna

520 and antenna 622, respectively, in simulcast to be received by

mobile unit 624, which corresponds to step 706 in Fig. 1. This

first alternative may be useful to deliver the message if, for

example, the location of mobile unit 624 in zone 1 or zone 2 is

unknown and broad coverage is desired.

In the second time interval, base transmitter 614 transmits a.

block of informaticn_including the massage data to mobile unit 624

and base transmitter 512 transmits another block of information,

which corresponds to steps 708 and 710 of Fig. 7. This second

_ 22 _
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l1
1 alternative may be useful if, for example, the mobile unit 624 is ‘

known to be located in zone 1 and out of range of base transmitterL
l

‘ 612. Delivery of the message to mobile unit 624 during the second

time interval is advantageous because during message delivery to

U'I the mobile unit 524 by base transmitter 614, base transmitter 612

could be delivering a different message to a different mobile unit

L {not shown). As can be seen, this second alternative would

increase information throughput and system efficiency.

if the mobile unit 624 has properly received the message via

10 antenna 626, then the mobile unit 624 may generate a return signal

and broadcast that signal via antlenns 626.‘ The return signal may

be received by any or several of the base receivers 628, 630, 632,

or 634. For example, the return signal could be received by base

 
receiver 632 through antenna 640 it antenna 640 is located closer

15 to the mobile units than any other antenna 636, 638, or 642. In

this case, the base receiver would receive the return signal and

provide it to regional station 650 through data path 652. The

 
regional station would then provide the return signal to the

network operations center 600 through data path 656 for further

signal may include either an autonomous acknowledgment signal

which indicates that the mobile unit accurately received the

message or a user generated reply signal.

If the mobile unit 624 does not completely receive the

message, it can generate and broadcast a negative acknowledge

20 _ processing as appropriate. It should he understood that a return

25 tLuv om: : a

fIRN 5cm. Hauntuon l
 signal. The negative acknowledge signals when delivered to theFAMIW. GARRETT
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network operations center EDD, indicates that retranSmission of

the message is necessary.

It should be understood that the exemplary system shown in

Fig. 6 includes a modest number of elements for ease of

explanation. It is envisioned that the system of the present

invention include a large number of base transmitters, base

receivers, regional stations, and mobile units with a substantial

number of base transmitters assigned to each zone and all base

transmitters assigned to a particular zone operating in simulcast.

Further, it is envisioned that the present system could

advantageously support a large number of zones to,cover a wide

geographic area.

B. Overview of the Zonal Simulcast goncepts

The preferred systems and methods of the present invention

variously use simulcast techniques within individual zones and

over several or all of the zones. As previously noted, zones are

generally defined by the coverage areas of the one or more base

transmitters. The network operations center 600 assigns each base

transmitter in the system to a zone. For example, in Fig. 6, base

transmitter 614 is assigned to zone 1, and the base transmitter

512 is assigned to zone 2 by the network operations center 500.

To maximize information thrOughput, the systems and methods of the

present invention dynamically control zonal assignments and the

use of simulcast techniques.

In general, the communication system of the present invention

operates by repeating a communication cycle to achieve desired

information transfer, which is more fully discussed infra. The
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a zonal time interval. In the systemwide time interval, the base

transmitters from at least several zones are operated in simulcastf

to simultaneously transmit identical information to a large

geographic area. It should be understood that the systemwide time.

merely two or more zones. I

Broadly speaking, the communication system need not know the

location of a mobile unit to transmit to it during the systemwide

time interval. Therefore, the systemwide time interval can he

used to send a “probe” signal that requests a particular mobile

i

communication cycle is divided into a systemwide time interval and!

1

1

unit to broadcast an acknowledgment signal to allow the system to

receiver receives the acknowledgment signal. Probe signals,

thereby, may be used to track the locations of mobile units, or to‘

uncover the location of "lost" mobile units.

In the zonal time interval, each base transmitter assigned to

a particular zone transmits identical information in simulcast.

However, for mobile units at or near the interference areas

 
determine its approximate location by determining which base

between adjacent zones, poor communication to those mobile units

is likely during the zonal time interval because transmitters in

adjacent zones will be simultaneously transmitting different data

on the same, or substantially the same,.frequencies. The zonal

time interval provides good communication capability for mobile

units not located near the zonal boundaries and allows the system

to “reuse" identical frequencies in adjacent zones. Furthermore,

if zonal boundaries are selected to be located in areas where

{mobile units are not likely to be located. i.e. unpopulated areas,
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the likelihood of providing good'oommunication capabilities to a

large percentage of mobile units can be increased.

As can be seen, from a system perspective, it is desirable to‘

communicate with the mobile units in the zonal time interval

because information throughput is maximized by reusing the

transmission frequency band in the several zones. In other words,

using the zonal time interval allows communication with a large

communication during'the systemWide time interval should be

minimized because message transmission during this interval

requires a large amount of system resources be dedicated to that

message.

For mobile units located near the boundaries between zones

where interference is likely during the zonal time interval, good

communication capability can be achieved for these units during

the systemwide time interval. In the preferred systems and

methods, when a mobile unit fails to acknowledge a message sent

during the zonal time interval or provides a negative

acknowledgment, the network operations center sends a probe signal

during a subsequent systemwide time interval to determine the

location of that mobile unit. If the location of the mobile unit

indicates that a likely reason for the failure of the mobile unit

to receive the message is caused by inter-zonal interference, the

network operations center may simply retransmit the message during

the systemwide time interval. In other instances, the failure to

successfully deliver a message may be simply caused by the mobile

b of mobile units in a short amount of time. Accordingly,

unit being located in a weak signal area.within a zone. In thesei
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instances, the system may retransmit the message during the zonal

time interval using an appropriate error correcting code or using

a stronger error correcting code.

Alternatively, the network operations center may determine|

i from the probe signal that the mobile unit is simply located in a

this case, the network operations center preferably canses the

message to be retransmitted in the appropriate zone without again

using a portion of the valuable systemwide time interval.

In accordance with the invention, a preferred method 800 for

|

different zone than the zone that the message was first sent. In

sending a probe signal is shown in Fig. 8. In step 802, a message

signal is transmitted by a base transmitter servicing a zone where

the mobile transceiver was. last known to be located. In

particular, this may be preferably an attempt by the network to

deliver a message to the mobile transceiver.

message signal from the base transmitter transmitted in step 802,

the network assumes that the mobile transceiver hes not received

the message and transmits a probe signal by a plurality of base

transmitters servicing a plurality of zones in step 304. The

mobile transceiver receives the probe signal in step 805.

Upon receipt of the probe signal by the mobile transceiver,

the mobile transceiver transmits an acknowledgment signal in step

608. A base receiver receives the acknowledgment signal from the

1 if the mobile transceiver does not indicate receipt of the

mobile transceiver in step 310
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1
Finally, the data, such as the last location field 2104 showni

in user database 2100r is updated to reflect the zone of the base :

receiver, or receivers, that receives the acknowledgment signal as[
l
i the last known location or the mobile transceiver in step 812.
I C. The Multi—C rrier Mo u ion Trans is 0 Format

The base transmitters of the communication system, such as

base transmitters 512 and 614 shown in Fig. 5, preferably utilize

a multi-carrier modulation format as will now be described. In

general, a multi—carrier modulation format envisions the

frequencies within a desired frequency band, each individually

modulated to convey an information signal. The multi-carrier

modulation format advantageously allows for high data transfer

rates by providing good bit rate transmission rates while keeping

below the baud rate limitations of simulcast transmission

techniques.

Fig. 9 shows a frequency redresentation 900 of an eight

carrier modulation format. Carrier frequency 902 is shown with

i
1'
E

i
J
1

g

iJ

Ir

I

simultaneous transmission of several closely spaced carrier

bside hands 904, carrier frequency 906 is shown with side hands
900, carrier frequency 910 is shown with side hands 912,_carrier

is shown with side bands 920, carrier frequency 922 is shown with

side bands 924, carrier frequency 926 is shown with side hands

928, and carrier frequency 930 is shown with side bands 932.l

l frequency 914 is shown with side bands 916, carrier frequency 910

i
i
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It should be understood that although this exemplary figure

shows an eight carrier signal modulation format, other different

numbers of carrier frequencies may be Considered for use in the

systems and methods of the present invention.

In this exemplary embodiment, the carrier frequencies are

spaced 3 KHz apart within a desired frequency band of 50 KHz.

Dashed line skirts 534 and 936 represent minimum frequency roll

off levels, such as may be required by Federal Communication

Commission regulations, to prevent overlap interference into

adjacent frequency bands.

Because eight unique data streams may be modulated onto the

respective eight carrier signals in this embodiment, the data

transfer rate of the transmission from the base transmitters can

he greatly.increased, while keeping the baud rate within

acceptable ranges for simulcast transmission. It should also he

understood that in accordance with good simulcast practice, the

respective carrier frequencies between adjacent base transmitters,

such as base transmitter 612 and base transmitter 614 in Fig. 6.

should be slightly offset to prevent sustained nodes or “dead

spots" where destructive interference_between the signals from

each transmitter provides an unusable composite signal, as was

explained in the background section of this application. This

frequency offset is preferably on the order of 10—20 hertz.

as previously discussed, each carrier signal may be

individually modulated to convey a data stream. The following

will discuss alternative techniques for modulating a plurality of

101
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1 carriers in accordance with the systems and methods of the present;

invention.

E l. Modulated OnIOff Keying

Perhaps the simplest modulation scheme conceptually is

5 modulated on/off keying (HOOK). Fig. 10 shows a schematic

representation of a HOOK modulator 1000. The HOOK modulator 1000

includes a plurality of carrier frequency generating devices, such

 
as frequency generator 1002 generating frequency F1, frequency

generator 1004 generating frequency F2, frequency generator 1005

10 generating frequency F3, frequency generator 1008 generating

frequency F4, and frequency generator 1010 generating frequency +

Fn. As shown in Fig. 10, the HOOK modulator 1000 may include any

number (i.e. n) of frequency generators, but eight carrier

frequencies are preferred, as shown in Pig. 9;

15 The output from each of the carrier frequency generators 102, 
I 104, 105, 108, and 110 is applied to a plurality of respective
- switches SW1 512, SW2 814, 5W3 815, 5W4 019, and SWn BED. The

output from each switch is provided to a combiner 1022.

Each of the switches SW1 812, SW2 314, 5W3 816, SW4 318, and

20 SWn 820 opens and closes under the control of a control logic

system [not shown) to effect the HOOK modulation. The control

logic system (not shown) causes the desired switches to variously

close and open. thereby conveying an n-bit binary word. Each

 
carrier frequency transmits a binary "one" if the respective

25 switch is closed and a binary "zero" if the respective snitch is
LA‘ BI'DEKI E .

FNNEGAN.HENDERSON up 11'hum. CARRE‘I’I'
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The summer 1022 combines the modulated carrier frequencies to:

provide a multi-carrier modulated output signal that conveys an

n-bit binary word.

2. Binary Frequency Shift Keying Modulation

An alternative multiacarrier modulation scheme including
|
'lfrequency shift keying (res) techniques may be implemented by the 
imodulator shown in Fig. 11. A frequency shift keying modulator
lloolincludes a first frequency source 1102, a second frequency

source 1108. and an nth frequency source 1110. The output from

F

I source 1104. a third frequency source 1106, a fourth frequency
each frequency source is provided to a respective modulator 1112,

1114, 1116, 1118, and 1120.

A control logic system-(not shown) provides a frequency

control signal to each modulator to frequency shift modulate the

carrier frequencies. In particular, the control logic System (not

shown) provides frequency control signal 1 to modulator 1112,

frequency control signal 2 to modulator 1114; frequency control

signal 3 to modulator 1116, frequency signal 4 to modulator 1118,

and frequency control signal n to modulator 1120. In binary

frequency shift keying (EFSK), the respective frequency control

signals provide data corresponding to a binary "one“ or ”zero"

which causes the respective modulators to modulate a first or

second frequency onto the carrier signal.

A summer 1122 combines the modulated carrier frequencies to

produce an output signal. 
103
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_3. M's Fr uenc Shift Rs in odulat'on

A modulation scheme related to binary frequency shift keying

is M'ary frequency shift keying. H'ary frequency shift keying

‘Imodulates three or more different frequencies onto the respective

lcarrier signals. In quaternary frequency shift keying, for
example, two bits of information may he instantaneously conveyed

on a single carrier frequency. Similarly, B‘ary frequency shift

 
keyidg may instantaneously convey three hits of information perI

carrier frequency.

Referring again to Fig. 11, M'ary frequency shift keying may
 
be implemented by providing modulators 1112, 1114, 1116, lllBr and

1120 with the capability to modulate M different frequencies onto

the carrier signal. Accordingly, the various frequency control 
lsiqnals must prDVlde data indicating which of the M frequencies is

’ito be modulated onto the carrier signal. For example, in
lquaternary frequency shift keyidg, the frequency control signalsI

[must each include two bits of information to indicate which of the 
|l

four different frequencies are to be modulated onto the carrier

.frequency.

The summer 1122 combines the modulated carrier frequencies to

 produce an output signal.

4. Quadrature Amolitude gglti-Qarrier Modulation

Yet another alternative modulation technique for a

 
 =mu1ti—carrier transmission format is shown in Fig. 12. a

quadrature modulator 1200 includes a first quadrature carrier
 
generator 1202, a second quadrature carrier generator 1204, a

'third quadrature carrier generator 1206, and a fourth quadrature
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carrier generator 1208. As is well known} quadrature modulators

in general each produce an in—phase carrier signal and a

quadrature carrier signal that is +/— 90° out of phase with

reference to the in-phase signal. Of course, any number of

quadrature carrier generators could be envisioned, depending upon

data transfer and throughput needs. Fig. 12 shows four quadrature

carrier generations which effectively correspond to eight unique

modulator signals. Therefore, quadrature amplitude multi—carrier

modulation may preferably reduce the width of the frequency band

necessary to achieve a desired data transfer rate.

I Each quadrature carrier generator 1202, 1204, 1205, and 1208
receives a control signal from a control logic system {not shown]

which provides the data to be modulated onto the quadrature

carrier signals. In a simple implementation, the quadrature

carrier generators may amplitude modulate the in-phase and

quadrature phase output signals to convey two bits of information.

The in—phase and quadrature signals output from each quadrature

carrier generators 1202; 1204, 1206, and 1208 are provided to a

l summer 1210 which combines the signals to produce an output
signal.

5. Permutation Frequency fihift Keying (PFSK)‘

PFSK may be implemented through control logic systems similar

to that used in a HOOK or an M'ary FSK modulation scheme. In

iPFSK, every baud has a fixed number of carrier signals present,

preferably any 4 of the possible 8. In a PFSK arrangement, a

constant average transmitter power is advantageously delivered and

the receiver only need decide which 4 carrier frequencies contain

  
-_._;:l f__ 33 _,. .l
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the most energy. In the case of HOOK, the receiver must attempt

to determine on a subchannel-by-subchannel basis the presence or

absence of a signal. This aspect of PPSK may simplify mobile

receiver design.

Compared to a binary or M'ary FSK modulation schemes, 8

‘ higher number of bits may_be delivered per band with PFSK. For

example, PPSK may generate signals that independent FSK

subchannels could never generate, such as all four carriers being

the four highest frequencies, and therefore it can be seen that

PFSK may advantagedusly increase information transfer rates.

D. the Base Transmitter

Each base transmitter unit, such as base transmitter 612 or

514 shown in Fig. 5, receives transmitter control data and message

data transmitted from the satellite 505. Fig. 13 shows a first

preferred embodiment of a base transmitter 1300 in accordance with

 the present invention. The base transmitter 1300 receives data

1from the satellite downlink connected to data input 1302 which
Provides this data to a control logic system 1304 to control the

loperation of the base transmitter unit. The control logic 1304

provides a control signal to a plurality of modulators 1305, 1300,

1310, 1312, and 1314. modulator 1306 produces a carrier signal

F1, modulator 1308 produces a carrier signal F2, modulator 1310

produces a carrier signal F3, modulator 1312 produces a carrier

signal F4, and modulator 1314 produces a carrier signal Fn.

For example, the control logic may generate appropriate

control signals to modulate the carrier signals in a HUGE, BFSK,

M'ary FSK, PEEK, or quadrature amplitude modulation scheme, as
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1 previously discussed. Each modulator then provides the modulated

output signal to a combiner 1316 which combines each of the

several modulated carrier frequencies into a single output signal.

The single signal is then applied to a power amplifier 1318

5 'ito amplify this signal to an appropriate level. The power

amplifier 1310 may, for example, produce a nominal output signal

of 350 watts to antenna 1320. in this embodiment, power amplifier

1318.preferably has extremely linear characteristics to prevent

'formation of intermodulation products, and to insure that these

10 intermodulation products do not cause signals to be generated at 
lundesirable frequencies. Antenna 1320 broadcasts the desired
signal from power amplifier 1310.

Fig. 14 shows a second preferred embodiment of a base

1 transmitter unit. The second embodiment comprises a base1
15 :transmitter 1400 which includes a satellite downlink connected to 

{ldata input 1402, control logic 1404, and several modulators 1306,
1408, 1410, 1412, and 1414. Each modulator receives an

 
I appropriate_control signal from the control logic 1404, as

previously discussed with respect to base transmitter 1300.

 
20 The output from each of modulators 1406, 1403, 1410, 1412,

and 1414 in base transmitter 1400 is provided to respective power

amplifiers 1416, 1418, 1420, 1422, and 1424 to provide an

 appropriate power output level for transmission,'such as 350 watts

aggregate. 
25
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The output from each of power amplifiers 1415, 1618, 1420,

1422, and 1424 is provided to combiner 1426 to combine the

modulated carrier signals into a single output signal which is

provided to antenna 1423 for broadcast.

E. ghe Mobile Qnit

The mobile unit may be a small, portable mobile transceiver,

such as pictorially represented in Fig. 16. Referring now to

Fig. l5, the mobile transceiver 1500 shown therein includes a

receiver section for receiving signals from the base transmitters

of the system, and a transmitter section for transmitting replies,_

or other messages, to the base receivers of the system.

In particular, the mobile transceiver 1500 includes an

to switch the antenna between the transmit and receive sections of
the mobile transceiver 1500. A receiver 1506 is provided to

receive the messages from the base transmitter. of course, the

receiver must be appropriately designed to receive the

multi—carrier signals from the base transmitters and must be

appropriately designed to demodulate the particular modulation

scheme utilized. For example, appropriate analog filters and

appropriate demodulators could be used. In the preferred

embodiment, the receiver performs a transform, such as a fast

fourier transform, on the received signal to separate the data

from the various carriers in the multi—carrier modulation format.

The receiver 1505 is connected to a display and storage logic

section 1508 to process the received signal. An annunciator 1510

i

antenna 1502 which is connected to a transmitfreceive switch 1504

to alert the user that a message has been received is connected to
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and controlled by the display and storage logic 1508. The

annunciator 1510 may commonly include a sound producing device

such as a beeper, or a vibrator, or a flashing light.

A set of display controls 1512 to control the display of the

mobile transceiver 15fl0 is connected to the display and storage

1 logic 1503. A display 1514, preferably an LCD display, is also

connected to the display and storage logic 1508 to display

messages and various other information to the user.

Display and storage logic 1508 is connected to transmit-logic1

1518 via connection 1526. Display and storage logic 1508 may

generate an autonomous acknowledge signal which causes the

transmitter 1520 to broadcast an appropriately modulated RF

signal. As previously discussed, it is desirable for the mobile

transceiver to transmit an acknowledge signal if the message was

properly received by the mobile unit. orralternatively to transmit

a negative acknowledge signal if the message was only partially

received. The negative acknowledge signal indicates that the

J

'l|
'lnetwcrk operations center should rebroadcast the message to the
|mobile unit.

Preferably, the rebroadcast of the message to the mobile unit

should occur with an appropriate error correcting code which may

be decoded by the mobile unit to insure complete and accurate

reception of the message. Of course, error correcting codes

should be used only when necessary because their use slows data

transfer and increases the complexity of the mobile unit. Other

types of autonomous replies may also be useful, for example, to

indicate to the network operations center that the user has not
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.viewed the message even though the mobile unit properly received .i

it, such as when the mobile transceiver is unattended by the user.§

A set of input switches 1516 is provided to allow the user to? 
input a reply to a received message, or to otherwise generate a

1message to be transmitted by the mobile transceiver. The input

i‘switches are connected to transmit logic 1515 which decodes the '

to the transmitter 1520. The transmitter 1520 generates an

appropriately modulated RF signal to be broadcast by antenna 1502.

The mobile transceiver 1500 also preferably includes a noise

detector 1522. The noise detector 1522 provides an output signal

5 upon sensing through antenna 1502 a threshold level signal. The
noise detector 1522 provides an output signal to disable the

transmitter 1520 via connection 1524, and to thereby prevent

i unwanted transmission by the mobile unit.

1 Noise detector 1522 preferably is set to detect

{ electromagnetic signals which are generated externally to the

communication system and which are indicative of a condition when

transmissions by the mobile unit are undesirable. For example,

 
signal from the input switches 1516 to generate an output signal

1

i

the noise detector 1522 could be designed to serve a threshold

level of noise at 400 Hz. When the user enters a commercial

aircraft, which commonly uses 400 hertz power supply; the receipt

of this noise by the noise detector 1522 would then disable the

transmit capability of the mobile transceiver 1500 during
operation of the aircraft to prevent any unnecessary or unwanted

interference with the operations of the aircraft by autonomous or

intentional transmissions by the mobile transceiver 1500.

to
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The display and storage logic 1508 of the mobile transceiver

1500 further preferably includes a timing circuit [not shown)

Llwhich may be used to turn the receiver section 1506 on or off, as

iidesired. The timing circuit [not shown) advantageously allows the
i -mohile transceiver to ”power down" during periods of time when
I

i .

Elpreferred communication protocol, the receiver could simply powerH

ilup at the beginning of each cycle to receive data to determine if

messages are not anticipated to be transmitted. For example, in a 

‘ a message will be transmitted to that mobile transceiver during
that cycle or when information concerning message availability 

I will be transmitted. If the mobile transceiver is to receive a

 message, the timing circuit could power up at the appropriate time

to receive the message, and then power down after receipt. The

timing circuit, therefore, advantageously prolongs the battery

life of the mobile transceiver 1500. of course, it should be

' understood that the timing circuit could control the other

llelements of the mobile transceiver, such as the display 1514, and

the transmit logic 1518. I

‘
In an alternate implementation, the receiver 1506 may

adaptively change its demodulation techniques to accommodate

various formats. For example, each zone may advantageously use a

different modulation format depending on message traffic levels,

and other considerations. In particular, the receiver may receive

via a modulation format message contained in an overhead portionI

of the data stream. The ”demodulation of 351:. wary FSK, PFSK, and.

HOOK formats all begin with the determination of the energy levels

 
I

1

he signal indicating the modulation scheme utilized in a given zone
- 3g -

(4Q
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detected at each of the carrier frequencies, and thus require

identical processing of the received RF energy. The logic (not

shown) in the receiver interprets the meaning of these measured

I energy levels based'upon the modulation scheme selected as

indicated by the received modulation format message. In this

manner simpler and more economical transmitters, with a decreased

, capacity for information transfer, can be used in zones that have

decreased traffic loads and more expensive, high-throughput

transmitters can be used only in those areas where they are
needed.

A pictorial representation of the mobile transceiver is shown

in Fig. 16. The mobile transceiver 1600 shown therein includes a

case 1602,-a pair of display control buttons 1604, a display 1606,

 
and a set of six reply buttons 1600, 1610, 1612, 1614, 1616, and

1618. As indicated previously, display 1606 is preferably an LCD

display and a set of display control buttons 1604 may be used to
scroll text up or down on the display 1606. The message “will you

be home for dinner?" is shown on display 1606.

The set of six reply buttons 1608, 1610, 1612, 16141 1616,

and 1618 provide a flexible system for user generated replies to

 
received messages. The display and storage logic 1508 provides

information immediately above each button indicating a possible

reply message by the user. In the simple example shown in

Fig. 16, the user may reply "yes," “no," or “7" to the message

1620 displayed on the screen 1606. The transmit logic 1518

generates an appropriate signal based upon which button the user
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1 presses. In this simple scenario, buttons 1614, 1616, and 1618

are unused .

In alternate applications, up to six possible reply messages

may be shown on the screen 1606. Of course, other particularized

5 applications may be envisioned for the reply feature of the mobile,

transceiver 1500. For example, if the user is a stockbroker, the

display 1606 could display the terms "buy," "sell," or “hold”

above the appropriate buttons. a variety of other applications

 
may be envisioned.

10 With the six button reply option provided by mobile

transceiver 1500, a three bit message may be transmitted by the

:mobile transceiver to the base receivers. The two remaining

states of the three bit message may be used by the transmit logic

1513 for the autonomous acknowledgment signal which indicates that

15 the message has been properly received, and for the autonomous

negative acknowledgment signal which indicates that the message

has not been completely or properly received.

Of course,.the mobile transceiver 1500 shown in Fig. 16 could

be configured differently to provide more or less reply buttons,

20 different display control buttons, and different display formats

as desired or needed by the user.

Further, the mobile transceiver 1500 could additionally

include a data output port [not shown)_for connection to other

electronic devices of the user. For example, the mobile

25 transceiver could be connected through an output port to a laptop
LII. eneu

mescns. Hisnimn
FAMIW. Canaan? .

EDWR“ display the message on its screen, thereby obviating the need forI390 l sfhcfi. M w.
WASHWDYDK cc lBDDS

vain-s9! me

or palmtop PC, or could be incorporated therein. The PC could
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the display 1605. and the keyboard could be used to generate any

appropriate reply messages from the user, thereby obviating need

for the reply buttons and allowing free form messages to be sent

by the mobile_transceiver. a user selected reply would be
transferred to the mobile transceiver 1500 from the PC for

transmission to the base receiver.

Alternatively, the mobile transceiver could be connected to a_

voice data replay device, such as a speaker, thereby allowing the

user to receive messages from a voice mailbox, for example. of

course, a voice data generation device, such as a microphone,

could be Connected to the mobile transceiver 1500 to allow the

user to reply to the voice mail message he has received or to

initiate Voice data communication from the mobile transceiver to

the base receivers. Similarly, facsimile transmissions could be

supported.

An alternate embodiment of the mobile unit includes only

receive capabilities, but does not include any transmit

capabilities. Fig. 17 shows a mobile receiver 1700. The various

components of the mobile receiver generally correspond in

functionality to the similar elements shown in Fig. 15. Of

course, the mobile receiver 1700 cannot generate replies, which

includes user initiated replies, an autonomous acknowledgment

signals or negative acknowledgment signals, because of the lack of

transmit capability. Also, the location of this alternate

embodiment cannot be tracked by the network control center because

of the lack of transmit capability. Generally, because of these

reasons, the-mobile receiver 1100 embodiment of the mobile unit is

«x,— 42 —

‘.___
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less preferable than the mobile transceiver embodiment 1500.

‘ Further, it should be appreciated that the mobile transceiver

embodiment may include circuitry for generating various autonomous

responses without interaction by the user.

F. The Base Receiver '

The base receivers of the present system receive the low

power output signal from the mobile transceiver unit. As is shown

iin Fig. 6, mobile receivers are dispersed throughout the

geographic service area. Base receivers need not be associated

with zonal boundaries per se, but will always be located to

service at least one zone, of course. A few base receivers may

During transmission of the return signal by the mobile

transceiver unit, it is possible that several base receivers could

receive this return signal. In this instance, the network

operations center 600 preferably selects the data from the base

 

l

I

exist in the overlap region between zones.

l receiver with the highest received signal strength (i.e. the
i signal with the lowest probability of errors) to maximize the

: likelihood of receiving accurate data. The signal strength

.approach is preferred and can be satisfactorily implemented if the

base receiver locations are carefully selected to insure adequate

signal strength reception from the mobile transceiver units and to

 
Alternately, the network operations center 600 could use "voting"‘ minimize the overlap between base receiver coverage areas.

_ techniques by comparing each data set from the several basei

receivers to arrive at the most likely return signal data using

conventional voting receiver technology.
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Pig. 10(A) shows a.£irst embodiment of an analog base

receiver. Analog receiver 1802 is connected to an antenna 1800.

The analog receiver 1802 simply receives the signal from the

antenna 1800 and removes the modulated waveform from the carrier

frequency and outputs this waveform in analog format to a regional;

demodulator 1804 via data path 1806. Data path 1806 is preferably:

a 4 K52 analog telephone channel.

“The regional demodulator 1804 receive: signals from several

analog receivers included in several base receivers. Preferably,

the regional demodulator 1804 is located in the regional station,

such as regional station 650 shown in Fig. 6. The demodulated

signal from the regional demodulator 1004 is then transferred to

the regional processing circuitry 1003, and then onto the network

operations center 600.

The analog receiver 1802 could generate identification data

to be transmitted with each received message so the network

operations center 600 can determine the source of each message

received. Alternatively, and preferably, dedicated communication

paths are used for each base receiver and therefore, the source of

the message can be inferred from the communication path that is

activated.

Fig.‘lB(B) shows a digital base receiver embodiment which

includes an antenna 1000 attached to an analog receiver 1002. As

in the previously discussed embodiment, the analog receiver 1302

removes the modulated waveform from the carrier signal transmitted

by the mobile transceiver unit. The analog receiver 1602 outputs

the modulated waveform to a demodulator 1810 included in the base
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receiver. The demodulator 1810 produces a digital output signal

corresponding to the data stream transmitted by the mobile

‘ transceiver unit. The demodulator 1810 provides the digital

1;cutput signal to the regional processing circuitry 1800 in the
1‘lregional station via data path 1812. Data path 1812 may be any

itconventional data path which can satisfactorily convey the digital

.Edata from the demodulator 1810 to the regional processing center
li1aos. The regional processing circuitry 1808 then passes the data
r;to the network operations center 600.

Fig. 19 shows a digital base receiver including errOr

I

l correction and store and forward features. An antenna 1900 is
i

 ’ connected to an analog receiver 1002 which is connected to a

l demodulator 1010, as previously described with reference to

i Fig. 18(3). The demodulated digital signal is output from| I

: demodulator 1810 to error correction circuitry 1905 which may

agperform error correction algorithms to insure the integrity of their

| 1
Elcourse, the error correction circuitry should decode and correct

return signal received from the mobile transceiver unit. of

Eldata which have been compatibiy encoded by the mobile transceiver.! |

The error corrected data output from the error correction

 
|
|

! circuitry 1906 is provided to a store and forward circuit 190B.

convenient data transmission rate.

For example, in-the present system it is likely that the

return signal traffic received by the base receiver will occur in

;,short bursts at a relatively high data transfer rate. However, it
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is also likely that the average data transfer rate from the base

I receivers is substantially lower than the instantaneous data
Eitransfer rate during traffic bursts. The store and forward

ficircuit 1900 may preferably act as a buffer to allow the return

;!signal data to be communicated from the store and forward circuit
5 1908 to the regional processing circuitry 1008 at a lower (and

: less expensiVe] data transfer rate. Store and forward circuit

1900 is, therefore, preferably connected to regional processing

icircuitry 1308 via data path 1910 which may include a low cost
telephone line.

G. The Network Operations Center

1. Overview

The network operations center 600 is shown in schematic form

.in Fig. 20. The network operations center 600 includes a base

 
receiver input system 2000 which receives data from the variousa

' regional stations throughout the system (3.9., regional stations

l_644 and 650) via various data paths. such as data paths 656 and
I

EEEEB as shown in Fig. 6. The data received by the base receiver
1 input system 2000 includes reply data from users with various

[control data. Base receiver input system 2000 may include

appropriate conventional signal processing equipment. Control

I data may include data identifying the base receiver (i.e. location
of the mobile unit] which received the associated reply.

Preferably, the base receiver input section 2000 receives data

:'from the regional stations via phone lines. However, other

 
I appropriate data paths may be considered.

1i
i

i {T35 '
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The base receiver input system 2000 then provides the

recaived data to a central computer 2002. The central computer 
 J 2002 may also receive input from a user input system 2004. ForI:

1iexamp1e, the user input system 2004 may receive data from users
'Iuia phone lines who may access and interact with the central. 1||II

I-computer via voice, DTMF, or modem transmission and may include

igappropriate conventional signal processing equipment‘ A user may
interact with the central computer 2002 to modify his serVics, to

5 initiate or receive messages, or to perform other desirable

5 functions.

Generally, the central computer 2002 processes the data

1 received from the base receiver input system 2000 and from the

. user input system 2004 to_perform various operations on the data,

..to update various database entries for use by the central computer

2002, and to generate data for transmission to a satellite uplink

output system 2006.

i It should be understood that, although Fig. 20 shows the

central computer as existing at a single location in the network

 
operations center 600, a distributed computing system may be used

to perform the necessary functionality of the central computer

 
2002. Presently, however, a single location for the centrall

ilcomputer 2002 is preferred.
Satellite uplink output system 2006 receives data from the

icentral computer 2002 and prevides it to satellite 606, shown in

.lFig. 6, for transmission to base transmitters within the system

1i
l

1

(e.g., base transmitters 612 and 614 in Fig. 6}.

- 47 -
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The central computer 2002 is also connected to a database

system 2008 which stores various data such as message data, user

Istatus data, system status data, and message status data, for

iJ

I

\

1I

:example, for use by the central computer 2002 in processing.

I Also, a control access 2010 is provided to allow systems

I'engineers or programmers to access the central computer 2002 to

5observe and modify its operations and system performance.

2. Database Structure

The database 2000 of the network operations center includes

' several database structures necessary for the operation of the

system. While a preferred partitioning of these databases is

described below, it should be uncerstood that other partitionings

could be considered, such as moving the various “user traffic"

: fields from the traffic statistics database to the user database.

a. The User Database

For example, the user database structure shown in Fig. 21

includes a record for each user of the system who possesses a

mobile unit. The record for user 1 2100 includes various fields,

'I

i associated with that particular user. The transmit capability

such as an ID number field 2102 which indicates a unique number

Efield 2106 indicates whether the mobile unit assigned to the user
IEhas the capability to transmit. The last location'field 2104
f-includes data which indicates the last known location of the user.

a The last location field may be updated when the central computer
; ecognizes that a new base receiver has received a return signal

r

from the mobile unit, thereby indicating the mobile unit has moved

since the last return signal. Of course, if the mobile unit only]

i
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‘messages which are intended for the user.

: signal.

'Iappropriate base transmitters.

 
includes a mobile receiver without transmit capability, the last

location field 2104 cannot be updated and the mobile unit may be

given a default location.

The service area field 2103 includes data corresponding to

the area in which the user has subscribed to. For example, if a

user desires service in geographic areas less than the total

system service area, the central computer could use the data in

the service area field 2108 to cause only selected base

transmitters to attempt to transmit messages to a mobile unit.

The button format field 2110 includes data indicating the

format of reply buttons the user may access on the mobile

transceiver. of course, for mobile units with only receive

capabilities. the button format field will not be used.

The message field 2112 includes data representing one or more

A receive flag is set

‘ when the central computer has received data indicating that the

message has been received by the mobile unit via an acknowledgment

If the mobile unit does not have transmit capability, the

receive flag is set upon transmission of the message by the

The user database structure may

include other fields for each user of the communication system of

the present invention as needed to provide various desired

.services.

b. The Receiver Database

Database 2008 of fig. 20 includes a receiver database (not

shown) which includes an entry with several associated fields for

each base receiver in the system. A first field for each base

.. '3’—49—
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receiver preferably includes the total number of mobile units

which have last communicated with this receiver. A second field

k

E
1
4.

.for each base receiver preferably includes a list of base
I
r transmitters which may cover all or a portion of the receiver.
H .
.lcoverage area of that base receiver.|

i c. Traffic Statistics Database

Database 2008 of Fig. 20 should also include preferably a

iétraffic statistics database as sheen in Fig. 22 which includes

Eivarious fields containing statistics calculated by the central

':computer 2002 concerning traffic patterns for the system. For|
-'t

;i

ELfield 2202 for data indicating a user of the network.

example, the traffic database 2200 preferably includes a user

 
Several

Eifields are preferably associated with the user field 2202. Field
:I2204 includes data representing the number of probe signals sent

iiby the network to locate the mobile unit associated with the user
fifield 2202. Field 2205 includes data representing the number of

'iregistration Signals received by the network from the mobile unit1

Elassociated with the near field 2202.H

girepresenting the number of messages from the network that have

Field 2208 includes data

been successfully delivered to the mobile unit associated with the

user field 2202. Field 2210 may be used for other traffic related

-Ldata, such as data indicating the average traffic per cycle, and

'data indicating a time average (i.e. for the last hour) traffic

:amount.

Further, the traffic database 2200 could include fields (not

{shown} for data concerning overall system performance and, in

 
éiparticular, each zone in the network. Such area specific traffic 
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data may be useful in optimizing system performance by allowing

!intelligent redefinition of zonal boundaries.._ n
|

w d. The Service Queue

Database 2008 of Fig. 20 also includes a service queue 2300

as shown in Fig. 20. The service queue 2300 includes a current

imessages queue and a probe list queue. The current messages queue

agincludes a system wide list of messages to be delivered by the
2|
t:system. The current messages queue includes, for example, a

[lseries of ID number fields 2302, 2304, and 2306 with associated
:‘i
'idata location fields 2308, 2310, and 2312, respectively. The data
. l .

-ilocaticn fields 2308, 2310, and 2312 include pointers to the

' Fig. 21. The ID number fields 2302, 2304, and 2306 include data' I

t

!
;'appropriate fields in the user database structure shown in

F

iiindicating the ID number of the user to which the message is to be

fidelivered.

i; In operation, the central computer retrieves the ID number

£52302 and data location 2308 from the top of the current messages

EEqueue and retrieves the appropriate data from the user database
2100 to process and transmit a message to the user.

 
i

l The probe list queue includes a ID number fields 2314, 2316,1
1

and 2318 and data location fields 2320, 2322, and 2324 similar in

"form to those in the current messages queue. The probe list queue
F
I

E unsuccessfully to deliver a message to. In other words, the usersr

:1

J

.gcontains a list of users which the system has previously attemptedu

i! ‘

ilisted in the probe list are considered to be ”lost" by the
system. The central computer 2002 then initiates a probe routine

 
i
l
lJ.
IgI
r
I

5 ‘ ‘, 2
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for the ID number 2314 and data location 2320 located at the top

of the_probe listr

after successful execution of the probe routine! the last

location field 230% in the user database structure 2100 will have

r:been updated to provide an accurate last location of the user from

the base receiver that received the mobile unit's acknowledgment

Ito the probe signal. After the last location field 2304 has been

.'updated. the message can then be replaced in the current messages

queue for delivery to the user via the appropriate baseJ .
! transmitters located near the mobile unit. 

Preferably, the network_operations center gives priority to

 
the delivery of all messages in the current message queue, and

-then sends probe signals to the users listed in the probe list

queue after delivery has been attempted for all messages in the

€_current message queue. If the message volume in the current

message queue remains high for an extended period of time, the

network operations center preferably begins to periodically send

1'prohe signals to the users listed in the Probe List, even though

 undelivered messages remain in the current messages queue. For

example, in this instance of persistent filled current messages

:I
II.W

Ii
Figueue. the network operation center preferably transmits three

probe signals in every cycle transmitted. 
e. Base Transmitter Assignment List

The database 2008 of the network operations center also

 'lincludes a base transmitter database 2400 as shown in Fig. 24.
giThe base transmitter database 2400 includes a zonal assignment

 
field 2404 for data representing a zone assignment associated with
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a base transmitter field 2402 in the system. also, a field 2406l

i for data representing the base receivers in the transmitter
coverage area, and a field 2408 for other data associated with a

base transmitter, are associated with base transmitter field 2402.

‘ As can be seen in Fig. 24, each base transmitter in the network

: has a base transmitter field and associated fields as described
‘above.

 
LEOf message traffic being transmitted, each base transmitter will

-jmethcds of the present invention provide for dynamically changing

In normal operating conditions of the system with low amounts

remain assigned to its particular zone. However, the systems and 

lithe zonal assignments of various base transmitters to improveI | -

iiinformation throughput. These dynamic zone allocation concepts
W

'idynamically reassign base transmitters to new zones generally
isneed upon the volume of messages transmitted during the

Fisystemwide time interval, and more particularly based upon the
'llocalized volume of messages to mobile units. In general, dynamic

zone allocation may be used to deliver messages to mobile units in

.‘ overlap areas {i.e. "zonal dithering"), or to balance the volume

. of message traffic between zones.
L

Fig. 25 is useful to explain these concepts. Various base

transmitters, each designated as an "x," are dispersed throughout

:a region of space shown in Fig. 25. Also, various base receiversi

rgare dispersed throughout this region of space 2500, each being
l
| {designated by an "R.“ The normal zonal boundary for zone 1 in

 
EFig. 25 is shown by solid line 2502. A normal boundary for zone 2

is represented by solid line 2504 during normal load traffic

I
I
r

i.

1

¢ .t‘“\!1 53 -
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operation conditions. As can be seen, base transmitters 2506,

2508, and 2510 are located near the zonal boundary of zone 2, and

Lgbase transmitters 2512, 2514. and 2516 are located near the

glboundary of zone 1. Base receivers 2518 and 2520 are located in

3-an overlap area 2521 between zones 1 and 2. As previously-.I .

Eldiscussed, mobile units located in this overlap area 2521 near

I base receivers 2513 and 2520 must be communicated with during the
‘ systemwide time interval because of the interference created

during the zonal time interval by adjacent base transmitters.

1 During normal. low to moderate volume system operations, the

izonal overlap area 2521. i.e.. interference area, near base
Ereceivers 2518 and 2520 will preferably have a small number of

imobile units located therein. Therefore, communication with these

 i

i
5I

1 imobile units will not significantly consume system resources by

occasionally communicating with them during the systemwide time
5': .
| interval.

However, if the traffic volume from the overlap area 2521

5
|1

1

iinear base receivers 2518 and 2520 increases, such as because
'Iadditional mobile units enter this overlap area 2521, the handling

inf this traffic in the systemwide time interval can significantly
iconsume system resources. For example, communication with a large

number of mobile units during the systemwide time interval may

' significantly delay delivery of messages to units in this and

J other regions.

In this instance, the zonal boundaries are changed to remove
i

. this high traffic region from a zonal overlap area. For example.

 
system efficiency is restored if the zone 1 boundary were moved to

<- K- 54-
L: W i

l
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dashed line 2522 and the zone 2 boundary were moved to dashed line

i 2524. _
. The central computer 20fl2 may dynamically accomplish this

:.zonal redefinition by assigning one or more base transmitters to a

Iignew zone to reduce systemwide time interval messages. In the

Iipresent example shown in Fig. 25, the central computer updates the
ilbase transmitter zonal assignment list to reassign base
lltransmitters 2512, 2514, and 2516 to zone 2 while removing theseI  base transmitters from zone 1. In View of this zonal

 redefinition, the new zone 1 boundary is shown by dashed line

: 2522, and the new zone 2 boundary is shown by dashed line 2524.

j The high traffic region near base receivers 2518 and 2520 is now

i
l

E
f'squarely within zone 2 and messages to these units may be 

efficiently delivered during subsequent zonal time interva1{s].

In accordance with the invention, a preferred method 2600 for

lacoomplishing zonal redefinition is shown in Fig. 26. In
iaccordance with the method, step 2602 provides for transmitting
substantially simultaneously a first information signal and a

:

i
i
i
i

i
4
i

J  second information signal, the first information signal being

transmitted in simulcast by a first set of base transmitters

 assigned to a first zone, and the second information signal being

a transmitted in simulcast by a second set of base transmitters

assigned to a second zone. For example, as shown in Fig. 25, the

base transmitters in zone 1 defined by boundary line 2502 could be

the first set of base transmitters, and the base transmitters

I located in zone 2 defined by boundary line 2504 could be the

second set of base transmitters.  
\\ (,7 55 _
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Step 2604 of the method provides for dynamically reassigning

one or more of the base transmitters in the first set of base

lupdated first set of base transmitters and an updated second set

~lof base transmitters. For example, base transmitters 2512, 2514,
!
; and 2516 could be reassigned from zone 1 to zone 2. As shown inI

E transmitters assigned to the first some to the second set of base
|

transmitters assigned to the second zone, thereby creating an 

Step 2606 provides transmitting substantially simultaneously

; a third information signal and a'fourth information signal. the

|I
l

l

1

{'third information signal being transmitted in simulcast by the
i updated first set of base transmitters and the fourth information

i signal being transmitted in simulcast by the updated second set of
‘ base transmitters. For example, as shown in Fig. 25, the base

E transmitters assigned to zone 1 defined by dashed line 2522 (i.e.
P not including base transmitters 2512, 2514, and 2516) could

transmit during a subsequent communication cycle a third

information signal, and base transmitters in zone 2 defined by 
’ 2516) could transmit a fourth information signal during that same

. subsequent communication cycle.

I dashed line 2524 {i.e. including base transmitters 2512, 2514, and
r
|

! Further, it is desirable that during the redefinition of the
:

'I L

} I

56 -
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boundaries should be preferably redefined to maximize information

throughput by minimizing the data that must he transferred during

the systemwide time interval. A network manager could review the

 overall traffic patterns and tendencies to determine an optimum

1
1
1

1redefinition of zonal boundaries. Of course, the central computer
112002 could also implement an algorithm accessing the traffic
:1
11
1 redefinition.

statistics database 2200 to determine optimal zonal boundary

In a preferred embodiment in the instance where an entire

region is saturated with mobile units, such as a large

metropolitan area repetitive reassignments of base transmitters

may be used to reduce message traffics during the systemwide time 
1interval. There may exist no appropriate overlap area, such as

.loverlap area 2525, with a low traffic level to facilitate a long 
#1term reassignment of base transmitters with the resulting
.:i

1 redefinition of zonal boundaries. In this case, the preferred1

embodiment alternates between a first and second set of zonal

 
-boundaries over each communication cycle and does not attempt to

.deliver messages during the systemwide time interval.

For example, in Fig. 25 this preferred embodiment would1

1 utilize the zonal boundaries defined by lines 2502 and 2504 during

1 a first zonal time interval and would not attempt to deliver
1 messages to mobile units in overlap area 2521. In a subsequent
1 cycle, this preferred embodiment redefines the zonal boundaries to
1 dashed lines 2522 and 2524 and delivers messages to the mobile1
1 units in previous overlap area 2521 during the zonal time interval

 _ using zone 2 base transmitters. During this cycle, the network

 

1 . 1' — 57 -
1' .
|
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would not attempt to deliver messages to mobile units in overlap

area 2525. In yet a later cycle, this preferred embodiment wouldI

iESWitCh back to zonal boundaries 2502 and 2504 which would allow_
{inessage delivery to mobile units in the now previous overlap area
-.2525 during the zonal time interval using zone 1 base

.-transmitters. As can be seen, alternating between a first and

§§second set of zonal boundaries advantageously reduces the need for

communication during the systemwide time interval, but slows, m

igmessage delivery somewhat by only allowing communication to mobile.| 4.F

units in overlap areas during zonal time intervals on alternating
f5 . .
[Ecommunication cycles.i

|i H. The Preferred 5 stem Communication Protocol
I
I!I

The system communication protocol is preferably a time

iIGiVision protocol organized within repetitive communication cycles

 
1 of preferably 30 seconds in duration.

ii The blocks of data transmitted by the network are preferably:i
;iformed b a bit interleaving process to revent lose of data

F Y I P.‘ :

{Eduring bursts of interference. Bit interleaving may be envisionedE I

[tee stacking two or more blocks of data (which read from left to

i'right), and then transmitting a bit stream in a column~by~column,
?i
I

top-to-bottom sequence. As can be seen, a burst of interference

will likely only cause the loss of a few bits per word at most,

which can be corrected by error correction techniques, rather than

the loss of entire words. Of course, the mobile unit must

appropriately deinterleave the data prior to processing.
I
I
I
i

1

1,53—

1'
I
iI

l

I:
i
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1 Fig. 27 generally illustrates a variety of preferred time

i intervals which may variously be'used for communication between

.the system and various sets and subsets of mobile units. An

adaptable schedule for these time intervals is preferably

generated, and may be revised according to system demands. The

'scheduling of the time intervals advantageously allows a mobile

unit to “power down“ during inactive time periods when the mobile

1

i

;
i

i
J
1
i

J

i unit will not transmit or receive any messages, thereby conserving

I|

F

E battery power. Similarly, messages or information for delivery toI .
|10 a subset of the total number of mobile units will preferably be

transmitted during time intervals which minimize the delivery of

those messages or information to unintended mobile units not

rincluded in the subset to further conserve battery power.

a preferred cycle protocol 2700 is shown in Figure 27(A).
i

15 lirhe cycle protocol 2700 includes a cycle header time interval

327021 a systemwide forward (FWD) hatch time interval 2704, a

Jlsystemwide response time interval 2706, a zonal forward (FWD)

1 batch time interval 2703, a zonal reverse time interval 2710, and

a reverse contention time interval 2712. Other arrangements, suchi
!

20 ! as moving the systemwide reverse interval next to the zonal
i

reverse interval may be considered if transmitter turn on time isI.

:significant.

The cycle protocol generally schedules time slots for

systemwide and zonal forward channel information transfer from the

25 3 network to the mobile units and for systemwide and tonal reverse

channel information transfer from the mobile transceiver units to
Law an. an

HQNEGAX‘HENDEREON

hum: Gnum' I |anwum lithe network. ’Briefly, the cycle header 2702 field includes

4121:3359, iii an: see «one
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l overhead or "housekeeping“ information, the systemwide forward

E'batoh field 2704 and the zonal forward batch field 2703 provide

:lforward communication capability through the base transmitters to‘J
1i

 he mobile units in a systemwide time interval and a zonal time

Zinterval, respectively. The systemwide response field 2706 and

izonal reverse field 2710 provide a return signal period for the

'imobile transceivers to respond to messages generated during the

I?systemwide and zonal forward batch periods 2504 and 2508,

ilrespectively. Finally, the reverse contention 2712 field allows

-?the mobile transceiver to initiate access to the network.

Each of the fields shown, except the cycle header 2702 field,

Eis preferably variable in duration, and may be changed by the

licentral computer 2002, depending on message traffic requirements.

l
The beginning of the cycle is synchronized by the central computer

};to a time standard and preferably coincides with the start of

‘Lminute or half minute intervals. Each mobile unit preferably

.lincludes timing circuitry, as previously described, which allows

igfor the mobile unit to power up at the beginning of each cycle to

jireceive communication.

For each cycle. the central computer 2002 calculates the:l

lgamount of time required for each field to maximize information

throughput by the network. For example, for the cycle protocol

-:2700 shown in Pig. 27(A], the central computer will calculate the

;§amount of time necessary for the systemwide forward batch field

?i2704, the systemwide response interval 2706, the zonal forward

FMUM.twnmw!§interval 2708, the zonal reverse interval 2710, and the reverse1

Eicontention interval 2712. The cycle header 2702 will preferably

(/'/_ 60-

. |I
n

d

x l
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‘ include timing offset data which will indicate the timing offset
II

ginterval 2708, the beginning of the zonal reverse interval 2710,

:and the beginning of the reverse contention interval 2712.I

i: The cycle header 2702 starts preferably with an B digit long
ifpreamble [not shown] for digit synchronization purposes. The

iipreamble allows for the mobile unit to synchronize its timing

iioircuitry with the network. For example, the timing circuitry ofd

,ithe mobile unit could become offset from the network due toP

Ecommonly caused inaccuracies. The preamble is followed by ai

'!“start of header“ string of four digits and all timing offsets

{Ewithin the cycle are calculated as a number of predefined
intervals beginning from the start of the last header digit. The

start of header string is followed by an 8 digit string grouped

25into two words, each of which is protected against errors by1

Ilencoding it using a forward error correcting code, preferably a

ljBose, Chaudhuri, and Hocquenghem (BCB) code or a Reed Solomon

élcode. These error correcting codes add additional digits to theu

iginformation digits in a code word, where the additional digits areH .

fie specific function of the information digits, so that if certain

flcommon error events occur, a decoding step involving all of the
li
ggtransmitted digits, both information and additional, can recover
d

51the original information'digits. The first code word will contain

::a count of the current cycles executed for that day. The secondn

Egcode word will contain the necessary timing offsets for the
H
H

E!

'1 j_. i- 51 -

beginning of the time intervals in the cycle protocol 2700.

1£3i3
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Further information regarding error correcting codes may be found

in'Gallagher, “Information Theory and Reliable Communication," 
i-Wiley 1968, which is hereby incorporated by reference.

‘ The systemwide forward batch 2704 field generally includes a|L

5 fizonal header time interval including overhead information and a
i
giseries of 64 batches. Also, the zonal forward interval 2710

W !

I|similarly includes a zonal header time interval with overhead
ii

1
; group of mobile units. Each batch preferably contains information

information and a series of 64 batches. Each batch is a string of

 data containing information specifically directed to a single
'10

! directed to a certain class of mobile units with the classes

' divided by the types of service provided. For example, a first

batch could be directed to all mobile transceiver units, and a

second batch could be directed to all mobile receiver units.

15 ilfurther, each batch may contain several messages, each intended

i for different mobile units within the particular class of unit to

lwhich that batch is directed. Generally, Fig. 27(3) shows the

forward batch interval protocol 2150 preferred for both the

. systemwide forward interval 2704 and the zonal forward interval

20 2?03.

The systemwide forward interval 27nd is preferably used only

for sending a probe signal to a mobile transceiver unit which does

: not respond to zonal messages (1.9. a "loat‘l unit}. However, when

I necessary, the systemwide forward interval 2704 may be used.to
I K

25 . deliver messages to mobile units'located in overlap areas. The ID

  
Low nvlncll

FINMGAN. HENDERSON 1
FAMW, EMILE" '

EDmmn, lihy data indicating a timing offset which is a time delay amountIJOO i IYNIG M W

m Sun-come. no soon: {I

lac: ans-noon ItI

number, or address, of the lost mobile unit is preferably followed

30
 I, ,
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until the beginning of the time slot designated for the return

signal of that mobile unit. an alternative implementation, which

lmay be useful for mobile units that have not responded for a'l .
I‘.

liperiod of time, could have mobile units that have received a probe
:signal respond during the reverse contention interval.i

'i After the end of the broadcast on the systemwide forward
- l

_?batch time interval 2104, all network base transmitters shut down
: until-the beginning of the zonal forward batch time interval 2108.

éE The forward batch interval protocol 2750 includes a forward
:lchannel header interval 2714 which includes data to allow the
iitiming circuitry of the mobile units to synchronize themselves
ilwith the incoming data stream. The forward channel header 2714

% also preferably includes data indicating a timing offset|

[ischeduling a reverse channel time interval for each batch, as may

.be required. of course, the forward channel header 2714 for the

'lsystemwide forward interval 2704 would indicate a timing offset
i ! . . . .
,=for reverse channel transmisSion during the SYStEmWLdE response

Ei-interval 2706, and the forward channel header 2114 for the zonal

i} The forward channel header 2714 further includes a data
:[stream to the mobile unit listing which of the 64 batches willI

{ifollow and the timing offsets indicating when those batches will

E be transmitted. Again, this feature advantageously allows the
lgmobile unit to "power down" during the systemwide and zonal
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power of the mobile unit. The remaining fields batch i 2?20,

batch j 2722, and batch k 2724 are the individual batches directed

glto the mobile units;

H It should be understood that different classes of mobile

jiunits can follow different desirable batch protocols, depending on

75the type of service, processing powerI battery capacity, or other
Eifactors.

j The individual batch protocol 2780 is shown in Fig. 27(C].
i:
discussed above for Figs. 27(A) and (B). The batch header 2726

 
includes a list of particular mobile units to receive messages

 within the batch and includes timing offsets indicating when such

messages will be broadcast. _Further, the hatch header 2726

includes data indicating a timing offset scheduling a reverse

1l

1]!
g1channel interval in the system reverse interval, the zonal reverse

!

g gain;r this information allows the mobile unit to extend its1i o':uattery life because the mobile unit need only power up at the

appropriate time to.receive or transmit the appropriate message.H‘1

iiFurther, it is preferred that the reverse channel timing offset

l'data be transmitted using error correction codes to insure

i accurate receipt thereof by the mobile unit. Accurate receipt of

:'the reverse channel timing offset data will prevent unwanted or

?.untimely transmissions by the mobile unit and insure that a mobile

[innit may properly transmit a negative acknowledgment signal if itI

:}fails to properly receive an unencoded message. 
Q
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NE a

|

E

l E The individual message interval 2732 includes the individual

|
message intended for a particular mobile unit or units. The

i|duration of each message and number of messages within a hatch may
EEbe varied by the network operations center 600 and is traffic

5 EEdependent.

EE Each mobile unit with transmit capability that has received a

EEmessage in the immediately previous systemwide forward interval
EEETOQ or the zonal forward interval 2708 will have an appropriate
-Etime slot for transmission scheduled in the systemwide response

10 EEinterval 2706, or the zonal reverse interval 2710, respectively.
EEEThe timing circuit in the mobile transceiver unit determines the
Egassigned time slot for transmission. For example, if the mobile

unit simply intends to transmit an acknowledgment signal, which

HE

.E
iiu|

EEindicates that the mobile unit has properly received the message:I‘Iii15 rom the network, an 8 bit preamble followed by the address of

Ethat mobile unit need only be transmitted and a 3 bit
I

"acknowledgment. However, if a more extensive reply from the

,mcbile unit is required, additional data could be transferred

gfiduring this time slot. In particular, long reverse messages could
- H

20 EEbe scheduled in response to a request from the mobile unit sent|
I I

EEduring the contention interval 2712, as discussed hereafter.

Due to the low power transmit capability of the mobile

' transceiver units, there is an increased likelihood of data

25

-I

EI
Ei

Etransmission errors for reply signals. The extended Belay code

‘Efor error protection may be utilized for reverse channel messagesi .
.

.Aw writes EHHNECAN.HENDERSUN
hum. Gama-r Isnwnm003 I ETHEET. I! W
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from mobile transceiver units to the network.
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The systemwide response interval 2706 and the zonal reverse

I interval ZTIU provide communication capability from the mobile

transceiver units to the network (i.e. the reverse channel).

Still further, a preferred embodiment accommodates mobile

1 terminals with extensive reverse message_generation capabilities

i
i

f

i.
|l
I'

i

(e.g., a laptop computer connected to a radio transceiver} by

allowing for contention messages that request extended reverse

: channel time for the transmission of a long reverse message. The

reverse contention interval 2712 is located after the zonal

reverse interval 2710 and provides for unscheduled messages from

the mobile unit to the network. For example, the mobile

transceiver unit could send a message to the network during the

|
I

ireverse contention interval 211; indicating that the user no
Elonger wishes to receive messages, thereby terminating service.
Enlso, the user could transmit a message to the network during the

Ereverse contention interva1.2712 indicating that the user new

gdesires to reestablish services and begin receiving messages from

ithe network. Further, a "registration signal,“ which is discussed

infra, could be transmitted during the reverse contention interval

J2712.

The reverse contention interval preferably utilizes a

[so-called "slotted ALOHA“ protocol, which allows the mobile unit
'to randomly select a predefined time slot within the contentionI

iinterval to transmit a message. A mobile station wanting to

'Etransmit will first divide the contention interval into slots,

lpreferably 5.33 ms in lengthr and then choose randomly any of themi .

its start tranSmitting. The slotted ALOHA protocol is preferred1 
u - 55 _

(/- /
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because of the low likelihood of data "collisions" [i.e. 2 or more

mobile units transmitting during the same time slot).

I. Registration of the Mobile Unit
I

l Because the network operations center 600 stores the locationI

-.of each mobile unit in the system in the user database 2100. it is
|1

i

i

i

1

preferred that each mobile transceiver unit have the capability to

registration signal to a base receiver into the network to update

1

l

“register" with the network operations center 600 by sending a

the location data.

The mobile transceiver unit preferably registers by simply

transmitting its identification number to a base receiver, which

forwards this data and data representing the location of the base

receiver to the network operations center 600.

‘ The mobile transceiver preferably registers upon crossing
: zonal boundaries to alert the network operation center that the

limobiie transceiver has left one zone and entered another- For

I example, the mobile unit could receive information from the

I nearest base transmitter identifying which zone that base

transmitter is asaigned to at the beginning'of each communication

cycle. Upon receipt of such information from a base transmitter

indicating that a nearby base transmitter is assigned to a new

zone, the mobile transceiver then preferably transmits a

registration signal.

The mobile transceiver unit may also transmit a registration

signal in other desirable instances. For example, if the mobile

transceiver unit has moved away from the transmitter coverage

areas of the network for a period of time, the mobile transceiver

(/I‘ -67 -
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to a coverage area. The display and storage logic 1508 of the

1 I unit may preferably transmit a registration signal upon returning
1 mobile transceiver unit preferably recognizes that the unit has

left the coverage area of the network upon failure to receive data

5 :.from a base transmitter in the network during the cycle header

_ time interval 2?02, for example. The mobile unit may leave the

I coverage area of a base transmitter of the network when the user

takes the unit out of the country, or enters the basement of a

:building, for example.

10 I The mobile unit may also preferably transmit a registration

! signal when power is restored to the mobile unit after having
I
|power removed, such as after being turned off by the user. or

course, the power may be restored to the unit by replacing or

 
J

1 recharging a dead battery, which may also cause transmission of a

15 registration signal.

‘:
l
i

., .

a In general, the network must balance the need for frequent

\
1

ilregistrations by the mObile transceiver units, and the desirable
I{result of accurately knowing the location of each mobile unit,

!Ethereby preventing the need for probe signals, with the

20 E‘undesirable overhead costs of too frequent registration, which
”sacrifices data throughput by utilizing valuable transmit time.
!| In the preferred embodiment, the central computer 2002 of the
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is useful, then the mobile unit preferably should receive a

message from the network to cause the mobile unit to send

-registration signals at appropriate times. Conversely, if the

central computer determines that the registration signals from the

mobile unit are too frequently not useful, the mobile unit

preferably should receive a message from the network to cause the

mobile unit not to transmit registration signals.

To implement this feature, the mobile transceiver unit

further preferably includes a registration flag {not shown) in the

display and storage logic section 1503. If the registration flag

is set, the display and storage logic section 1508 causes the

mobile transceiver to autonomously send a registration signal to

the network operations center on a desired basis. If the

registration flag is not set, the display and storage logic

section 1508 prevents any registration signals from being sent.

The registration flag may he set or removed upon command from the

. network operations center by transmission of an appropriate signal

from a base transmitter near the_mohile unit. A variety of

algorithms, possibly regarding individual users or groups of

users, can be used to determine whether or not the registration

flag should he set. It should be appreciated that the present

invention provides two distinct algorithms for'implementing these

registration concepts depending upon whether the registration flag

is set or not in the mobile unit (i.e. the state of the mobile

unit).
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 i

I Fig. 23(A] shows a flow chart describing a preferred method
ii
¥;invention wherein the registration feature of the mobile unit is
Igdisabled. In step 2802, the network sends a message to disable
%
:the registration feature (i.e. set the registration flag to zero)

2300 for implementing the registration concepts of the_present

U1

- of the mobile unit to disable the mobile transceiver‘s capability

to transmit a registration signal. As can be seen‘ step 2302

Egdetermines the initial state for the method set forth in Fig.

?!28(A}2

10 g: In step 2304, the network stores the number of probe signals
sent to the mobile transceiver during a first period of time, and

|

I!
'l

‘lthe number of messages suscessfully delivered to the mobilei
|
I

'r

15'

:Epreferably used to store the number of probe signals and

:isuccessful messages for each mobile unit. As explained

Ighereinafter, these two statistics from the operation of the' \

network are preferably used to determine whether registration by
l
f

20 iithe mobile unit is useful.r

E! In step 2806, the stored number of probe signals and number1

iéof messages successfully delivered is processed to evaluate aH

|flikelihood that a probe signal will be required to be set by the

network to locate the mobile unit to deliver a message. The

25 :ipreferred embodiment of the invention processes the stored number

”weflmu .[of probe signals and messages successfully delivered in accordanceme scam. HENDESUON ! .

“fitfiffm fiwith the method set forth in Fig. 299.).DUE I susfi. M w _
waimns'ram, a: locus fliar-on “300

.i
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Referring now to Fig. 29(A], therein is shown s.series of

substeps which are preferably performed during the implementation

of the processing step 2304 shown in Fig. 20(A}. In particular.

lsteps 2902 and 2904 are event driven and only proceed to the next

step after an input has been received by the network. Step 2902

determines if the network sent a probe signal to a lost mobile

transceiver unit and if a reply to the probe signal was received

‘tby a base receiver in the network. If this event occurs, a

.counter [not shown] is incremented by a value P by the central

isomputer 2002.

In step 2904, if a message was successfully delivered to a

: mobile transceiver, preferably including an acknowledgment signal

 
Ireturn from the mobile transceiver to the network, the counter

i(not shown} in the central computer 2002 is decremented by a value
iD.

After the occurrence of either of the events tested for in

.step 2902 or step 2904, the algorithm proceeds to step 2905. In

step 2906, if the counter value is greater than a predetermined

Ivalue J, this indicates that the likelihood that a probe signal

will be necessary to locate the mobile transceiver is greater than
a selected value.

As can be seen, the process of substeps in Fig. 29(A)

,bslances the frequency of probe signals sent to-a particular unit

Eagainst the number of successfully delivered messages to that

 
unit. If the system must send a large number of probe signals, it
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-Eeature. In contrast, if many messages have been successfully

delivered without requiring a probe signal, it is unnecessary to

enable the registration feature by setting the registration flag.

1 In step 2803, a message is sent to the mobile unit to enable|1

i

i
i
i

i the mobile transoeiver's capability to transmit a registration

igsignal if the calculated likelihood in step 2804 exceeds a
Eiselected value. As can be seen, step 2808 preferably sets the

, registration flag in the mobile transceiver unit.

Fig. 23(3) shows a flow chart describing a method 2310 for

implementing the registration concepts of the present invention

wherein the registration feature of the mobile unit is enabled. -

In step 2812. the network sends a message to enable the

registration feature (i.e. set the registration flag to l) of the

mobile unit to enable the mobile transceiver's capability to

I transmit a registration signal. As can be seen, step 2812

Idetermines the initial state for the method set forth in Pig.

.23;s;.

In step 2314, the network stores the number of registration

signals received by the netWork during a first period of time, and

the number of messages successfully delivered to the mobile

transceiver by the network during a second period of time.

Preferably, the first and second time intervals are identical.

The traffic statistics database.2200 of the database 2005 is

preferably used to store the number of registration signals and

jsuccessful messages for each mobile unit. As explainedE .I

 
hereinafter, these two statistics from the operation of the

l

7 72 -

.f
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‘by the mobile unit is useful.
i In step 2816, the stored number of registration signals and

.l
[P

E
i

1 ‘ network are preferably used to determine whether the registration
|

I
I.number of messages successfully delivered is processed to evaluate

S ;ithe likelihood that a registration signal will be received by a

‘base receiver in the network that will not he used by the network

‘to determine a set of base transmitters to be operated to transmit

:ja message to the mobile transceiver. The preferred embodiment of
‘jthe invention processes the stored number of registration signals

10 lreceived and number of messages successfully delivered in

iaccordance with the method set forth in Fig. 29(B) .
Referring now to Fig. 29(B), therein is shown a series of

llsubsteps which are preferably performed during the implementation\l

i

15 l steps 2912 and 2914 are event driven and only proceed to the next

L‘step after an input has been received by the network. Step 2912

f‘determines if a registration signal was received by a base

f!receiver in the network. If so, a counter (not shown) in the

9 central computer 2002 is incremented by a value A.
|

i

20 Q! In step 2914, if a message was successfully delivered to a|

I

mobilefltrensceiver, preferably including an acknowledgment signal

 
return from the mobile transceiver to the system, the counter [not

A

’5
shown) in the central computer 2002 is decremented by a value M.

it should be understood that the counter referred to with

25 . regard to steps 2912 and 2914 is different then the counter.1 _

“mourn Eireferred to with regard to steps 2902 and 2904 since each counter
FINNEC‘W‘ Heunsnsmu 1!r- t rr : . . - . .

”flfiflggu I!J.S only necessary when the registration feature is enabled orwas : saw. u u H ‘
'«siumntflfl, o: zoos: 1s-ZOI. «Oi-4090 1
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ii
I

s

i
i
I

disabled in the mobile transceiver. However, the same physical or

logical device may be used to implement both counters.

After the occurrence of either events in the step 2912 or

step 2914, the algorithm proceeds to step 2916. In step 2916, the

process determines if the counter value is greater than a

predetermined value T. The value of T can be varied to meet the

needs of a particular network. When the counter value exceeds T,

it is indicated that the likelihood that a registration signal

from that mobile unit will not be used by the network to determine

a new set of base transmitters, and therefore the registration

status for that mobile unit needs to be changed to disable the

registration feature.

In other words, the process in Pig. 29(3) balances the

frequency of registration signals sent by a particular unit

against the number of successfully delivered messages.to that

unit. As can be seen, if the mobile unit sends a large number of

registration signals without the system using these registration

signals, it would be useful to have the registration feature on

that mobile unit disabled. In contrast. if many messages have

been successfully delivered without too many registration signals

being sent by the mobile unit, it is unnecessary for the

registration feature to be disabled.

In step 2818, a message is sent to the mobile unit to disable

the mobile transceiver's capability to transmit a registration

signal if the calculated likelihood in step 2314 exceeds a

selected value. As can be seen, step 2818 may preferably removeI

the registration flag in the mobile transceiver unit.

.--14' —

M?{;
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Of course, it should be understood that the variables P, D,

1and J used in ?ig. 29(A], and the variables A, M, and T used in
Fig. 29(8) can be adjusted as desired to enhance system

i

! performance, as will be apparent to one of ordinary skill in the'
!
. art. The counters can be implemented with so-called "reflective

- boundaries" so that if a counter reaches a minimum value (e.g.,

'zero), it will continuously reset to that minimum value when

lIl
r
I
I
l

E
qurther deoremented.l

l

lI
I

i

It will be apparent to these skilled in the art that various\

modifications and variations can be made in the systems and

‘ methods of the present invention without departing from the scope

or spirit of the invention.

Other embodiments of the invention will be apparent to those
5
l\ [skilled in the art from consideration of the specification and

‘Epractice of the invention disclosed herein. It is intended thatl .

:the specification and examples be considered as exemplary only‘

fiwith a true scope and spirit of the invention being indicated by

the following claims.
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flflAT I5 CLAIMED IS:

‘111. A method for information transmission by - plurality ofT

‘Ltransmitters to provide broad communication vipahility over a

1rregion of space, the informatiOn transmiss‘on Occurring during at

 
r (d) transmitt' g by the first set of transmitters a second
L

.Lblock of informat.on during the second time period; and

l (e) tranSratting by the second set-of transmitters a third

block of inEIJiation during the second time period.
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2. a multi—carrier simulcast transmission system for

transmitti in a desired frequency band a message contained in an
 

 
 
 

   

 
 
 

 

jlinformation s
I first trans

IIsignal by generatinl
I

II
’ transmitter, for transmitting he information signal in simulcast

nal, the system comprising:

'tter means for transmitting an information

a first plurality of carrier signals within

 the desired frequency and and by modulating the first plurality

Iof carrier signals to co vey the information signal} and

 second transmitter mea s, spatially separated from the first

Iwith the first transmitter by geI

I
I

I
I

I

I
I

I

rating a second plurality of

carrier signals at substantially t same frequencies as the first 
plurality of carrier signals and by m ulating the second

plurality of carrier signals to convey t information signal.

I
I

II

I
I

I

I
I

I
I
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3. A communication method implements in a computer controlled

{region of space, the region of space being divided into a
| communication network for locating a obile transceiver within aI
|
I

-rplura1ity of zones with each zone 5 rviced by at least one base

-‘transmitter and at least one base eceiver, the network storing

zldata corresponding to a zone wher the mobile transceiver was last

iéknown to be located, the commoni ation method comprising the stepsJ

.-

Ethe base transmitter;

! (c) receiving the regional pro signal by the mobile
I .StranSCELVEI;

(d) transmittin an acknowledgment signal by the mobile

transceiver in resp nse to the received regional probe signal;

(e) receiving the acknowledgment signal from the mobileI

Itransceiver by a ase receiver; and
i

(f) updatin the date to reflect the zone of the base

receiver that r ceived the acknowledgment signal as the last known

location of th mobile transceiver. 
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.assigned to a first zone, and the

_ assigned to a second zone;

4. A method of communicating messages between plurahity of
 

 
 

 
 

 
  

 

 

  
 

base transmitters and mobile receivers within a egion of space

divided into a plurality of zones with each zo e having at least

one base transmitter assigned thereto, the c nication method

comprising the steps of:

(a) transmitting substantially simul neously a first

Einformation signal and a second informat on signal to communicate

messages to the mobile receivers, the irst information signal

being'transmitted in simulcast by a irst set of base transmitters

cond information signal_being

transmitted in simulcast by a sec nd set of base transmitters

(b) dynamically reassign’ng e or more of the base

  
 

transmitters in the first 5 t of be e mitter assigned to the

first zone to the second

second zone as a functi

area, thereby creatin an updated first set of base transmitters

and an updated seco set of base transmitters; and

to] transmit ng substantially simultaneously a third

information sign 1 and a fourth information signal, the third

information 51 al being transmitted in simulcast by the updated

first set of ass transmitters, and the fourth information signal

being trans itted in simulcast by the updated second set of base

transmitt rs to communicate additional messages to said mobile

receivers.
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5. A mobile transceiver unit for transmitti messages to and 

  
  
 

  

 
 

 

 

 

'receiving messages from a network comprisin

1 input means for allowing the user t input a user message to

} the unit;
: transmitter means for transmit inq a radio frequency signal

,iincluding the user message from e mobile unit to the network:

W receiver means for receiv'-g radio frequency signals having a

message from the network;

the network : and

l|

il
|
1
1
l

i
l _ .

' a circuit,

ltransmitter me e, for disabling the transmitter means upon
‘detection 0 the electromagnetic signal, thereby preventing

unwanted edio frequency transmission.
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\ computer, the network including a plurality of base transmitters

{Efor transmitting messages from the network t the nubile
filtransceiver and base receivers for receivin messages from the

‘. mobile transceiver, the mobile transceive being capable of

sending a registration signal to be rece ved by a base receiver in

comprising the steps of:

(a) sending a message fr the network to the mobile

I... ‘1. fl) :1rr l- H. '1; .... [1‘ 0| |-' 0nDr?la.0D r0'3'm 5{II fl{3'O
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7. A communication method for controlling a mobile transceiver

which may communicate with a communication twork controlled by a 
computer, the network including a plurali of base transmitters

for transmitting messages to the mobile ransceiver and base

éreceivers for receiving messages from he mobile transceiver, the

:mobile transceiver being capable of ending a registration signal

to be received by a base receiver ' the network to identify thet

.!mobile transceiver's location, th network using received

registration signals to determi a set of base transmitters to beI

:operated to transmit a message to the mobile transceiver, the|

method comprising the steps 0

(a) sending a message ran the network to the mobile

transceiver to enable the obile transceiver’s capability to

}transmit a registration ignal;

i (b) storing the n er of regi - ion signals from the

:imobile transceiver to he network d a first period of time

.Iand the number of me sages successfully delivered to the mobile

'ftransceiver by the etwork during a period of time;

(c) processi g the stored number of registration signals and
[number of messa s successfully delivered to evaluate a likelihood

ithat a registr tion signal from said mobile unit will not be used

by the netwo to determine a set of base transmitters; and

(d) as ding a message to the mobile unit to disable the 
_ 32 -
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PATENT

Attorney Docket No. 03680.0033-04

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re Application of:

Dennis CAMERON et el.

Continuation Application of
Serial No.: 07M73.918 Group Art Unit: Unassigned

Filed: December 6, 1996 Examiner Unassigned

For: A Nationwide Communication

System

Assistant commissioner for Patents
Washington. Dc 20231

Sir.

P N E

E Priorto the examination of the above application, please amend this application

as follows: ‘

INVENTORSHIP:

E’Iease delete “RADE PETROVIC“ as a named ooinvento ’n this applicatioa
IN THE TITLE:

Kindly change the title to - M TI-IOD AND STEM FOR PROVIDING

MULTICARRIER SIMULCA RANSMISSION—.

IN THE DRAWINGS:

 

 

Subject to the approval of the Examiner and as indicated in the concurrently-filed

 
Request For Approval 01‘ Drawing Change, please amend the drawings as follows:

LW OFFICES
Flmsemr Hmeaksou,
PM Guam

3 DUNNER,L.L.P..aao 1 sweet u w
HMSHINO‘POM. a: EMOBunease-soon
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WASHINCHDN, DC'IO-‘QDSrogues-moo

Fig. 1. add reference character “F” in the overlap area between transmitters 102

and 104;

Figs. 1-5, add the label “Prior Art"; and

Fig. 5. add base transmitters 613 and 615.

!N THE SPECIFICATION:

Please amend the specif ' tion as follows: finge “Massood/to
'page. cha e “Baggat’ to —Bhag

/lntheye/
Page 19. line 3, replace “Although not stream in Fig. 6. each“ with -- achn‘, and

--Masoud—

  ne4 alter“ tions" in - L . shown as. for example. base

transmitters 613 and 615 in Fig. 6.4V  
IN THE CLAIMS:

Please cancel urns 1 and 3-? without prejudimsdaimer of the subject

matter thereof. and amend claim nd add new claim-24 as follows:
 

J’K \- ’21 (Amended) Amulti-carrier simulcast transmission syste ortransm'rtling in a
5L.

desired frequency band a message contained in an informatlo signal. the system

comprising:

afirst transmitter [means for transmitting a formation signal by generatingi

Wit3 first plurality of ca ' signals within the desired frequency

band [and by modulating the first plu r. ity of carrier signals to convey the information

signal — r I h't t Lur- ..u: ILL :ar--:. .'g . 'OIIII aft]-

nun J” - .-_ nut :33: -| -| o I":|. 0 ', and
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asecond transmitterIrneans], spatially separated from the firstt ._- ' itter. [for

transmitting the information signal} ..1 fu .,_ . l... at :. ...seno. . ..-.‘n . s. l‘

signaisinsimulcastwiththefirst- . -_t - .=_r-ta iu- , '=. l . t - - .a I! i: it

If .1: u-i‘ J]: H H! I - 1111:98: In I -_|._l tn: :5. =1 ._ -.I'

: re - -.l.'r|‘|I_—_ - t: e .- -.1t - o IT -.,I [transmitterby 
generating a can - i plurality of carrier signals at substantially the same frequancies as

the first 1: . lity of carrier signals-and by modulating the second plurality of carrier

siI ais to convey this information signal].
__ i—-—___-

"i. The mu ti-camer simu ca ransmission sys em 0 031m . w ere n e

9. .
first transmitter comprises a plurality of transmitters located in a first area. and the

second transmitter comprises a plurality of transmitters located in a second area.
i

1.9/9." The multi—carrier simulcast transmission system of claim’2“ wherein the

first and second piuralities of carrier signals are evenly spaced within the-desired

frequency band.

a) . ’b
6193;} 3" 'yd The muiti-carrier simulcast transmission system of claim 9.”wherein the

first and second piuralit'ies of carrier signals are spaced approximately every 3 KHz. and

wherein the desired frequency band is approximately 50 KHz wide. \
6 V. The multi—oarrier simulcast transmission system of claim I. wherein each

of the first and second pluralities of carrier- signals comprise eight carrier signals.
i

\Q‘fl The multi-carrier simulcast transmission system of claimz. wherein the

first and second pluralities of carrier signals include an identical number of carrier

signals, and wherein each carrier signal in the first plurality corresponds to and iss.“ nrnnu

FINNECAN. HENDEW,
chw. CARLEU

fl BURNER. L L. P.
|3DQ 1 slit“ N. w.

MINIMOTONDCIODDB ’3'to: 400—1000
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slightly frequency shifted 10-20 Hz from the respective carrier signal in the. second

plurality. , \

4'”. The multi—carrier simulcast transmission system of ciaierTwherein the

first transmitter comprises means for modulating the first plurality of carrier signals

using a modulation scheme, and the second transmitter comprises means for

modulating the second plurality of carrier signals using the modulation scheme.

L614. The multi-carfier simulcast transmission system of claim 1;: wherein the

modulation scheme is selected from the group including: modulated oniofi keying.

binary frequency shift keying. M'ary frequency shift keying. and quadrature amplitude

modulation.

”W5.

comprising:

i

The multi-carrier simulcast transmi-‘ssion system of claim. further

a network operations center configured to generate the information signal. the

network operations center including a receiver for receiving data input to the network

operations center. a database for storing data, a central computer connected to the

receiver and the database for processing the input data and the database data to

generate the infonnstion signal. and a satellite uplink connected to the central

computer for broadcasting the information signal; and

a satellite for receiving the information signal from the network operations center

and for retransmitting the information signal to the first and second transmitters,

wherein each of the first and second transmitters comprises satellite dOWnllnk

means and base transmitter means.
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fl ’ 16. in a mutti-carn'er simulcast transmission system. a metho r transmitting
in a desired frequency band a message contained in an inform n signal. the method

comprising the steps of:

generating a first plurality of center signals ‘ inthe desired frequency band.

each of the first plurality of carrier signals rep senting a portion of the information

signal not represented by others of the tpluarlity of carrier signals:

generating a second plurali of carrier signals within the desired frequency band.

each of the second plurality o errier signals corresponding to and representing

substantially the same in rmation as a respective carrier signal of the first plurality of

carrier signals:

transmitt‘ g the first plurality of carrier signals from a first transmitter;

tra mutter. \o
\/\ 7. The method of claim/1’6. wherein the first and second pluralitles of carrier

signals are evenly spaced within the desired frequency band.
 

. e

EVE. The method of claim 1). wherein the firs‘t and second pluralitles of carrier
signals are spaced approximately every 3 KHz. and wherein the desired frequency

band is approximately 50 KHz wide.
a \o

{”26 The method of claim .16. wherein the first and second pluralitles of carrier
signals each comprise eight carrier signals.o

3‘26. The method of claim 16, wherein the first and second plurailties of carrier

signals include an identical number of carrier signals. and wherein each carrier signal in
-5-
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the first plurality corresponds to and is slightly frequency shifted 10-20 Hz from the

respective carrier signal in the second plurality.

tic-iii. The method of claim ngwherein at least one of the first and second

pluralities of carrier signals is modulated according to a modulation scheme seiected

from the group including: modulated onioff keying. binary frequency shift keying. M'ary

frequency shift keying. and quadrature amplitude modulation.

Q34. The method of claim £6. wherein the step of generating the first plurality

{<13 of carrier signals comprises the substep of modulating the first plurality of carrier signals
using a modulation scheme. (a

A I

\ 2‘ The method of claim )6: wherein the step of generating a second plurality
of carrier signals comprises the substep of modulating the second plurality of carrier

signals using a modulation scheme.

€024. The method of ciaim 1%. wherein the step of generating a second plurality
of carrier signals compn'ses the substep of generating the second plurality of carrier

signals at frequencies slightly offset from the first plurality of carrier signals-

EM

Prior to examination. applicants have amended this application. Specifically.

applicants amended the title. drawings. and specification to address issues raised in

previous Office Actions of the parent application. In addition. applicants canceled

claims 1 and 3-7. which were considered in related applicatlons. and amended claim 2

and added new claims 8-24.Law O‘ht‘:
FINNEGAN. HEsznson.

Famow. GARRETT
B DUNHEILLLJL

ISOO I Effita-Mfl'f"
VMIHINGT‘DN. 5: zones ' 6 -:ea-aoa-aoco
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Applicants submit that the invention. as claimed in pending claims 2 and 8-24. is

not disclosed or suggested by the prior art of record in the parent application or any

other related applications. Accordingly. applicants request favorable consideration of

this application and allowance of the pending claims.

If an extension of time required to timely file this Amendment under 37 CPR.

§ 1,132: is not accounted for above. such extension is hereby requested and the fee for

the extension should be charged to our Deposit Account No. 06-0916. If there are any

other fees clue in connection with the filing of this Amendment not accounted for above.

such fees should also be charged to our Deposit Account.

Respectfully submitted.

FINNEGAN. HENDERSON, FARABOW.
GARRETT & DUNNER. L.L.P.

Mir-Sc
Allen M. Lo

Reg. No. 37,059

Dated: December 6, 1996

on: our-cu
FmNEcm-i, Hwoeuon,

FAWN, GAMETI'
s DUNNER,L.L. F.man I SYIEET. H. W.

MININB‘DN, DC RUDD! ' 7 '"22- 408-1000
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PATENT I

Attorney Docket No. 0368030834343]? PN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 
.. re Application of:

Dennis CAMERON et al.

)
}

l
Continuation application of )
Serial No.1 071973.918 ) Group Art Unit: Unassigned

)
Filed: December 6. 1998 ) Examinen Unassigned

l
)
)

For: A‘Nationwide

Communication System

Assistant Commissioner of Patents

Washington. 0.0. 20231
Sir:

F O A F G

The Examiner is requested to approve the proposed drawing changes.

which are indicated in red in the attached drawings. as follows:

Fig. 1. add reference character "F" in the overlap area between

transmitters 102 and 104;

Figs. 1-5. add the label ”Prior Art“; and

Fig. 6. add base transmitters 613 and 615.

If there is any fee due in connection with the filing of this proposed

drawing change. please charge such fee to our Deposit Account No. 06-0916.

Respectfully submitted.

FINNEGAN. HENDERSON. FARABOW.
GARRETT & DUNNER

F ”' “""“ Dated: December 6. 1996 By: (2 [L616 icfllNNEGM-l. HENDERSON, '
Fnumfiauifi A119“ M. LO8 DUNHER,L.L P'30“ I Slit“. P4 W

WABHlNflYDII‘ D: £0005
lo: COG-doflfl

Reg. [40.37.0591
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PATENT

Attorney Docket No. 03680.0083-04

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 
Continuation application of
Serial No.: OWE/3,918

Group Art Unit: Unassigned

Filed: December 6. 1996 Examinen Unassigned

For: A NATIONWIDE
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM

”vuvvvukuv
Assistant Commissioner for Patents

Washington. DC. 20231

W

Pursuant to 37 CPR § 1.480)). applicants petition the Commissioner to

correct the inventorship of this application by deleting Mr. Rade Pelrovic as an

inventor. Applicants acknowledge that the subject matter to which Mr. Petrovic is

an inventor is no longer claimed in this application. which is a continuation

application of Serial No. 07f973..91t_3.

A check In the amount of $130.00 is attached as payment of the fee set

torth in 37 C.F.R. §1.‘1T(h). If there are any other fees due in connection with the

filing of this petition. please charge the fees to our Deposit Account No. 06-0916.

Respectfully submitted.

FINNEGAN, HENDERSON. FARABOW.
GARRETT & DUNNER. L.L.P.

 
  

LM omen By. .
me EGAN. HENDEMDH, MIN? 07?: SHE130. 00 BKFamom GARRETI'

B DwnszLJ. Reg' ‘mac 1 avatar, N. N. Date; December 6. 1996mlmuomu, u: am: as
ma --ooe- 4am:
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Serial Number: 05/760,457 -2-

Art Unit: 2611

l. The petition under 37 CFR l.48(b) regarding the deletion ofI

"Mr. Rade Petrovic“ as an inventor has been entered and the

inventorship of this application has been corrected.

2- The following is an Examiner's Statement of Reasons for

Allowance:

As to claims 2 and 16, the prior art of record fails to show

a multi—carrier simulcast transmission system comprising the

first and second transmitters for simultaneously transmitting the

same information signals. The system comprises a plurality of

carrier signals in each of the transmitters wherein each of the

carrier signals represent a portion of the information signal not

represented by other: of the plurality carrier signals.

Any comments considered necessary by applicant must be

submitted'no later than the payment of the Issue Fee and, to

avoid processing delays, should preferably accompany the Issue

Fee. Such submissions should be clearly labeled "Comments on

Statement of Reasons for Allowance."

3- The prior art made of record and not relied upon is

considered pertinent to applicant's disclosure.

Tomisato et a1. and Wei both teach a diversity transmitter

system with plural modulator for transmitting informatics via

plural carrier frequencies-
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Serial Number: oaf760.457 —3-

Art Unit: 2611

4. Any inquiry oonterning this communication or earlier
communications from the examiner should be directed to Thanh Le

whose telephone number is (703) 305-4319.

Any inquiry of a general nature or relating to the status of
this application should be directed to the Group receptionist
whose telephone number is (703) 305-i700.

1V

Efiin’io?'1‘;§7 [w 37+!
Reinhard J. Eisefizonl 34"”

s Isa Pam-t Examine:
upmv éimpzeoo
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‘ UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF DDMMERGE
Patent and Tredemerlt'flflioe
Addreee: BDMMLESIDNER DF FATENTS AND TRADEMARKS

Weehingtont [18.20231

  

 
FINNEGAN HENDERSON FARABOH

.— GARRETT AND BURNER '"
1300 I STREET NH
WASHINGTON DC 20005-3315

NOTICE OF ABANDONMENT

This application Ia abandoned In View oi:

‘l. D Applicant‘s ieiiure in respond to the Office letter. mailed

2. El Applicants letter of express abandonment which is in confluence with 3? c.r-.n. 1.138.

3‘ D Applicant‘s failure to timely tile the response received withln the
period set in the Office letter.

4‘ DApplidant'e tailure to pay the required issue tee within the statutory period of a months from the
mailing date oi oi the Notice of Allowance
CI The issue lee was received on

I] The isme lee has not been received in Allowed Flies Branch as of

 

In accordance with 35 U.S.C. 151 . and tinder the provisions are? G.F_Fi. 1.31qu, appiiunfls)
may petition the Commissioner to 'aooept the delayed payment ol the issue tee it the delay In
payment was unavoidable. The petition must be accompanied by the issue lee. unieee it has
been previously submitted. In the amount specified by 3? ll';.F.Ft. L179). and eve-titled showing
as to the causes or the delay.

Ii aoplicantts] never received the Notice of Niel-Henna. petition liar a new Notice oi Allowance
_ and withdrawal of the holding of abandonment may be appropriate‘in View of Delgar Inc. v

Schuyler. 1T2 U8.PL) 513.

5. R'Appficant’s ieihre in timelygo at: the drawings endlor submit new or substitute icrmelA drawings by ’ - as required in the last Office action.
Ct The corrected andlor so i rewings were received on__.—______.

6. CI The Icaeonts) below.

Q;3)I34? WEE _
j .

'flciriillgguxiaai‘g film"

warmth-men
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Applica'lion or Docket Number

I PATENT APPLICATION FEE DETERMINATION RECORD
Efleclive Omober 1. 1996

CLAIMS A5 FILED - PART I I OTHER THAN
(Column 1) (Cdumn 2 , SMALL ENTITY

_NUMBER FILED NUMBER EXTRA
BASIC FEE '_ _. _ ' " _j _ "

__—
—m—

MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLIzIIM PRESENT

' If the dillaronca In cqumrII Is leis Ihon zero. onlor “o' In column 2
mm

CLAIMS AS AMENDED - PART II 01115:: THAN
{Column I] {Column 2] [Coiumn 3] SMALL ENTITY SMALL ENTITYI

' - HIGHEST
' I REMAINING . - NUMBER ADDI-

- - PREVIOUSLY RATE TIONAL
«AMENDMENT -' I- " PAID FOR FEE

--w_

FIFIST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM

_<.—
Z
I.IJ
E
D
Z
I.I.I
E
q

(Culumn 1) (Column 2)
CLAIMS 1. ' V HIGHEST

I REMAINING ._ NUMBER
I PREVIOUSLY TIONAL TIONAL

PAID FOR FEE FEE

FIFIST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM

AMENDMENTB
TOTAL

(Cqumn ‘1] (Column 2] {Column 3! AUDIT. FEE
' CLAIMS i HIGHEST

REMAINING ‘ NUMBER ADDI-
_ _ AFTER . . ' PREVIOUSLY TIONAL . TIDNAL

': AMENDMENT . PAID FOR FEE FEE
I'.I _ . .

--m_

FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM
: II Ihe entry in-colurrm 1 Is loo: than "10 onlry in oolumn 2. mm '0‘ In column a.' II [he 'H'Iuhost Number Previously PaId For IN THIS SPACE In less Hun 20. onlor‘m.‘
"'11 me “Highest Numbar Pruvloufly PaId For IN THIS SPACE Is lass man :L auteur-1' “3917' F55Thu “Highest Humour Proquuoly Fan! For [Tow or Inmpemm) is the menus: numhur 1mm! In Ina apprupmlo no): In column 1.

AMENDMENTC
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m" 36 '9'? 15:59 FR FINNEGF‘N HENDERECIN 232 466 diam TU 17133325538 p_52

f ,ll1:

1'1J M 3m
1 nag-mac: gg TEE 215.121.0535 (85qu ”(7&3

A two-way communication systcm for communicationfhatuoen a

system network and a mobile “Dita The system not rk includes a

plurality of base transmitters and base receiv 3 included in the

5 network. The base transmitters are divided into tonal assignments

and broadcast in simulcast using multi-carrier modulation

gtEchniquon. The system network controls tho base transmitters to

3Ebroadcast.in simulcast during both cystcmwidc and zonal time

-'- intervals. The cyst-m network dynamically lit-rs Iona boundaries

to a-to maximise information throughput. The protected mobile unit

5!includes a,nolsa dotoctor circuit to prcvcnt unwanted

:itransmissions. who system network further provides an adaptive

'registration feature for mobile units which controls the

I'rogistration operations by the mobile units to maximize

15 - information throughput.

.u Won -

”ca-1cm. Hmnmau ’1Hum. mum '
a Dun-mu

:Jua I ifltcf. It I
\ ‘lI-‘I-IOYDH. BK (966!

I Ifll duo-1:00  

“HI TUTFL PFEE.BE #0!
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r1 Hie-Si,

FF’UC/
IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE T1 1Q

ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS L1 1 0] H8BOX FWC

Washington. DC. 20231 Attorney's Docket Number:W

Prior Appliticn: 081760.457

8er This is a request for filing a

[X] Continuation [ IContinuation-in-part [ ]Divisional applicatiOn under 37 C.F.R.
§ 1.62 of pending prior application Serial Ne.wfiledM.
which is a Rule 1.60 continuation of prior application Serial No. mm, filed
W.now patent No. 5.590.403, forMEItlQQANELSISIEMflB
W '

(Title of Invention)

by the following named inventor(s).

Full Name : Family Name First Given Name Second Given Name
of : '

I _ :FIIEEHI E . 12!
Residence 5..' City State or Foreign Country Country of Citizenship

Ween—MM
Post Office :Post Office Address City State 8. Zip Coder'Country

9!! :2“ EA“! H""352|
Full Name : Family Name First Given Name Second Given Name

of '

IDEQEOE ‘1 BQEHB JB Walla: ' fighgflga
Residence 8. : City State or Foreign Country Country of Citizenship

at. . :5! VI" ”59
Post Office : Post Office Address City State 8. Zip CodeICountry

Adgmfi -; 11:17 Egutfi'fihpfi 3523;], Bestoofliroloie 22:19::
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Page 2 of 5

 

 

F U“ Name : Family Name First Given Name Second Given Name
of ‘

' AT ai

Residence 8: I City State or Foreign Country Country of Citizenship

Post Office : Post Office Address City State it Zip CodeICountry

Full Name :Family Name I I First Given Name A Second Given Name
of 1

Miriam—fl
Residence & : City State or Foreign Country Country of Citizenship

i ' ' E ' ' i i

Post Office : Post Office Address City State & Zip CodeiCountry

Full Name I :Family Name A First Given Name " ‘ ‘ I Second Given Name
of .

WW
Residence 3. : City State or Foreign Country Country of Citizenship

Post Office : Post Office Address City State & iipCodeICountry

Ell JZEIET' | :.! I [I"' .352”
Full Name : Family Name First Given Name Second Given Name
of :

I 'EEIEEBEIEII I: I 5!.
Residence 8: : City State er Foreign Country Country of Citizenship

anaemia : mashingigfl. 2,9. ' use __
Post Office : Post Office Address City State & Zip CodeICoumry

mums azamnzsi I“... m I.

The above-identified prior application in which no payment of the issue fee,
abandonment of. or termination of proceedings has occurred is hereby expressiy
abandoned as of the filing date ofthis new application. Please use all the contents of
the prior application file wrapper. including the drawings. as the basic papers for the
new application.
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Page 3 of 5

1. [ ] Enter the amendment previously filed on under 37 C.F.R. § 1.116 but
unentered. in the prior application.

2. I I A Preliminary Amendment is enclosed.

3. [X] The filing fee is calculated on the basis of the claims existing in the prior
application as amended at 1 and 2 above.

 
Reduction by V: for :
fil‘ | I! . . _

F I = ' 770 00

4. [)tX} A check in the amount of 3111049110 cover the filing fee is enclosed.

5. [XX] The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge any fees including fees
due under 37 C.F.R. §§ 1.16 and 1.17 which may be required. or credit
any overpayment to Deposit Account No. 06-0916.

6. [ ] A new declaration is included since this application is a continuation—in-
part which discloses and claims additional matter.

7. [XX] Amend the spéifioation by inserting before the first line. the sentence: 

Minis application is a [ ]continuation-in-part. [X] continuation, [ ]division, of
application Serial New. filedW.now abandoned.
which is a Rule 60 continuation of prior applicatio Serial No. 01mm. tiled
W.now patent No. 5,590,403. 

B. [ ] A verified statement clalming small entity status

I ] is enclosed orl ] is on tile in the prior application.
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10. [X]
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x.
:L:

12. per]

Page 4 of 5

Priority of application Serial No. filed on (country) is
claimed under 35 U.S.C. § 119. A certified copy

[ ] is enclosed orl ] is on file in the prior application.

The prior application is assigned of record to:W

The power of attorney in the prior application is to at least one of the
following: FINNEGAN, HENDERSON. FARABOW. GARRETT 3
DUNNER. L_L.P.. Reg. No. 22.540. Douglas B. Henderson. Reg.
No. 20.291; Ford F. Farabow. Jr.. Reg. No. 20.630; Arthur 8. Garrett.
Reg. No. 20.338; Donald R. Dunner, Reg. No. 19.073; Brian G.
Brunsvold. Reg. No. 22.593;1‘1pton D. Jennings. lV. Reg. No. 20.645;
Jerry D. Voight. Reg. No. 23.020; Laurence R. Hefter. Reg. No. 20.827;
Kenneth E. Payne. Reg. No. 23.098; Herbert H. Mintz. Reg. No. 25.591:
C. Larry O'Rourke. Reg. No. 26.014; Albert J. Santoralli. Reg. No. 22610;
Michael 0. Elmer. Reg. No. 25,857; Richard H. Smith. Reg. No. 20.609;
Stephen L. Petersan. Reg. No. 26,325; John M. Romary, Reg.
No. 26,331; Bruce C. Zotter. Reg. No. 27.680; Dennis P. O'Reilley. Reg.
No. 27.932; Allen M. Sokal. Reg. No..26.695; Robert D. Bajefsky. Reg.
No. 25.387: Richard L. Stroup. Reg. No. 23.420: David W. Hill. Reg.
No. 28.220; Thomas L. Irving. Reg. No. 28,319; Charles E. Lipsey. Reg. _
No. 28.165; Thomas W. Winland. Reg. No. 27.605; Basil J. Lewris. Reg.
No. 28.318; Martin |. Fuchs. Reg. No. 20.508; E. Robert Yoches, Reg.
No. 30.120; Barry W. Graham. Reg. No. 29.924; Susan Haberman
Grifien. Reg. No. 30.907; Richard B. Racine. Reg. No. 30.415; Thomas H.
Jenkins, Reg. No. 30.857; Robert E. Converse. Jr.. Reg. No. 27,432;
Clair X. Mullen. Jr.. Reg. No. 20.348; Christopher P. Foley. Reg.
No. 31.354; John C. Paul. Reg. No. 30.413; David M. Kelly. Reg.
No. 30.953; Kenneth J. Meyers. Reg. No. 25.146; Carol P. Einaudi. Reg.
No. 32.220; Walter Y. Boyd. Jr.. Reg. No. 31,738; Steven M. Anzalone.
Reg. No. 32.095; Jean B. Fordls. Reg. No. 32.984: Barbara C. McCurdy.
Reg. No. 32.120; James K. Hammond. Reg. No. 31.964: Richard V.
Burgujian. Reg. No. 31.744; J. Michael Jakes. Reg. No. 32.824; Dirk D.
Thomas. Reg. No. 32.600: Thomas W. Banks. Reg. No. 32.719;
Christopher P. lsaac. Reg. No. 32.616; Bryan C. Diner. Reg. No. 32.409;
M. Paul Barker. Reg. No. 32.013; Andrew Chanho Sonu. Reg. No.
33.457; David S. Forman. Reg. No. 33.694; Vincent P. Kovalick. Reg. No.
32.367; and Allen M. Lo. Reg. No. 37.059. -

Please address all correspondence to FlNNEGAN. HENDERSON.
FARABOW. GARRETT and DUNNER. L.L.P.. 1300 | Street. N.W..
Washington. D.C. 20005-3315.
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Page 5 of 5

13. [ 1 Recognize as associate attorney

(name, address 8: Reg. No.)

14, [ ] Also enclosed is

W. If any extension of time is necessary for the filing of this
application. including any extension in the parent application. serial no.W.
tiledW.for the purpose of maintaining copende'ncy between the parent
application and this application. and such extension has not otherwise been requested.
such an extension is hereby requested. and the Commissioner is authorized to charge
necessary fees for such an extension to our Deposit Account No. 06—0916. A duplicate
copy of this paper is enclosed for use in charging the deposit account.

it is understood that secrecy under 35 U.S.C. § 122 is hereby waived to the extent that
if information or access is available to any one at the applications in the tile wrapper of
a 37 CPR § 1.62 application. be it either this application or a prior application in the
same file wrapper, the US. Patent and Trademark Office may provide similar
information or access to all the other applications in the same file wrapper.

FINNEGAN, HENDERSON. FARABOW.
GARRETT 8: DUNNER. L.L.P.

By;
Allen M. Lo _

Date: July 24. 1997 Reg. No. 37,059
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PATEN I Q
Attorney Docket No. 3680‘0083-05

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re Application of:

Dennis CAMERON et al.

saintsGroup Art Unit: ‘

Examiner: Unassigned

Serial No.: 081399.476

Filed: July 24. 1997 vuvguuuu
For. METHOD-AND SYSTEM FOR PROVIDING

MULTICARRIER SIMULCAST TRANSMISSION

Assistant Commissioner for Patents

Washington. DC "20231

Sir:

Y N 

l E“ S (.- 1’” Prior to the examination of the above application. please amend this application
Y turn [‘1 as follows:

”11/ ill THE cums;
Please amend cl 5 2 and 16 and add new claim Queues:

\ . ,2. (Twice Amended) A multi-carrier simulcast transmission system for

transmitting in a desired frequency band [a] atjeasmne message contained in an

infomtation signal. the system comprising:

a first transmitter configured to transmit a first plurality of carrier signals within

the desired frequency band. each of the first plurality of carrier signals representing a

portion of the information signal substantially "D! represented by (:1th Of the filial

plurality of carrier signals; and
um unless

Fri-m scam. HEND'E Mom
Fmow. (35an
a DUNNER.L.L.P.1.500 I SYPKI‘l, H‘ N.

muluorou. I3. c. locus
:62- non-soon

l
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a second transmitter. spatially separated from the first transmitter, configured to

transmit a second plurality of carrier signals in simulcast with the first plurality of carrier

signals. each of the second plurality of carrier signals corresponding to and

representing substantially the same information as a respective carrier signal of the first

 
plurality of carrier signals. 

 \O' . (Amended) In a mum-carrier simulcast transmission system. a method for l

transmitting in a desired frequency band [a] afleaamrle message contained in an /I'
i

ll.—

inforrnation signal. the method comprising the steps of:

generating a first plurality of carrier signals within the desired frequency band.

each of the first plurality of carrier signals representing a portion of the information

signal substantially not represented by others of the first pluarlity of carrier signals;

generating a second plurality of carrier signals within the desired frequency band.

each of the second plurality of carrier signals corresponding to and representing

substantially the same information as a respective carrier signal of the first plurality of

carrier signals;

transmitting the first plurality of-carrier signals from a first transmitter;

transmitting the second plurality of carrier signals from a second transmitter in

simulcast with transmission of the first plurality of carrier signals from the first

transmitter.

Lam arr-c :5

Fit"! EGAN, Hmosmn,PW, GAILAEIT
. a DWELLL‘E

not: I swear, n. w.
WASHINGTON‘ D. E. across

I a: - ID!- 1690
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  \% A multi-carrier simulcast transmission system for transmitting in a
desired frequency band at least one message contained in an information signal. the 

 
 

system comprising:

means for transmitting a first plurality of carrier signals within the desired 

  
 
 
 
 
 

_frequency band. each of the first plurality of carrier signals representing a portion of

the information signal substantially not represented by others of the first plurality of

carrier signals; and

means fortransmitting a second plurality of carrier signals in simulcast with

the first plurality of carrier signals, each of the second plurality of carrier signals

corresponding to and representing substantially the same infom'lation as a respective 
  
 

carrier signal of the first plurality of carrier signals.—

W 

 
Prior to examination. applicants have amended independent claims 2 and 16

and added new claim 25. New claim 25 defines a multi-carrier simulcast system

using means-plus—function recitations, rather than structural recitations as contained

in independent claim 2.

LAI' orrmcs

firm 5cm, HENDERSON,FAMEOW’, GARREIT
a DUNN an, L J. P.

_ I300 I Srkttfl Il- w. ' 3 ‘Wflfllflflfifll. u>€4 20005
auswssaeoo
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if an extension of time required to timely file this Preliminary Amendment

under 37 C.F.R. § 1.136 is not accounted for above. such extension is hereby

requested and the fee for the extension should be charged to our Deposit Account

No. 06-0916. If there are any other lees clue in connection with the filing of this

Preliminary Amendment not accounted for above. such fees should also be charged

to our Deposit Account.

Respectfully submitted.

FINNEGAN. HENDERSON. FARABOW.
, GARRETT 8t. DUNNER‘ L.L.P.

By: Mab—
Allen M. Lo '

Reg. No. 37.059

Dated: September 12. 1997
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Transaction Histoy Data H“I 1' ° 1“”-
Data information retrieved from USPTO Patent

Application Intonation Retrieval (PAIR)
system records atwwwmsplogov

at l l

n—bPATéNT 98
Attorney Docket No. 3680.0083-05

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE ‘
In re Application of:

 
Dennis Cameron et a].

Serial No.: DB!399.476 .Group Art Unit: Unassigned

 
Filed: duly24.1997 Examiner: Unassigned

UUUUUUUV
For: METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR PROVIDING

MULTICARRIER SIMULCAST TRANSMISSION

Assistant Commissioner for Patents

Washington. 0.6. 20231

 
Sir:

WW

Pursuant to 37 C.F.R. §§ 1.56 and 1.97(I:I). applicants bring to the attention of

the Examiner the documents listed on the attached PTO 1449‘ This Information I
Disclosure Statement is being filed within three months of the filing date of the above» I

referenced application.

Copies of the listed documents are attached.

Applicants respectfully requests that the Examiner consider the listed documents

and indicate that they were considered by matting appropriate notations on the

attached form.

This submission does not represent that a search has been made or that no

better art exists and does not constitute an admission that each or all of the listed
Lawn nrnc : :-

FINNEcm, Hancsasos, documents are material or constitute "prior art" If the Examiner applies any of theFmsmr, {inane-n
a Down at L. L. P.I300 K ITQKIT. I“ W‘

WAQMINGTDH) me. Inooienemas-«mo  
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 documents as prior art against any claim in the application and applicants determine

that the cited documents do not constitute "prior art" under United States law.

the appropriate status of such documents. .

Applicants further reserve the right tci take appropriate action to establish the

patentability of the disclosed invention over the listed documents, should one or more of

the documents be applied against the claims of the present application.

if there is any fee due in connection with the filing of this Statement. please

charge the fee to our Deposit Account No. 06-0916.

FINNEGAN. HENDERSON. FARABOW.
GARRETT 8n DUNNER. L.L.P_

WM
Allen M. Lo

Reg. No. 37.059
Date: September 12. 1997

l .

applicants reserve the right to present to the office the relevant facts and law regarding i

Respectfully submitted.

I

up! a ' tie: a

FrHNEGAN, HEN Damn,
hum. CARRE‘I‘I‘

fl Dunn EILL L F.
doc 1 grain. N. w. - 2 .-WAlHtilGl'Oll, n. LIDDDS

lol-‘Ga-‘OUQ
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—______—F._e___.—QMB_EQLW

| | Afly. Docket No. I Serial No. |
| | 3580.0083—05 1 031399376 |
l l______.__—1___e—l
l INFORMATION DISCLOSURE CITATION | Applicant
| i Dennis Cameron et ai.
i
i

l

|Filing Date |Group 7 I

|Ju1y24,1997 | 251.1. 71qu |
|
|
i

  
lExaminer W H,- be I Date Considered a“ (—2th _ I
I *EXAMINER: Initial if reference considered. whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609; |
| draw line through citation if not in conformance and not considered. Include eupy of this form I
| with next ccmmunicaiion to applicant. I 

Form PTO 1449 Patent and Trademark Office - U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
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lnl: :Illl Apfiimnn No ‘

PCT/US 93/10713
CIJISSIFIEATION 03' SUBJECT MA‘ITER

EFC 5 HO4H3/OO H0407/04

According In lnlemnaul Nun! autumn “Fl; or I» both mflnll dlnifiwlon 4nd IFC _
fl. FIELDS SEAR-CHM)
Minimum Ilwlmlluon We dmfimn xylem followed my cinnamon won]
IPE 5 HOflH H040 H048

Damn-man ma cum nun nummum emu-11mm” In the man: Il-Il Mh damn“ In unwind :n The field: med

liken-uni: in: has: «mm: m. lhe immlliml my: (Am: a! flu hide Ind. mm: pruned. aural: mm ml)

L‘. DOCUMENTS mNSIDEEED TD OE REIJWANT _

-m..mmm..m..mm
HO,A,9O D4314 (MOTOROLA IHC.) 19 April1990
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the
PATENT

Attorney Docket No, 3630.9??3:
IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

qilslq
in re Application of:

Dennis W. CAMERON et all

Serial No.: 081899.476 roup Art Unit: Unassigned 
Filed: July 24, 1997 Examiner: Unassigned

. i
For: METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR )

PROVIDING MULTICARRIER )
SIMULCAST TRANSMISSION )

Assistant Commissioner for Patents

Washington, DC. 20231

NFO ATIDN DI CLO T C.F . 1

Sir:

Pursuant to 37 C.FR. §§ 1.56 and 1.97“”, Applicants bring to the attention of the

Examiner the document listed on the attached PTO 1449. This Information Disclosure

Statement is being filed. insofar as the undersigned is aware. before the mailing date of

a first Office Action on the merits for the above-referenced application,

The document listed in this Information Disclosure Statement was cited in a

communication from the European Patent Office in a counterpart foreign application. and

this Information Disclosure Statement is being filed within three months of the mailing date

of that communication.

A copy of the listed document is attached.

Applicants respectfully request that the Examiner consider the listed document and
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Law B'Flcll

FIN MEGAN. HENDEMON.
hum, GARRETT

3 Donna]. L r.lino I EYHLEY, 11.".
WQKIIICITDH. DC IDDOBIn): dbl-4000

indicate that it was considered by making the appropriate notation on the attached form

This submission does not represent that a search has been made or that no better

art exists and does not constitute an admission that the listed document is material or

constitutes "prior art." It the Examiner applies the document as prior art against any claim

in the application and Applicants determine that the cited document does not constitute

"prior art" under United States law. Applicants reserve the right to present to the Office the

relevant (acts and law regarding the appropriate status of such document.

Applicants further reserve the right to take appropriate action to establish the

patentability of the disclosed invention over the listed document, should the listed

document be applied against the claims of the present application.

If there is any fee due in connection with the filing of this Statement. please charge

the fee to our Deposit Account No. 06-0916.

Respectfully submitted,

FINNEGAN. HENDERSON, FARABOW,
GARRETT 8t DUNNER. L.L:F'.

£54644?
Robert A. Cahill

Reg. No. 20,557

Dated: December Li. 1997
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OMB No. 0551-6011

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE CITATION

{Use several sheets if necessary]

Atty Docket NO. 03680.0083-05 ' '_ .

Applicant Dennis W. CAMERON at El

Fllirtg Date July 24. 1997

  

 
  
  

  

 
 
 

 I

U.S. PATENT DOCUM‘ A
Document

Examiner Initial“ Number Date "b Filing Date
less If Appropriate

h.-
I

“1" nre

I!l!!!'Illli?
 

 
FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS

Document
Number Date

WO 90104314 19.04.

uh Translation
Yes or Noa

8'IC.

9.3:I11 3 DOO C:I115 ECE3in bEO:-
Ttlle. Date. Pertinent Pages. Etc.

 Examiner - . WH W' Date Considered Tf [‘1 [fl .

'Exarninen Initial it reference considered. whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 509: draw line through
citation if not in conformance and not considered. Include copy of this form with next communication to
applicant

Form PTO 1449 Patent and Traded-tarts: Office - U.S. Department of Commerce
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flux UNITED STATES DEIIIAII'I'MENT OF ODMMERGE
it...“ I; Patent: and Trademark OfficeAddress: mMMEEIDNEFI or: enter-its AND TRADEMARKS

Weeh'ngmn. on. zoom

mmnm melee m FIKS'I'NMEDm arroannm in

[IE I' 3‘39 .- 476 07/24?” 9? CN‘IERUN D 3630 . 13033“DS

LMI‘SI {0416
FINNEGQN HENDERSE‘N FFIRQBUN GRRRETT LE, T
“N“ WW“
1300 I STREET NN

unsnmernn no concur-3315 2745 8

DITEHMLEDi 04/16/98

This is a. communication [rain the enmlner In charge or your apolicalion.
COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AND TflADEMAfiKs

NOTICE OF ALLOWABIILITY

All claims being allowable. PROSECUTION ON THE MEFli‘I’S 15 (OH REMAINS} CLOSED In this application, If not included harewlth (or
previously mailed], a Notice ol Allowance and issue Fee Due or other appropriate communication will be mailed In due course.

B/This communication is responsive to fluMAW ‘ 1

E/The allowed clelmta} isJare 1 8"“ A f ' 2-H" (4- "M17“LL 1 - l 3
CI The drawings filed an

 

are acceptable.
 

1] Acknowledgement is made ot a claim lor foreign priority under 35 U30. § 1 lam-(d).

[I All III Soma' Ci None oi the CERTIFIED copies ol the priority documents have been

[:5 received.

I] received in Application No. (Series CodeISerlal Number]
 

D rec-owed in Ihis_naijonal stage application train the International Bureau [POT Hula 17.2{a)).
 

'Certilied ccpieo not received:

1] Acknowledgement is made of a claim for domestic priorily under 35 U53. 5 119(6].

A SHORTENED STA?UTOHY PERIOD FOR RESPONSE to comply with the requirements noted below is eel to ExPiPIE THREE MONTHS
FROM THE ‘DATE MAILED" at this Office action. Failure to timely comply will result in ABANDONMENT of this application. Extensions ol
time may be obtained under the provisions o! a? CF‘R Haste).

D Nola the attached EXAMINER'S MENDMENT Dr NOTICE OF INFORMAL APPLICATION. PTO-152. twitch discloses that the oath or
(Saturation is deficient. A SUBSTITUTE OATH 0F! DECLARATION IS REQUIRED.

B’Appiicant MUST submit new FORMAL DRAWINGS ...-
  

 

 

:I because the originally Iliad drawings-were declare applicant to be Informal.

girrcluding changes required by the Notice c attperson’e Palenl Drawing Review. PTO-948. attached hereto or to Paper No. 5“ .

eed drawing carreclion tiled on 17/ G I 6 . which has been approved

:l including changes required by Ina aiiacnad Examiners AmendmenliCorrirneni.

Financing changes required by ma 9
by the examiner.

Identifying indicia such all the application number {see 3? CF“ 1840:” should be written on the reverie aide at the drawings.
The drawlnga ahouid be filed ea a separate paper with a transmittal letter eddteaaed to the OtHcIaI'Dratlpei-eon. 

E Nola the attached Examiner's comment regarding REQUIREMENT FOFI THE DEPOSIT OF BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL

Any response to this letter should include. In the upper right hand corner. the APPLICATION NUMBER [SERIES OODEJ'SEFIIAL NUMBER).
if applicant has received a Native of Allowance and issue Fee Due. the ISSUE BATCH NUMBER and DATE of the NOTICE OF
ALLOWANCE should also be inciuded.

anachrnemta)

13 Notice oi Ralerences Oiled. Pro-sea

D Information Disclosure Slalemanua]. PTO-1449. Paper Nam.

Ci Notice of Draflsperson's Patent Drawing Review. PTO-eta

I] Notice ot Inlarmai Patent Application. PTO-152

1: Interview Summary. PTO-‘13

D Examiner‘s Amondmentlcomrnent

D Examiner's Comment Regarding Requirement for Deposit 0! Biological Materiel

Mummers Statement of Reasons tor Allowance

Tr“? (I’D 3°S'v‘Hil‘t
arm-er (M. wine} 9 us madman-r mma canoe. rear—azure
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 Serial Number: 08/899,475 2

Art Unit: 2745

1. The following is an Examiner's Statement of Reasons for

Allowance:

As to claims 2 and 16, the prior art of record fails to show

a multi-carrier simulcast transmission system comprising the

first and second transmitters for simultaneously transmitting the

same information signals. The system comprises a plurality of

carrier signals in each of the transmitters wherein each of the

carrier signals represents a portion of the information signal

not represented by others of the plurality carrier signals.

Any comments considered necessary by applicant must beI

submitted no later than the payment of the Issue Fee and. to

avoid processing delays, should preferably accompany the Issue

Fee. Such submissions should be clearly labeled “Comments on

Statement of Reasons for Allowance.“

2. Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier
communications from the examiner should he directed to Thanh Le
whose telephone number is [703] 305’4819.

01/
Thanh C. Le

Apr 10, 1993 \l—lfl'fi
THANHGONGLE

PHmummsxmmNsn
GF-Od? ”Vino
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' . .LWI‘P. I72") 73$

#2“9
Attorney Docket No 3680.0083-05

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re Application of: '- it?”

Dennis W. CAMERON alt/fill.I 6 " Group Art Unit: 2745

Serial No.: DBIBQQ.476 é}? Examiner: T. Le

Filed: July 24. 1997 Allowed: April 16. 1998

For: IVIETHOD AND SYSTEM FOR
 

Batch No. D05
PROVIDING MU LTICARRIER
SIMULCAST TRANSMISSION

Assistant Commissioner for Patents

Washington. DC. 20231

Sir:

WW

Subject to the approval of the Examiner. please replace the informal drawings with

the thirty (30) sheets of formal drawings tiled herewith If the formal drawings for any

reason are not in full compliance with the pertinent statutes and regulations. please so

advise the undersigned, If any fees are necessary for the submission of these formal

drawings, please charge our Deposit Account No. 06-0916.

- Respectfully submitted.

FINNEGAN, HENDERSON. FARABOW,
GARRETT & DUNNER. L.L.PA

 
. No. 26331

“in un-ien

FMEGW’HENDEMHI Dated: June 16, 1998Fmowfinnm.
B DUNNER,L.L.P.

‘EDO I STfltfl. N. W-
wasumo’mu, DC 20055an: -dDI-Q0°fl
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 APPROVED 0,6. FIG.

3 suecmse

FIG. 7

700

Generating a system information
signal which includes a plurality of
blocks of information

702

Transmitting lhe system information "(‘04
signal to the plurality oi transmitters 

  
  

 

L

Transmitting by the first and second
sets of transmitters a first block of
information in simulcast during the first
time period

TOG

Transmitting by the first set of Transmitting by the second set at
transmitters a second block of

intormation during the sacond
time period

transmitters a third block of

information during the second

. time period  
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mama 0.6. FIG.
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USPTO Maintenance Report 

Patent Bibliographic Data 08/19/2013 02:07 PM

Patent 
Number: 5915210 Application 

Number: 08899476 

Issue Date: 06/22/1999 Filing Date: 07/24/1997 

Title: METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR PROVIDING MULTICARRIER SIMULCAST 
TRANSMISSION 

Status: 4th, 8th and 12th year fees paid  Entity: LARGE  

Window 
Opens: N/A Surcharge 

Date: N/A Expiration: N/A 

Fee Amt Due: Window not 
open 

Surchg Amt 
Due: 

Window not 
open 

Total Amt 
Due: 

Window not 
open 

Fee Code: 

Surcharge 
Fee Code:   

Most recent 
events (up to 
7): 

12/22/2010 
12/22/2006 
12/20/2002 

Payment of Maintenance Fee, 12th Year, Large Entity.  
Payment of Maintenance Fee, 8th Year, Large Entity.  
Payment of Maintenance Fee, 4th Year, Large Entity.  
--- End of Maintenance History ---  

Address for 
fee purposes: 

VERIZON 
PATENT MANAGEMENT GROUP 
1320 North Court House Road 
9th Floor 
ARLINGTON VA 22201-2909 
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